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PREFACE

The ‘Composites: Calculating Their Embodied Energy Study’ is a multi-partner collaboration
project, led by the Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation (DEEDI), the
State of Queensland. The main objectives of the project are to:
•

Calculate the embodied energy of six fibre composite materials using the cradle-to-gate
analysis;

•

Calculate the embodied energy of the whole life cycle for the six composite products and their
comparable products that are made from traditional materials using the cradle-to-grave
analysis;

•

Generate a spreadsheet based model to estimate the energy usage and greenhouse emissions
from all the processes within the system boundaries of the analyses;

•

Life Cycle Assessment for the composite products.

This project will fulfil several obligations in the Fibre Composites Action Plan. These include:
•

Analysing the impact of this technology has on the environment compared with ‘traditional’
materials including steel, concrete and aluminium; and

•

Establishing ongoing dialogue with emerging markets/industries to raise the profile of fibre
composites and encourage fibre composites uptake.

Other outcomes for the department include the ability to provide:
−

Export-focussed companies with a technical manual which clearly states the impact on the
environment of their product contains. (This is becoming more important to companies
exporting to environmentally sensitive regions including the European Union and Japan); and

−

Companies tendering for infrastructure-related projects in industries like mining, building and
construction with technical data on the advantages of their fibre composite products have over
products manufactured from traditional materials such as concrete, steel, aluminium and
hardwoods.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background
The fibre composites industry is one of the growing industry sectors in Australia. The manufacturing
of composite products like glass or carbon fibre reinforced plastics continues to expand due to the
increasing demand of these products in various industries including aircraft, automotive, construction and
marine. With their strength, high durability, high strength-to-weight ratio and cost effectiveness, composite
products have replaced the use of traditional materials such as stainless steel and aluminium in many
applications.
In April 2006, the Honourable Anna Bligh MP, then Deputy Premier, Treasurer, and Minister for
State Development, Trade and Innovation launched the Queensland Government’s Fibre Composites
Action Plan. The purpose of the Action Plan was to build on existing research and manufacturing strengths
and take advantage of opportunities presented by this dynamic enabling technology.
It introduced over 50 initiatives developed in collaboration with industry to drive growth in
Queensland fibre composites, increase critical mass and focus on global competitive advantages.
Programs fall into theme areas ranging from skills formation to research and product development,
commercialisation, identification of new markets and manufacturing process improvement.
Purpose
The ‘Composites: Calculating their Embodied Study’ project aimed to quantify the life cycle
embodied energy of composite products manufactured in Australia and their comparable products
manufactured using other traditional materials. It took into account raw materials manufactured in
Australia as well as those imported from overseas. The finished composite products manufactured overseas
and then imported to Australia were not part of this project.
Objectives and Scopes
The main objective is to analyse the embodied energy of the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave.
The cradle-to-factory is the analysis for making 1 kilogram of the glass or carbon fibre reinforced plastics
which comprises of the raw material including the energy extraction and the transportation from suppliers
to the composite manufacturers. The cradle-to-grave analysis is the calculation from the total amount of the
composite materials required to make a composite product down to the manufacturing processes; the usage
i.e. the installation and maintenance activities; and the End-of-life (EOL) life cycle stages that covers the
waste collection transportation and the disposal processes.
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Embodied energy of the composite products included in the analyses were limited to those incurred
during the extraction of raw materials, transportation from suppliers to composites manufacturers,
manufacturing process, installation, operation, maintenance, transportation from a customer to a disposal
site and a disposal process. The analyses were conducted for a particular unit of products namely a square
metre of roof tile, a square metre of roof sheet, a powerboat hull, a linear metre of an I-Beam, 2.5 metres of
a power-pole cross-arm and an aircraft hinge fitting. The embodied energy of the composite products are
compared to traditional products which are made from concrete, galvanised steel, aluminium, stainless
steel (316), hardwood timber and titanium respectively.
Approach
The cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses were the main approach in analysing the
embodied energy of the fibre composite products. The cradle-to-factory analysis in this study assessed the
embodied energy in making one kilogram of six different fibre composite materials namely five glass
reinforced plastics and one type of carbon fibre reinforced plastics which are used to make the fibre
composite products. This analysis included two main embodied energy sources as shown in the left section
of Figure E.1. They were the extraction energy of raw materials and the transportation of the raw materials
from the materials suppliers to the composites manufacturing companies.
Subsequently, the cradle-to-grave analysis circumscribed the embodied energy of the entire life
cycle for both the composite and the traditional products as shown in the right section of Figure E.1. The
life cycle stages of a product include the raw materials, manufacturing process and usage to the end-of-life.
The raw material stage is analysed by obtaining the cradle-to-factory results. The usage stage comprises of
the installation, operation and maintenance activities and the associated transportation. The end-of-life
stage considers the transportation of the waste collection and the disposal process.

CRADLE-TO-FACTORY ANALYSIS

CRADLE-TO-GRAVE ANALYSIS

Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of a composite material to
making a composite product

Life cycle stage of a composite product

Raw material Transportation to a

Materials*Manufacturing processUsageEnd-oflife

Figure E.1: Two main embodied energy sources of the cradle-to-factory analysis.

The input data for this study was provided primarily by six composites manufacturers. When the
required input data was unavailable, assumptions were made with reference to the collected data from the
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literature review and the available databases from the Life Cycle Assessment software, SimaPro 7.1.8
software.
Embodied Energy Calculation Tool
The embodied energy of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses was calculated using
three Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) methods in order to provide a detailed embodied energy
results. The selected LCIA methods were the Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04 (CED1.04), the
IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 (IPCC1.00) and the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03 (EI992.03) methods
from the Life Cycle Assessment software, SimaPro 7.1.8. These methods assess and generate the embodied
energy results in terms of the primary energy consumption in a unit of MJeq (Mega joule equivalent), the
greenhouse gas emissions in a unit of kilogram of carbon dioxide equivalent (kg CO2eq) and also the total
environmental impacts in a unit of single score points (points).
Mega Joules (MJ) and a kg CO2eq are the common units of embodied energy values which present
the primary energy consumption or the emitted greenhouse gas during the product life cycle. Whilst, the
single score points results were additionally given as a full Life Cycle Assessment result which assesses
the actual environmental impacts namely human health, the ecosystem quality and resource use.
In practice, these three embodied energy results can be employed independently in different
situations as they represent three distinctive environmental aspects. The MJeq results focus on the primary
energy consumption which can be used as a guideline for a quick and a simple analysis of the total energy
used in making a product. The kg CO2eq results represent the well-known greenhouse gas emissions such as
CO2 emission. This result can be easily used to communicate with the public. Ultimately, the single score
points results denote the actual environmental impacts which are a detailed Life Cycle Assessment
analysis. Such results may be employed in assessing the genuine environmental performance of products
or any improvement of different product designs.

Main conclusions
Cradle-to-factory analysis
Figures E.2 to E.4 summarise the detailed embodied energy results for cradle-to-factory results
which are two embodied energy results namely the primary energy consumption and the greenhouse gas
emissions as well as the total environmental impacts result. Therefore, these results are expressed in a unit
of MJeq per kg, kg CO2eq per kg and points per kg respectively.
The left charts of Figures E.2 to E.4 present the three results of the five glass-reinforced plastics
from five composite manufacturers, namely B-Pods Pty Ltd (B-Pod), Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd
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(Ampelite), Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd (Mustang), Exel Composites (Exel) and Wagners
Composite Fibre Technologies Manufacturing Pty Ltd (Wagners). The right charts of these figures show
the three embodied energy results for the carbon fibre reinforced plastic from Boeing Research &
Technology Australia (Boeing). Each chart displays the cradle-to-factory results in terms of the two main
embodied energy sources which are the raw material extraction and the transportation of the raw materials
from suppliers to the composites companies. The last bar of all charts in Figures E.2 to E.4 gives the total
results of which are the sum of the raw material extraction and the transportation of the raw materials.
According to these figures, the fluctuation of the cradle-to-factory results are found in the fibre
composites whereby the total results for the carbon fibre reinforced plastic are 315 MJeq/kg, 10 kg
CO2eq/kg and 1.2 points/kg. The reasons being that these materials were analysed based on the provided
input data from the corresponding manufacturers with varying level of detail. Each material contains
different combinations of fibreglass, resin and ‘other’ materials that were transported by a variety of
transportation types and travel distance as they were exported from a diverse range of locations in
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Figure E.2: Primary energy consumption results of the cradle-to-factory analysis in MJeq per kg.
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The distinct contributions of the two embodied energy sources are clearly revealed. The finding
suggests that the embodied energy of the glass or carbon reinforced plastics can be reduced in two
different directions. The first direction is to reduce the high embodied energy of the raw material
extraction using alternative raw materials with low embodied energy. The second direction is to be
selective in choosing the suppliers in order to ensure low embodied energy in their delivery transportation.

Key findings: Cradle-to-factory analysis
 The embodied energy of the cradle-to-factory analysis for the six fibre composite materials in
this project is comprised of the extraction energy process and the transportation from suppliers
to the manufacturers. The cradle-to-factory results as shown in Figures E.2 to E.4 reveal that
the predominant contributor to the embodied energy of the fibre composites came from the
energy required during the extraction process.
 The extraction energy of the raw materials for the fibre composite materials in Figures E.2 to
E.4 is influenced mainly by the quantities and the types of resins used. In this case, it is based
on the databases from the Life Cycle Assessment software, where 1 kilogram of fibreglass has
lower extraction energy than 1 kilogram of resin, whilst 1 kilogram of carbon fibre has the
highest extraction energy.
 The higher contributions of the transportation in Figures E.2 to E.4 were caused by a number
of factors. Road transportation was found to be the main contributing factor as it utilised
higher amounts of non-renewable fossil fuel such as crude oil to transport the raw material
freight over a long distance. Shipment of raw materials from overseas can also increase the
embodied energy of the composite materials. Interestingly, it was found that the accumulation
of the shipment of several raw materials from various overseas suppliers can further increase
the embodied energy of the transportation. For instance, suppliers that were found in this
study came from various locations in the Asia, Europe and US regions.
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 For this project a hot spot was identified as the raw materials and/or suppliers which have a
high contribution to the embodied energy results of the composite products. The hot spots
analysis was conducted to make further suggestions in order to minimise or eliminate the
environmental impact associated with raw materials and/or suppliers. As a result, the raw
materials and suppliers which predominantly contributed to the cradle-to-factory were
identified. Therefore, the suggestions to reduce these hot spots were made such as avoiding
the utilisation of the road transportation for a long distance and also encouraging the
manufacturers to use rail and/or water transportation. Moreover, selecting local suppliers was
also suggested rather than those from overseas.

Cradle-to-grave analysis
As in the cradle-to-grave analysis, the Life Cycle Assessment method was used to assess the
embodied energy of the whole life cycle of six composite products which are made from glass or carbon
fibre reinforced plastics. These results were then compared with products that made of traditional materials
which are aluminium, concrete, galvanised steel, stainless steel, hardwood timber and titanium.
As a result, case studies on the following fibre composite products were completed, with the detailed
embodied energy results including the full Life Cycle Assessment results as given in chapters 3 to 8 of this
report:



Glass reinforced products
•

1 square metre of roof tile made of glass reinforced plastic from B-Pods (Tractile) Pty Ltd,
concrete tiles coated steel sheeting

•

1 square metre of roof sheet made of glass reinforced plastics from Ampelite Fibreglass Pty
Ltd and galvanised steel sheeting

•

A powerboat hull made of glass reinforced plastic of Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd and
cold-formed aluminium

•

1 linear metre of I-Beam made of glass reinforced plastic of Exel Composites and stainless
steel (316)

•

2.5 linear metre power-pole cross-arm manufactured from glass reinforced plastic of Wagners
Composite Fibre Technologies (CTF) Manufacturing Pty Ltd and sawn hardwood timber



Carbon fibre reinforced product
•

An aircraft hinge fitting manufactured from carbon fibre reinforced plastic of Boeing Research
and Technology and titanium.
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The Life Cycle Assessment generated the detailed embodied energy results and the full Life Cycle
Assessment result using the Cumulative energy demand version 1.04 (CED1.04), the IPCC GWP 100a
version 1.00 (IPCC1.00) and the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03 (EI992.03) methods. These three
results measure the primary energy consumption, the greenhouse gas emissions and the total environmental
impacts. The results are expressed in terms of applications such as a unit of MJeq per square metre, kg
CO2eq per square metre and points per square metre respectively. The embodied energy results from the
cradle-to-grave analysis are summarised in Figures E.5 to E.10.
EI99 2.03 (points)

IPCC (kg CO2eq)

CED 1.04 (MJeq)
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51,475

Concrete tile
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Figure E.5: Comparison of 1 square metre of roof tile manufactured
from glass reinforced plastic of B-Pods (Tractile) Pty Ltd, concrete tile and coated steel sheeting.
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Figure E.6: Comparison of 1 square metre of roof sheet manufactured from glass reinforced plastic, namely Wonderglas GC and
Webglas GC from Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd as well as galvanised steel sheeting.
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Figure E.7: Comparison of a powerboat hull manufactured
from glass reinforced plastic of Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd and aluminium (5086).
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Figure E.8: Comparison of a 1 linear metre I-Beam manufactured
from glass reinforced plastic of Exel composites and stainless steel (316).
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Figure E.9: Comparison of a 2.5 linear metre power-pole cross-arm manufactured
from glass reinforced plastic of Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty Ltd and hardwood timber.
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Figure E.10: Comparison of an aircraft hinge fitting manufactured
from carbon fibre reinforced plastic of Boeing Research and Technology and titanium.

Key findings: Cradle-to-grave analysis
In general, the life cycle of the composite products have significantly lower embodied energy than
the traditional products. The embodied energy of each life cycle stage of the composite products is given as
follows:
 Material stage: Composite products have significantly lower embodied energy during their
material stage than the traditional product. This is large due to the traditional materials require
a relatively high amount of energy during their extraction process.
 Manufacturing process (process): Most of the composite products have higher embodied
energy than the traditional products during the manufacturing process stage.
 Usage stage: Composite products perform significantly better than the traditional products at
the usage stage. This is owing to their light-weight and corrosive resistance properties. For
instance, the fuel consumption can be saved up to 35% from maintenance activities.
 End-of-Life stage: Despite many advantages, composite products have the shortcoming at the
end-of-life stage where the composite products are currently 100% landfill but the traditional
product such as steel and aluminium is 65 to 70% recyclable.

As a conclusion, based on the defined scopes and assumptions of this analysis, it was found that
composite products are estimated to perform better than the traditional products in terms of their embodied
energy that incurred during their life cycle stages. At the material stage, they perform the best. Their
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outstanding material properties such as strength and lightness are genuinely an advantage over the
traditional materials in this modern era.

Recommendations
 The detailed input data should be investigated further in order to increase the accuracy of the
cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses. For instance, some of the raw materials and
suppliers were excluded from the cradle-to-factory analysis due to the limited data available
from the participant companies.
 With limited resources, more participants should be involved in the project to provide input
data for more case studies or to support the detailed information for such areas as extended
suppliers. This will enhance the cradle-to-factory analysis where all the transportation systems
are included such as those used overseas.
 For future work, the supply chain network optimisation can be further analysed to improve the
hot spots as found in the cradle-to-factory results. A hot spot is defined as the raw materials
and/or suppliers which have the highest contribution to the embodied energy results.
Therefore, the identified raw materials and/or suppliers can be minimised or eliminated using
sensitivity analysis to test the implementation in a practical environment.
 The energy efficiency during the manufacturing, installation, usage and maintenance
processes can be further investigated to improve their environmental performance. This can be
achieved by measuring or monitoring the energy consumption during the operation of these
activities. Subsequently, the Life Cycle Assessment can be performed to improve their
performance.
 Improving the recyclability of composite products can be a future challenge for the
composites industry. This will not only help in improving the embodied energy efficiency of
the composite products but also their competitiveness in the international market. As the
recycling rate is one of the main requirements in the exportation of products to overseas
markets such as Europe and Japan.
 This investigation should be accompanied by a Life Cycle Costing analysis in order to
understand the true cost of composite products in a cradle-to-grave scenario. This is necessary
in order to completely assess the sustainability of component products, which will lead to a
win-win situation where the environment is protected and the economy sustained.
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TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviation

Meaning

CED1.04

Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04 method

CO

Carbon monoxide

CO2

Carbon dioxide

DEEDI

Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation

EI992.03

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03 method

EOL

End-of-Life

GWP

Global Warming Potential

IPCC1.00

IPCC 2007 GWP 100a version 1.00 method

kg CO2eq

Kilogram of carbon dioxide equivalent

LCA

Life Cycle Assessment

LCI

Life Cycle Inventory

LCIA

Life Cycle Impact Assessment

LCEM

Life Cycle Engineering & Management Research Group @ UNSW

MJ

Mega joule

MJeq

Mega joule equivalent

MSDs

Material Safety Datasheets

NO2

Nitrogen dioxide

Pts

Points

SO2

Sulphur dioxide

SQM

Square metre

STDEV

Standard deviation

VOC

Volatile Organic Compound
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CHAPTER 1
PROJECT OVERVIEW

1.1 Introduction
Many manufacturers for cars, aircraft, ships and construction materials generally use composite
materials such as fibreglass or carbon fibre reinforced plastics in their products. This is because of their
outstanding material properties, including high strength-to-weight ratio, high durability, strong strength,
corrosion resistance and cost effectiveness.
In April 2006, the Honourable Anna Bligh MP, then Deputy Premier, Treasurer, and Minister for
State Development, Trade and Innovation launched the Queensland Government’s Fibre Composites
Action Plan. The purpose of the Action Plan was to build on existing research and manufacturing strengths
and take advantage of opportunities presented by this dynamic enabling technology.
This action plan has introduced over 50 initiatives in collaboration with industry to drive growth in
Queensland fibre composites industry, increase critical mass and focus on global competitive advantages.
Programs fall into theme areas ranging from skills formation to research and product development,
commercialisation, identification of new markets and manufacturing process improvement.
The Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation (DEEDI), the State of
Queensland, established the ‘Composites: Calculating Their Embodied Energy Study’ project to
investigate the embodied energy for the life cycle of composite products.
The main aim of this project was to assess the embodied energy of the composites materials and
composite products in order to support the growth of the composites industry in Queensland. The
‘Composites: Calculating their Embodied Study’ project aimed to quantify the embodied energy contained
in fibre composite products compared to products manufactured using other materials. The embodied
energy sources include the primary energy consumption of material extraction, manufacturing processes,
transportation incurred during the production of a product. This project analysed composite products
manufactured in Australia. It took into account raw materials manufactured in Australia as well as those
imported from overseas. The finished composite products manufactured overseas and then imported to
Australia were not part of this project.
The project was a multi-partner project, comprising composites manufacturers, materials suppliers,
‘research and development’ agencies and an ‘education and training ‘agency.
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The steering committee included:
 Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd

 Boeing Research & Technology Australia

 B-Pods Pty Ltd (Tractile)

 Centre of Excellence in Engineered Fibre Composites (CEEFC)

 Exel Composites

 Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd

 Wagners Composite Fibre Technologies Manufacturing Pty Ltd

 Manufacturing Skills Australia

Additional support was provided by the following materials suppliers:
 Nupol Composites
 Colan Australia
 Toho-Tenex
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The cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses were conducted to calculate the embodied
energy for the composites materials and composite products. Therefore, the system boundary of the
analyses is defined as the objects, scopes and assumptions of the analyses in the following sections. In
addition, the embodied energy calculation methodology is also presented to illustrate the calculation
approach and the expected outcome.

1.2 System boundary of the cradle-to-factory analysis

1.2.1 Objectives
1. The cradle-to-factory analysis was aimed to assess the embodied energy of the raw materials,
which is a kilogram of the fibre composite materials.
2. The input-output model of the cradle-to-factory analysis was developed for the incurred raw
materials, energy and waste during the processes of raw material extraction and transportation
of raw materials. These two processes were the two main embodied energy sources of the
cradle-to-factory analysis.

1.2.2 Scopes
The objectives of the cradle-to-factory analysis were achieved successfully under the following
scopes:
1. The cradle-to-factory analysis assessed five fibreglass composites and one carbon fibre
composite from six participant composites companies as listed in Table 1.1.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Participant composites company
B-Pod (Tractile) Pty Ltd
Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd
Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd
Exel Composites
Wagners Composite Fibre Technologies (CFT)
Manufacturing Pty Ltd
Boeing Research and Technology

Composite material
Glass reinforced plastic
Glass reinforced plastic
Glass reinforced plastic
Glass reinforced plastic
Glass reinforced plastic
Carbon fibre reinforced plastic

Table 1.1: Composite materials of the cradle-to-factory analysis

2. The input-output model of the raw materials that require in making a kilogram of the fibre
composite material was developed for all composite materials in Table 1.1. Six fibre
composite materials were modelled in a spreadsheet model. The model of the cradle-to20

factory analysis showed the materials, energy and waste flows during the two main embodied
energy sources as shown in Figure 1.1. The embodied energy sources were the raw material
extraction and the transportation of the raw materials from suppliers to composite companies.
As shown in Figure 1.1, the input is the material and energy that were required in the two
embodied energy sources. The output is the emission substances and waste that were incurred
during the operation of these two embodied energy sources.
Material

Energy

Raw material extraction

Material

Energy

Transportation of the raw materials
from suppliers to composite

Emissions

Waste

Emissions

Waste

Figure 1.1: Input-output model of the cradle-to-factory analysis

1.2.3

Input data assumptions
The cradle-to-factory analysis aimed to assess the raw materials, which use in fabricating a kilogram

of the six fibre composite materials. To achieve this task, the assumptions were made for the required input
data of the cradle-to-factory analysis as illustrated in Table 1.2. In general, the participant composites
companies provided the majority of the input data for the raw materials which are the types and the
quantities of the raw materials, the associated transportation types and the travel distance from suppliers to
the composites manufacturers. The unavailable input data as marked with the asterisk sign in Table 1.2 was
obtained from literature reviews and the databases of the libraries from the Life Cycle Assessment
software, SimaPro 7.1.8. The databases from the Life Cycle Assessment software, SimaPro 7.1.8 are also
given in Table 1.3.

Life cycle stage

Embodied energy sources

Assumptions of the input
data

Data source

Cradle-to-factory: the embodied energy of the raw materials in making 1 kg of fibre or fibre or carbon fibre
reinforced plastics.

Material: Raw
materials for 1
kilogram of
composite
material

Raw material extraction

-Material types
-Material quantities

Composites companies data
such as the material safety
datasheet (MSDs)*

Transportation of the raw
materials

-Transportation types
-Distances from suppliers to the
companies.

Suppliers address, the
composites manufacturing
plant address, road and water
transportation of each raw
material*

Table 1.2: Input data Assumptions of the cradle-to-factory analysis
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Australia Data 2007, BUWAL 250, Data Archive, ETH-ESU 96, Franklin 96,
Databases

IDEMAT2001 and Industry data
Table 1.3: Databases list from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software

1.3 System boundary of the cradle-to-grave analysis
1.3.1 Objectives

1. The cradle-to-grave analysis was aimed to assess the embodied energy of the life cycle of the
six composite products which was made of six fibre composite materials as analysed in the
cradle-to-factory analysis.
2. The input-output model of the cradle-to-grave analysis was developed for the incurred
materials, energy and waste during the processes of materials, manufacturing process, usage
and disposal life cycle stages of the composite products.
3. The embodied energy of the composite products and the traditional products that are made from
the traditional materials were analysed and compared.

1.3.2 Scopes and limitations
The objectives of the cradle-to-grave analysis were achieved under the following scopes:
1. The cradle-to-grave analysis was carried out for six composite products, which were made by
six composites manufacturers as listed in Table 1.4. In practice, these composite products may
require additional raw materials for their applications such as the roof tile would require
battens and screws to assembling the roofing system. Therefore, Table 1.5 shows the
utilisation of the additional materials for the composite products.
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No

Participant company

Composite products

Traditional products

1

B-Pod (Tractile) Pty Ltd

1 square metre of roof tile

- Concrete tile
- Galvanised steel sheet

1 square metre of
2

Ampelite Fibreglasss Pty Ltd

Wonderglas GC and

- Galvanised steel sheet

Webglas GC
3

Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd

Mustang 430 powerboat hull

4

Exel Composites

5

Wagners CTF Manufactures Pty Ltd

6

Boeing Research and Technology

1 linear metre of Exel I-

Cold-formed stainless

Beam

steel (316)

A 2.5 linear metre powerpole cross-arm
An aircraft hinge fitting

Aluminium (5086)

Sawn hardwood timber
Cold-formed titanium

Table 1.4: Descriptions of the cradle-to-grave analysis for assessing the composite products
and their comparable products.

No

Composite products

Only composite material
included in the product

The composite material and
additional materials included
in the product

1

1 square metre of roof tile

 (battens and fasteners)

2

1 square metre of roof sheet

(battens and fasteners)

3

A powerboat hull

 (plywood and foam barrier)

4

1 linear metre of I-Beam

5
6



A 2.5 linear metre power-pole

 (connections)

cross-arm
An aircraft hinge fitting



Table 1.5: Summary of materials used in the applications of the composite products

2. The input-output model of the cradle-to-grave analysis for each composite product is
developed as a spreadsheet model. The model in Figure 1.2 shows the input and the output of
four main embodied energy sources that require in making a composite product. The
embodied energy sources are the life cycle stages of the composite product which are
materials, manufacturing process, usage and end-of-life. The input in Figure 1.2 is the
material and energy that is required in the four embodied energy sources whereby the output
is the emission substances and the waste that is incurred during these four embodied energy
sources.
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Material

Energy

Energy

Material

Manufacturing process

Materials

Emissions

Material

Waste

Emissions

Energy

Usage

Material

End-of-life

Emissions

Waste

Emissions

Energy

Waste

Waste

Figure 1.2: Four main embodied energy sources of input-output model.

1.3.3

Input data assumptions
The compatible products that are made from the traditional products are six traditional products as

shown in Table 1.6.
Life cycle stage

Embodied energy sources

Assumptions of the input
data

Data source

Cradle-to-grave: The embodied energy of a product life cycle that is made from a composite material which is used in
the cradle-to-factory analysis.
For products
made from only
composite
materials
Material: Total
amount of raw
materials for
making a product
For products
made from
composite
materials and
other materials
Material: Total
amount of raw
materials for
making a product

Manufacturing
process

Usage

Disposal

Raw material extraction
and transportation of the raw
materials

Similar to the cradle-tofactory analysis in Table 1.2
and multiply with the total
amount of composite material

Similar to Tables 1.2 and 1.3

Raw material extraction
and transportation of the raw
materials

Composite material part:
Similar to the cradle-tofactory analysis in Table 1.2
and multiply with the total
amount of composite material.
Other material part:
- Material types
- Material quantities
- Transportation types
- Distances from suppliers to
the companies.

Similar to Tables 1.2 and 1.3

Processes that are required
in making the product such
as cutting for a metre in
length, welding for 0.05
metre
Energy required during the
usage such as transportation
for the installation,
maintenance activities.
Disposal scenarios of a
product such as 100%
landfill for the composites
materials and 70% recycling
for steel and 65% recycling
for aluminium

-Process types
-Process quantities

Databases in Table 1.3

- Energy types
- Energy quantities

Databases in Table 1.3

- Disposal types
- Disposal quantities

Databases in Table 1.3
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Table 1.6: Input data assumptions of the cradle-to-grave analysis

1.4 The embodied energy methodology and expected outcome
1.

The embodied energy is calculated by using three Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods
which are available in the Life Cycle Assessment software, SimaPro 7.1.8. These methods are
the Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04 (CED 1.04), the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00
and the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A methods. These methods assess the embodied energy in three
different environmental aspects. The selection of the methods and their calculation approach
are summarised in Table 1.7.

2.

The expected outcome for the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses from the three
methods are the embodied energy results as given in Table 1.7. Furthermore, six air pollutants
are additionally calculated.

3.

The interpretations of the results are presented in Figure 1.3.
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EMBODIED ENERGY CALCULATION TOOL

Embodied Energy
Analysis

Scopes and Assumptions

Embodied energy
assessment tool

The Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods from the LCA software, SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Selection of the Life Cycle
Impact Assessment methods

The selection of these methods was based on the generic embodied energy analysis which is often
based on the input-output model that is used to quantify the primary energy sources and often
expressed in MJ and in kg of CO2 units. In addition, as the two values from the Cumulative
energy demand version 1.04 and the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 methods only represent the
embodied energy in terms of the primary energy consumption and the impacts from the climate
change respectively. Therefore, the points value is also given. This value is calculated from Life
Cycle Assessment which considers the impacts on human health, the ecosystem quality and
resource use. The points value is calculated from the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03 method.
LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT METHODS

Embodied Energy Results
Method

Cumulative energy demand
version 1.04

Calculation Approach
and unit

Calculation: Calculates the
embodied energy in terms of the
consumption of the primary
energy sources such as fossil
fuels, minerals, renewable
energy.

Cradle-to-factory

MJeq per kg

Cradle-to-grave

MJeq per
product

Unit: MJeq

IPCC GWP 100a version
1.00

Calculation: Calculates the
greenhouse gas emissions which
impact the global warming.

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A
version 2.03

Carbon monoxide
(CO)
Carbon dioxide
(CO2)

kg CO2eq per kg

kg CO2eq per
product

Unit: kg CO2eq
Calculation: calculates as the
environmental performance
indicator as a single score. This is
a comprehensive Life Cycle
Assessment analysis which
considers human health, the
ecosystem quality and resource
use impacts.

Amount of
conventional air
pollutions

Nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)
Sulphur dioxide
(SO2)
Unspecified
particulate

points per kg

points per
product

Volatile organic
compounds (VOC)

Unit: points of a single score

Table 1.7: Summary of calculation tools and expected outcome for the embodied energy analysis
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The embodied energy and the environmental impacts results
Cumulative energy demand
version 1.04

Cradle-to-factory: MJeq per kg
Cradle-to-grave: MJeq per product

IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00

Cradle-to-factory: kg CO2eq per kg
Cradle-to-grave: kg CO2eq per product

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version
2.03

Cradle-to-factory: points per kg
Cradle-to-grave: points per product

How to interpret the results
It is a common unit in the
embodied energy analysis. It
considers only the primary
energy consumption.

It is a common unit in the embodied
energy analysis. It assesses the
greenhouse gas emissions and the
global warming potential.

Use this result as a guideline or
a rough estimation. It can be
used to compare other
embodied energy results in MJ
unit that are assessed from a
similar approach.

Use this result for communicating
with the general public. It can be
compared with other embodied
energy in kgCO2eq unit.

The Life Cycle Assessment
results which consider all
environmental impacts: human
health, ecosystem, and resources
use.
Use this result as an ultimate
value for the environmental
impact assessment. It can be
compared with the full Life
Cycle Assessment.

Figure 1.3: Diagram of How to interpret the embodied energy results

1.5 Report outline
The report outline is presented in Figure 1.4. The contents of each chapter can be described as
follows.
Executive summary presents the entire contents of this report in brief where the aim, scopes,
embodied energy analysis approach, results of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses as
well as discussion, conclusion and recommendations are included.
Chapter 1, Project overview, presents the background of this study that aims to calculate the
embodied energy of six composites materials and thirteen composite products including their comparable
products.. The main contents in this chapter include the objectives, scopes, assumptions, methodology and
expected outcome of the study.
Chapter 2, Embodied energy analysis, delineates the methodology used in this study to quantify the
embodied energy of the composites materials and the composite products. This chapter starts with an
introduction of the Life Cycle Assessment method which is often used to calculate the environmental
impacts of a product life cycle. Three Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods and their results are
presented as the main embodied energy calculation tools for this study. These methods are the Cumulative
Energy Demand, IPCC2007 GWP100a and Eco-Indicator 99 H/A methods. Subsequently, the cradle-tofactory and the cradle-to-grave analyses are presented in order to familiarise the main approaches used to
perform the embodied energy analysis of the composite materials and the composite products. In addition,
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the methodology overview is given to illustrate the procedures which were utilised to conduct the
embodied energy analysis in order to achieve the objectives of the study.
The data collection summary, data quality and uncertainly as well as the input-output model are also
presented to explain the procedures used whilst conducting the study.
Chapters 3 to 8 demonstrate the embodied energy results for the analysed composite materials and
the composite products for each participant composites manufacturers in a sequence as given in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Report outline

The chapters are:
Chapter 3: B-Pods (Tractile) Pty Ltd-Embodied Energy of Roof Tile
Chapter 4: Ampelite Fibreglass embodied energy of roof sheet
Chapter 5: Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd
Chapter 6: Exel Composites
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Chapter 7: Wagners Composite Fibre Technologies Manufacturing Pty Ltd
Chapter 8: Boeing Research & Technology Australia

Each chapter present an introduction of the composite products and followed by the methodology
which includes the overview, scopes, assumptions and the interpretation of the results. Subsequently, the
descriptions of the composites and traditional products are presented and defined as the input data for the
embodied analysis. The embodied energy results are discussed and concluded in the last section of each
chapter.
Chapter 9, Conclusion, summarises the embodied analysis and results of the Composites:
Calculating Their Embodied Energy Study as a whole.
Appendices A to D are provided in the last section of this report for the air conventional emission
results, the technical manual for the material and energy flow spreadsheet model, their sensitivity analysis
and the database background for the embodied energy analysis.

1.6 Conclusion
This chapter provided an overview of the project, which aims to investigate on the embodied energy
of the composites materials and composite products. In this project, two analyses were conducted which
are the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses. The objectives, scopes and input assumptions of
these analyses were presented.
In general, the cradle-to-factory analysis was aimed to assess the embodied energy of the raw
materials, which are used in making 1 kilogram of the composite material. The cradle-to-grave analysis
was to calculate the embodied energy for the life cycle of a composite product that was manufactured by
using fibre or carbon fibre composites and traditional materials. Consequently, the comparisons of the
products, which are made in different materials, are compared.
The embodied energy calculation methodology was also illustrated by presenting the three Life
Cycle Impact Assessment methods, namely the Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04 (CED 1.04), the
IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 and the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A methods. The expected outcome of this study
is the embodied energy results in a unit of MJeq and kg CO2eq as well as the total environmental impact
result which expressed in a unit of points. The last section of the chapter outlined the contents of this report
which includes an introduction, methodology, results and conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2
EMBODIED ENERGY ANALYSIS

2.1 Introduction
Chapter 1 addressed the main objectives, scopes, assumptions and report outline. Therefore, this
chapter presents the methodology of the embodied energy analysis of this study. Firstly, background of the
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) background is introduced as a methodology to assess the environmental
impact. Further, three Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods are presented briefly as these methods will
be used as a tool to calculate the embodied energy for the entire study. Subsequently, an overview of the
methodology of this embodied energy study is described whereby the data collection is summarised into
input data for the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses. Furthermore, the input-output models
of the analyses are presented to illustrate the materials and the energy flows during the activities that are
involved in making of the raw materials of composites materials and the life cycle of the composite
products.

2.2 Life Cycle Assessment
LCA is a tool to assess the environmental impact of a product’s life cycle as shown in Figure 2.1.
This methodology is also known as a ‘cradle-to-grave’ analysis which calculates materials and energy flow
analysis of the product life cycle stages as shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Product life cycle stages

Theoretically, LCA has four basic stages which are:
1. Goal definition and scoping
2. Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) Analysis
3. Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA)
4. Interpretation.
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The first stage is defining the unit function of an industrial product for the product life span. The
second stage is the inventory analysis, which transforms the data input of materials and energy sources into
an emission substance amount as Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) results. The third stage is the Life Cycle
Impact Assessment (LCIA) method that converts the LCI results into the environmental impact results.
Furthermore, the results can also be estimated at the midpoint which is expressed as the impact categories
or the endpoint level of the LCIA modelling step and then it can be summarised into a single index or a
single score which has a variety of units as it depends on which LCIA method is employed in the analysis.
Finally, the interpretation stage is to present and analyse the results.
 LCIA Methods
Whilst a number of LCIA methods have been developed over the past few decades, the Cumulative
Energy Demand (CED), IPCC2007 GWP100a (IPCC) and Eco-indicator 99 H/A (EI99) methods were
selected for this study.
•

Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04 method (CED1.04)
In brief, the CED1.04 method is often used to assess the energy consumptions or flows
throughout the entire life cycle of a good or a service. The MJeq is calculated based on different
energy resources namely the ‘non renewable fossil’, ‘non-renewable nuclear’, ‘renewable
biomass’, ‘renewable wind, solar, geothermal’ and ‘renewable water’. The CED1.04 method
produces the results in a unit of MJeq.

•

IPCC 2007 GWP 100a version 1.00 method (IPCC1.00)
The IPCC method is based on the Global Warming Potential (GWP) factors from the Inter
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) where “the GWPs are an index for estimating relative global
warming contribution due to the atmospheric emission of a kg of a particular greenhouse gas
compared to the emission of a kg of carbon dioxide”. The IPCC method is available in three
different time horizons which are 20, 100 and 500 years in order to analyse the effects of
atmospheric lifetime of the different gases. For instance, during 100 years, while CO2 has a
GWP of 1 and methane has the GWP of 25 which means 1 kilogram of methane has a potential
to cause climate change 25 times more than CO2. The IPCC1.00 method produces the results
in a unit of kg CO2eq.

•

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03 method (EI99 method)
The EI99 method is also used along with the CED1.04 and IPCC1.00 methods. This
methodology delivers a single score, which is a comprehensive method based on the scientific
background using several analyses. These consider the environmental impacts in all aspects
namely human health, the ecosystem and resource use as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Eco-Indicator 99 LCIA method1

•

Expected outcome of Life Cycle Assessment
The expected outcomes of the LCA results for this project are presented as follows.


Amount of emission substances: Conventional air pollution or GHG emissions
namely, CO, CO2, NO2, SO2, Particulate (unspecified) and VOC



Single score: MJeq, kg CO2 and points (pts)

Furthermore, Table 2.1 also summarises the calculation approach and the results of the three
methods for the Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods. These methods generated the embodied energy
results for these analyses in the units of MJeq and kg CO2eq and the total environmental impact in a unit of
points per kg as well as in units of MJeq, kg CO2eq and points per product or application. Therefore, Figure
2.3 is given to provide additional information to aid in how to interpret these results.

1

Goedkoop, M., Spriensma, R., "The Eco-indicator 99: A Damage Oriented Method for Life Cycle Impact

Assessment, Methodology Report," PRé Consultants B.V., The Netherlands 2001.
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EMBODIED ENERGY CALCULATION TOOL

Embodied Energy
Analysis

Scopes and Assumptions

Embodied energy
assessment tool

The Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods from the LCA software, SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Selection of the Life Cycle
Impact Assessment methods

The selection of these methods was based on the generic embodied energy analysis which is
often based on the input-output model that is used to quantify the primary energy sources and
often expressed in MJ and in kg of CO2 units. In addition, as the two values from the
Cumulative energy demand version 1.04 and the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 methods only
represent the embodied energy in terms of the primary energy consumption and the impacts
from the climate change respectively. Therefore, the points value is also given. This value is
calculated from Life Cycle Assessment which considers the impacts on human health, the
ecosystem quality and resource use. The points value is calculated from the Eco-Indicator 99
H/A version 2.03 method.
LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT METHODS

Embodied Energy Results
Calculation Approach

Method

and unit

Cumulative energy demand
version 1.04

Calculation: Calculates the
embodied energy in terms of
the consumption of the
primary energy sources such
as fossil fuels, minerals,
renewable energy.

Cradle-to-factory

Cradle-to-grave

MJeq per kg

MJeq per
product or
application

Unit: MJeq

IPCC GWP 100a version
1.00

Calculation: Calculates the
greenhouse gas emissions
which impact the global
warming.

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A
version 2.0

Carbon monoxide
(CO)
Carbon dioxide
(CO2)

Kg CO2eq per kg

kg CO2eq per
product or
application

Unit: kg CO2eq
Calculation: calculates as the
environmental performance
indicator as a single score.
This is a comprehensive Life
Cycle Assessment analysis
which considers human health,
the ecosystem quality and
resource use impacts.

Amount of
conventional air
pollutions

Nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)
Sulphur dioxide
(SO2)
Unspecified
particulate

points per kg

points per
product or
application

Volatile organic
compounds (VOC)

Unit: points of a single score
Table 2.1: Summary of calculation tools and results for the embodied energy analysis
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The embodied energy and the environmental impacts results
Cumulative energy demand
version 1.04

Cradle-to-factory: MJeq per kg
Cradle-to-grave: MJeq per product

IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00

Cradle-to-factory: kg CO2eq per kg
Cradle-to-grave: kg CO2eq per product

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version
2.03

Cradle-to-factory: points per kg
Cradle-to-grave: points per product

How to interpret the results
It is a common unit in the
embodied energy analysis. It
considers only the primary
energy consumption.

It is a common unit in the embodied
energy analysis. It assesses the
greenhouse gas emissions and the
global warming potential.

Use this result as a guideline or
a rough estimation. It can be
used to compare other
embodied energy results in MJ
unit that are assessed from a
similar approach.

Use this result for communicating
with the general public. It can be
compared with other embodied
energy in kgCO2eq unit.

The Life Cycle Assessment
results which consider all
environmental impacts: human
health, ecosystem, and resources
use.
Use this result as an ultimate
value for the environmental
impact assessment. It can be
compared with the full Life
Cycle Assessment.

Figure 2.3: Diagram of How to interpret the embodied energy results

2.3 Embodied Energy Analysis
The embodied energy analysis in this study comprises of cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave
analyses as shown in Figure 2.4. These analyses employ the Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods to
assess the embodied energy of all life cycle stages as shown in Figure 2.4. The methodology of these two
analyses is described briefly as follows.

CRADLE-TO-FACTORY ANALYSIS

CRADLE-TO-GRAVE ANALYSIS

Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of a composite material to
making a composite product

Life cycle stage of a composite product

Raw material Transportation to a factory

Materials*Manufacturing processUsageEnd-of-life

Figure 2.4: Scopes of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses.
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Firstly, the cradle-to-factory analysis assesses the embodied energy in making 1 kilogram of a
composite material as presented in the left portion of Figure 2.4. This analysis focuses on two main
embodied energy sources. They are the raw material extraction and the transportation of raw materials
from the supplier to a composite manufacturer. The asterisk sign next to the word ’Materials’ in Figure 2.3
indicates that the embodied energy result from this analysis will be used as the input data for the materials
stage in the next analysis.
Secondly, the cradle-to-grave analysis as shown in Figure 2.4 calculates the life cycle of a composite
product. For comparison purposes this analysis technique is also performed on a traditional product with
the same application. The life cycle stages of these products are presented on the right hand side of Figure
2.4 where:
−

The materials stage is the total raw materials that are used in making the targeted products;

−

The manufacturing process stage comprises the processes involved in making the targeted
products;

−

The usage stage consists of the activities that occur after the targeted products are
manufactured i.e. the installation and maintenance activities, until the product is disposed of.

−

The end-of-life stage is the disposal scenario which includes the transportation of the targeted
products to the disposal site and the disposal process.

Finally, the embodied energy and the environmental impacts results from the cradle-to-factory
analysis are discussed and the hot spots identified. For this project a hot spot is defined as the raw materials
and/or suppliers which have a high contribution to the embodied energy results. The hot spots analysis was
conducted to make further suggestions in order to minimise or eliminate the identified raw materials and/or
suppliers. Subsequently, the embodied energy results from the cradle-to-grave analysis of the composite
products were analysed and compared with the life cycle of the traditional products which are made of the
traditional materials such as stainless steel and aluminium.

2.4 Methodology Overview
The methodology of the embodied energy analysis was conducted in accordance with Figure 2.5.
The aim of the project was achieved by utilising a systematic methodology which can be described as
follows:
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Figure 2.5: Methodology of embodied energy analysis

Firstly, all processes or activities that are involved in the life cycle of the composite products
including the materials, manufacturing, usage and end-of-life cycle stages were examined as illustrated in
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Figure 2.4. The consideration mainly focused on the materials, fuels and energy or electricity consumed
during the life cycle stages as demonstrated in the second row of Figure 2.5. Subsequently, the system
boundaries or descriptions were defined. This included the development of the model framework, tasks,
scope, limitation(s), assumptions as well as the functional unit of the composite products.
Secondly, the required input data for the LCA analysis was collected for each life cycle stage where
the input data is mainly in terms of the quantities and the types of raw materials, energy or electricity, the
possible EOL options, the types of transportation, their travel distance and carriage weight. These input
data were attained to analyse and to understand the materials and the energy flow of the production of
composite products. Therefore, the data was collected extensively by primarily using the input data which
were provided by the companies as presented in Figure 2.5.
Further information was collected by the companies via measurement from the production line such
as the electricity and the water consumption as well as the emissions and wastes. Subsequently, the
collected data was analysed, summarised and converted into units that can be used to carry out the LCA
analysis by using the SimaPro 7.1.8 software. For instance, the input data requirement for the
transportation was tkm which considers both distance and the weight carriage. Therefore, the distance in
km was multiplied with the weight of the materials in the unit of tonne to give the tkm input data for the
software.
Thirdly, the LCA analysis was performed using the converted input data and the selected Life Cycle
Impact Assessment (LCIA) methods namely the CED 1.04, the IPCC 1.00 and the EI99 2.03 methods to
produce the embodied energy results in terms of MJeq, kg CO2eq and points respectively. Moreover, the
analysis also generated the results for the amount of emissions. Consequently, the results were further
analysed by converting them into LCA results per unit of a product. In this project, the LCA results can be
presented as MJeq, kg CO2eq and points per kg, square metre, powerboat hull, linear metre, power-pole
cross-arm and aircraft hinge fitting.
Fourthly, the model as shown in Figure 2.5 was refined by readdressing the scope, recollecting data
and reassessing the model. Subsequently, the refined model was implemented in thirteen case studies to
demonstrate the benefits of using the composite products over traditional material products such as
concrete tile, steel sheet, cold-formed aluminium, cold-formed stainless steel, sawn hardwood timber and
cold-formed titanium. For instance, the advantages of the composite products such as the reduction in fuel
consumption due to their light weight or the reduction in material consumption due to their corrosive
resistance was addressed.
In addition, ‘hot spots’ were also identified for future improvement of the targeted composite
products. For example, the impacts of the transportation for the raw materials might be improved by
selecting local suppliers or energy consumption can be reduced from some particular processes.
Consequently, the final report was prepared to present the generic embodied energy results of the case
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studies for all participating companies and institutions as shown in Figure 2.5. Whereby, the detailed
spreadsheet baseline model and the detailed technical manual were delivered to the corresponding
company. The spreadsheet model of the embodied energy is proficient to calculate both cradle-to-factory
and cradle-to-grave where the user can alter the input data and regenerate all embodied energy results
including the emissions in each life cycle stage.

2.5 Data Sources Summary
The collection of data is one of the critical parts of this project as it has tremendous consequences
for the precision and accuracy of the model. Figure 2.6 and Table 2.2 present a summary of the input data
required from the six composite manufacturers and the selected Life Cycle Inventory databases from the
Life Cycle Assessment software, SimaPro 7.1.8, for the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses.
Input
data
companies:

from

CRADLE-TO-FACTORY
Raw materials: types and
quantities
Transportation: types and
distance from suppliers to
factory
CRADLE-TO-GRAVE
Materials: Total weight
Manufacturing Process:
Electricity in kWh

Usage:

CRADLE-TO-FACTORY ANALYSIS

CRADLE-TO-GRAVE ANALYSIS

Databases for raw materials:

Databases for materials:

IDEMAT2001 (a majority), ETH-ESU
96 (for generic chemicals) and

Australia data 2007 and IDEMAT2001

Overseas location 

Industry Data 2.0 (for one product)
Databases for transportation:

Manufacturing, using and disposing in Australia
Databases for manufacturing process and
electricity:

Figure 2.6: Detailed input data required for Life Cycle Assessment.
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CRADLE-TO-GRAVE

Company

CRADLE-TO-FACTORY

Case Studies

Amount in 1 kilogram of glass or carbon fibre reinforced plastics

Making a product

Fibre types Resin types

‘Other’
materials

Raw material extraction

Transportati
on from
supplier to
factory

Road and
water
transportation
types from
Australia and
overseas.

B-Pods Pty Ltd
(Tractile)

E glass

Polyester

Pigment,
fillers, and
retardants

Based on B-Pods data and
modified from IDEMAT2001

Ampelite
Fibreglass Pty
Ltd

E glass

Polyester

Pigment,
polyester film,
gel coat and
catalyst

Based on Ampelite data,
modified from IDEMAT2001,
Industry data 2.0 and
Australian data 2007
databases
Based on Mustang Marine
and modified from
IDEMAT2001, Australian
data 2007 and CPM databases
Based on Exel coposites,
modified from IDEMAT2001,
ETH-ESU96 and Australian
data 2007 databases
Based on Wagners, modified
from IDEMAT2001 and
Australian data 2007
databases
Based on Boeing R &T,
modified from IDEMAT2001
and Australian data 2007
databases

Mustang Marine
Australia
Services Pty Ltd

Four types
of
fibreglass

Polyester
and vinyl
ester

Catalysts and
gel coat.

Exel Composites

Two types
of E glass

Vinyl
ester

Wagners CFT
Manufacturing
Pty Ltd

Fibreglass

Vinyl
ester

Pigment,
fillers,
catalysts and
retardants.
-

Boeing Research
& Technology
Australia

Carbon
fibre

Epoxy

-

The distance
was
measured
using an
online maps,
Google. The
road
transportation
based on
Australian
data 2007
databases

Material,
Manufacturing
process,
distribution,
installation, usage,
maintenance, endof-life process
1 m2 roof tile

1 m2 roof sheet

1 powerboat hull

1 linear metre IBeam

2.5 linear metre
power-pole
cross-arm
1 aircraft hinge
fitting

Table 2.2: Input data for the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses

The input data for the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses were obtained from the
participant companies as shown in Figure 2.6 and Table 2.2. The input data for the cradle-to-factory
analysis included the types and the quantities of the raw materials namely fibres, resins and the ‘other’
materials, the supplier’s details, manufacturing locations and transportation types from the supplier to a
factory. The input data was used to assess the embodied energy of the energy extraction of the raw
materials and the transportation of raw materials for the cradle-to-factory analysis.
Subsequently, the input data of the cradle-to-grave analysis were the total quantities of required
materials, energy consumption of the manufacturing process for both manufacturing process and the
supporting systems of the manufacturing process, the distribution of the product to the customer, the
installation, usage, maintenance system, disposal transportation and process. The majority of this input
data was collected from the companies as shown in Figure 2.6.
Concurrently, the Life Cycle Inventory databases were also selected from the available libraries of
the SimaPro 7.8.1 software. At the present time, the Australian data 2007, BUWAL250, ESU-ETH 96,
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Frankin USA 98, IDEMAT2001, and Industry data 2.0 were the available standard libraries from the
software.2 The Life Cycle Inventory libraries as shown in Figure 2.6 were selected by examining all the
characteristics of the collected input data as shown in Table 2.3.

Life Cycle
activities

Composite products

Traditional products

CRADLE-TO-FACTORY

Raw materials

Suppliers
locations

Type: 46 different materials from 6
products
Fibre (fibreglass, carbon fibre)
Resin (polyester, vinyl ester, epoxy)
Chemicals (organic and inorganic for fillers,
catalyst, additives, pigment
Quantity: kg per kg of fibre composite or
kg per a volume of production
Supplier: 36 suppliers are located in 10
countries from Australasia, Asia, Europe
and US regions

N/A

Australian suppliers and manufacturers

CRADLE-TO-GRAVE
Type: Tractile tile, Wonderglas GC,
Webglas GC, Mustang Marine 430 hull,
Exel I-Beam
Wagners’ power-pole cross-arm and
Boeing’s aircraft hinge fitting
Quantity: kg of materials used for making a
finished product

Type: Concrete tile, coated steel sheeting,
Galvanised steel sheeting, Aluminium hull
Stainless steel (316) I-Beam, Hardwood
timber power-pole cross-arm, Titanium
aircraft hinge fitting (from the USA)
Quantity: kg of materials used for making a
finished product

Manufacturing
process

Types: Pultrusion, sheet moulding
compound and molding processes
Quantity: kWh of electricity consumption
measured by the companies.

Type: Steel rolling, coated steel sheet, zinc
coating, aluminium cold-transforming, steel
cold transforming, sawing of wood
production

Usage

Installation: In Australia
Additional materials during the application
such as screws and battens; Electricity for
secondary process such as cutting and
drilling; Transportation from manufacturer
to a customer
Operation and maintenance:
Fuel consumption and transportation

Installation: In Australia
Additional materials during the application
such as screws and battens; Electricity for
secondary process such as cutting and
drilling; Transportation from manufacturer to
a customer
Operation and maintenance:
Fuel consumption and transportation

Transportation from a customer to the
disposal site and disposal process in
Australia

Transportation from a customer to the
disposal site and disposal process in Australia

Materials

End of Life

Table 2.3: Summary of input data characteristic of the composite and their comparable products

2

The ecoinvent database is excluded in this list as it was not available in the SimaPro software version that was

used for this project. Nevertheless, this database was also reviewed and found that it did not provide carbon fibre, one
plastic film, stainless steel (316) and titanium in their database. Therefore, it was not included in this project.
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As shown in Table 2.3, the first characteristic was that more than 50 raw materials were used in
those fourteen products. These raw materials originated from ten different countries in four regions.
Secondly, the input data of the manufacturing processes for the composite products were commonly
obtained as the quantity of the electricity consumption from the companies. The input data of the usage
stage incorporated additional materials, electricity, fuel consumptions and transportation in Australia.
Lastly, the input data for the End of Life involved the transportation and disposal process.
At the present time, no single Life Cycle Inventory database can accommodate all 46 raw materials
which came from ten specific countries, various manufacturing processes, electricity and transportation as
shown in Table 2.3. Therefore, certain libraries from the SimaPro software were carefully selected using
the following approach. As this project is an Australian project, therefore the Australian data 2007 library
was selected as it represented the Australian situations of the materials, manufacturing process, electricity,
transportation and disposal process. This library is the only available Australian database which was
developed on the basis of several data sources such as company data, modified from existing European
databases and literature reviews from related Australian publications.
For the raw materials from overseas, most of the available databases are based on European data.
The IDEMAT2001 database is also based on European database but it focuses highly on the material
production. It is the only library that provides the majority of the core raw materials in this project such as
fibreglass, carbon fibre, unsaturated polyester resin and styrene. Additionally, the Industry data 2.0
database was selectively included for one product as it provides a specific raw material which was not
available in the IDEMAT2001 database. Furthermore, among those 46 materials a number of them are
specific chemicals which are not available in any database. Therefore, the generic organic chemicals and
inorganic chemicals of the ETH-ESU 96 database were used to represent all chemicals that are not
available in any of the databases.
For the manufacturing process in Australia, most of the input data from the companies were obtained
as the amount of electricity consumption. Therefore, the electricity generation as the average and specific
states were chosen from the Australia data 2007 database. On the other hand, for the manufacturing
process of the traditional products, most processes were also available in the Australia data 2007 database
except for the screw production and zinc coating process. Therefore, the Data Archive and the ETU-ESU
96 databases were used to provide such processes.
Additionally, the transportation methods that were involved in this project are the road and water
transportation used overseas and in Australia. The Australia data 2007 database was used for the water
transportation from overseas to Australia and the road transportation in Australia. For other countries, the
Franklin USA 98 database was used for the truck travel in the USA as this database is based on ‘a variety
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of public and private USA statistical sources, reports, and telephone conversations with experts’3 []. The
ETH-ESU 96 database was selected to represent the truck used in Europe and the Buwal 250 database is a
Swiss based database but its 40 tonne truck included the generic Life cycle inventory data of energy.
Therefore, it was used to represent the truck used in China.

2.5.1 Data quality and uncertainty
The Life Cycle Assessment by nature is a complex study which deals with various input data and
series of data sources. It needs to be noted that the methodology involves a certain level of uncertainty
from various sources.
The first uncertainty source may come from the provided input data from the company which were
the types and quantities of raw materials, the electricity consumptions and the assumptions for the usage
stage. The reason being, that some companies were not able to provide the Material Safety Datasheets or
did not specify certain ingredients due to confidentiality reasons or the materials were estimated as the
product was not in production. As a result, some chemicals or substances may not be included in the
analysis. The electricity consumption calculation was quite straightforward where each company estimated
their usage via a different approach. For instance, one company estimated their usage by using the
information of the power consumption for their machines in the production line, production time and
production rate. Some other company estimated their usage by examining their electricity bill to find the
amount of electricity consumed and divided that value by the production volume. Another company may
estimate the value from the power consumption in a unit of kilowatt of each involved machine, using
estimated production time and production rate. Most assumptions for the usage of their products and the
comparable products stage were made by the associate company which may apply only for that particular
situation.
The second uncertainty source may come from the Life Cycle Inventory databases which are often
established from certain approaches and assumptions. It may either under or overestimate the processes as
these processes were developed from either by measuring from the companies, through reviewing literature
review and interpolating the data from the analogy process. The selected databases represented the best
available databases at the present time. However, as the values represent certain situations over a given
period of time, these values are often referred to as an average technology level. Therefore, the produced
results may be significantly different from the actual situation. For instance, the electricity is generated
differently in different countries as it maybe produced from various combinations of energy sources such
as coal, oil, natural gas, nuclear power and hydropower. Therefore, as a reliable database for those

3

PRe consultants BV, "SimaPro," 7 ed. The Netherlands, 2006.
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particular ten countries was not available in a comparable database, the European databases were used to
represent those countries. Moreover, the transportation during the production was also applied for a
particular process which may not represent the real practice. Nevertheless, a further attempt was made by
attempting to modify the existing database with the relevant energy source. For instance, the screw
production database was based on the electricity consumption in one European country. In this case the
electricity process was substituted with the Australia data 2007 database.
In this regard, a certain weakness of the database is worth noting. In terms of the time period these
databases base their values on, a number of processes from the IDEMAT2001, ETH-ESU 96 and
Buwal250 databases were referred back to 1990 to 1994 and the most current process represent 2004. The
Industry data 2.0 database was based on the years 2000-2004. The Franklin USA 98 database was based
on 1995 to 1999 and the Australian data 2007 database4 was based on 1980 to 2009. Most databases
referred their technology level as an average and provided the standard Life Cycle Inventory data which
were the amount of raw materials, resource, electricity, transportation, infrastructure and emissions. For
example, a kilogram of fibreglass uses 0.56 kg of sand, consumes 0.15 of natural gas, using 0.37 MJ of
electricity and emits 0.42 kg of CO2. However, a certain process may only contain electricity or energy
resource such as the production of screws and the related cold transforming process.
The third uncertainty source may come from the Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods as these
methods were developed based on certain scopes and certain calculation approaches that may include and
exclude certain aspects. For instance, wood was not included in the Cumulative Energy Demand 1.04
analysis, the IPCC GWP 1.0 does not ‘account for radiative forcing due to emissions of NOx, water,
sulphate, etc.’ and the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A 1.03 method is based on a certain model. Therefore, these
methods can be considered as an estimation but are not the exact value. Nonetheless, these methods were
selected as the available best methods and the most widely used for calculating the embodied energy and
its environmental impacts. In practice, if the same method is applied in two different product designs, the
results can be used as an indication of their environmental performance.
In summary, the uncertainties may come from various sources such as the input data from the
companies, the Life Cycle Inventory databases and the Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods due to the
nature of the Life Cycle Assessment method. Nevertheless, each input data, database and the methods were
selected carefully and were the best data sources available at the present time.
The embodied energy of these processes were analysed and validated with other literature reviews. It
was found that the selected databases were within the reported ranges of those literature reviews.
Moreover, it was revealed that the deviation of the embodied energy from one analysis to another is quite
normal as it is depends on the system boundary and the input data. The large variation was found in the

4

The database background is provided in Appendix C.
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high embodied energy materials or materials which involve different chemicals such as plastics. For
example nylon was reported to vary from 160 to 365 MJ per kg whilst fibreglass can vary from 2.56 to 62
MJ per kg.
Overall, the results of this project may be classified as in the lower bound of the actual embodied
energy value. This is due to those mentioned uncertainties and also the fact that certain input data such as
some specific chemicals were either omitted or assumed as general organic or inorganic chemicals as they
were not available in the current databases.

2.6 Input-Output Model
The input-output model of the cradle-to-factory analysis is developed in a spreadsheet format as
shown in the block diagram in Figure 2.7 where each block shows the results which are expressed as MJeq,
kg CO2eq and points. An example of the spreadsheet model for the cradle-to-factory analysis is illustrated in
Figure 2.8. The input data can be altered by entering different quantities of kilogram and kilometre at the
blue font cells where an arrow sign is present. The technical manual is provided in Appendix B.
Consequently, the input-output model of the cradle-to-grave and an example of its spreadsheet
model are demonstrated in Figures 2.9 and 2.10 respectively. Similarly, the cradle-to-grave results are
expressed as MJeq, kg CO2eq and points for each process or activity across the product life cycle stages as
demonstrated in Figure 2.10. The model also provides the results in both tabulated and graphical formats.
Figures 2.11 and 2.12 demonstrate examples of the stated results.

Raw material Supplier:
Fibre type and quantity
(kg)

Raw material Supplier:
Resin type and quantity
(kg)

Raw material Supplier:
‘Other’ type and quantity
(kg)

MJeq per linear metre

FACTORY GATE

Figure 2.7: Block diagram of the cradle-to-factory analysis
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CRADEL TO FACTORY GATE ANALYSIS
START
Amount
1

Input

Embodied Energy of
Water transportation

Input

Embodied Energy of
Road transportation

Input

Embodied Energy of
Rail transportation

Unit
kg
0.4

Fibre supplier

Fibre s: water
transportation

Unit
tkm
0.000
Distance
0

Fibre : rail
transportation

3.504
0.201
0.021

Unit
tkm
0.080
Distance
200

Fibre : road
transportation

CED (MJeq)
IPCC (CO2eq)
EI99 (pts)

Unit
tkm
0.400
Distance
1000

0.4

Resin supplier

CED (MJeq)
IPCC (CO2eq)
EI99 (pts)

0.700
1.020
0.015

0.2

Other supplier

CED (MJeq)
IPCC (CO2eq)
EI99 (pts)

0.602
0.872
0.040

Input

tkm
0.000
Distance
0

tkm
1.000
Distance
5000

0.020
0.002
0.000
Resin : water
transportation
0
0
0
Other t: water
transportation
0.056
0.004
0.002

tkm
0.316
Distance
789

tkm
0.070
Distance
350

0.152
0.011
0.001
Resin : road
transportation
6.70E-02
4.68E-02
2.28E-03
Other : road
transportation
0.169
0.010
0.001

tkm
0.000
Distance
0

tkm
0.200
Distance
1000

0
0
0
Resin: rail
transportation
0
0
0

FACTORY GATE

kg

Embodied Energy
of Raw material

Other : rail
transportation
0.105
0.007
0.001

Figure 2.8: Spreadsheet model example of the cradle-to-factory analysis

Material: The total quantities of materials need to producing a composites product
can be quantified by multiply the Cradle-to-factory result with the amount requires
making a product for the customer.
1m2 roofing: 1 kg of C1 material (cradle-to-factory result) × 10 = 10 kg
1m2 roofing: 1 kg of C2 material × 2.4 = 2.4 kg
1 sport cruise hull: 1 kg of C3 material × 3485 = 3485 kg
1 linear meter I-Beam: 1 kg of C4 material × 3.281 = 3.281 kg
2.5 linear meter crossarm: 1 kg of C5 material × 3.8 × 2.5 = 9.5 kg
1 aircraft hinge fitting: 1 kg of C6 material × 20 = 20 kg

Manufacturing process: sequences of activities to transforming the quantities of
the material from the previous calculation into a composites product. Input: material type
and quantities, energy consumption, quantity of production and waste

Transportation: Road transportation and distance in km from the composite
manufacture to customer.

Installation: materials types, quantities, additional process, energy consumption for
assembling the composite material for the customer.

Usage: Energy consumption during the usage of the composites product.

Maintenance: materials types, quantities, additional process, energy consumption,
transportation types and distance

Transportation: Road transportation and distance in km from the customer to the
disposal location

Input: Select from transportation types from LCI libraries or other data sources*

Figure 2.9: Block diagram of the cradle-to-grave analysis
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FACTORY GATE

CRADLE TO GRAVE ANALYSIS
MATERIAL
kg
3.5

PROCESS OF MAKING 1 COMPOSIT PRODUCT

1.4
Total impacts of the material for CTG
12.866
0.749
0.076
PROCESS
1

Input
Unit
PROCES
kWh
S2
0.0006

1.4
Total impacts of the material for CTG
4.795
5.600
0.057

Intallation for the oroduct

Unit
tkm
0.700
Distance
200

Unit
kWh
0.1

EOL: road
transportation
1.685
0.104
5.06E-03

0.006
0.001
1.80E-05

Usage

Installation

Unit
kWh
0.00356

Maintenance

1.046
0.102
0.004

0.037
0.004
1.36E-04

End of Life: Disposal

Input
Unit
tkm
2.562
Distance
789

EOL:
road

Input
Unit
%
100

6.168
0.380
0.019

END

END

EOL
-29.621
1.774
-0.182

0.7
Total impacts of the material for CTG
3.261
3.125
0.152

Figure 2.10: Spreadsheet model example of the cradle-to-grave analysis
Table of the input
data from the
model

Total CTF
Material
Process
Usage
EOL

Total CTG

CED 1.04
(MJeq)

IPCC 1.00 (kg
of CO2eq)

EI99 2.03
(points)

0.4

3.504E+00

2.010E-01

2.100E-02

0.4

7.000E-01

1.020E+00

1.500E-02

0.2

6.020E-01

8.720E-01

4.000E-02

0.400

2.000E-02

2.000E-03

2.399E-04

0.08

1.520E-01

1.100E-02

5.000E-04

0.078

7.305E-03

4.605E-04

4.699E-05

0.0004

9.631E-04

5.925E-05

2.890E-06

Report: Product life cycle stages result

CED 1.04
(MJeq)

IPCC 1.00 (kg
of CO2eq)

EI99 2.03
(points)

4.806E+00

2.093E+00

7.600E-02

1.803E-01

1.352E-02

7.898E-04

7.679E-02

1

4.986E+00

2.107E+00

7.679E-02

4.986E+00

2.107E+00

3.5

4.986E+01

2.107E+01

7.679E-01

4.986E+01

2.107E+01

7.679E-01

0.0006

6.141E-03

5.949E-04

1.799E-05

0.0001

1.024E-03

9.914E-05

2.998E-06

7.165E-03

6.940E-04

2.098E-05

2.75

7.345E+01

5.823E+00

6.549E-01

0.06

2.716E+00

2.349E-01

1.755E-02

2.562

6.168E+00

3.795E-01

1.851E-02

100

-2.962E+01

1.774E+00

-1.821E-01

Total

1.026E+02

2.928E+01

1.277E+00

7.616E+01

6.058E+00

6.724E-01

-2.345E+01

2.154E+00

-1.636E-01

1.026E+02

2.928E+01

1.277E+00

Report: Results from the input data from the model

CO (kg)

CO2 (kg)

NO2 (kg)

SO2 (kg)

Partibulate
(unspecified) kg

VOC (kg)

4.027E-01
1.320E+00
9.495E-01
2.063E-03
1.133E-02
4.042E-04
5.664E-05
2.686E+00
3.815E+00
2.129E-07
3.548E-08
2.106E-01
4.632E-03
1.472E-03
-1.225E-01

6.950E-05
2.156E-04
2.430E-04
2.667E-06
4.598E-05
5.224E-07
2.299E-07
5.775E-04
7.216E-04
6.820E-06
1.137E-06
4.634E+00
1.024E-01
3.628E-01
-1.030E+00

1.598E-03
2.444E-03
1.430E-03
-2.271E-21
2.568E-21
-4.577E-22
1.284E-23
5.473E-03
9.151E-03
-3.455E-23
-5.758E-24
6.579E-18
2.658E-19
-9.229E-19
-1.445E-15

1.869E-03
5.462E-03
3.544E-03
2.372E-06
9.034E-06
4.647E-07
4.517E-08
1.089E-02
1.610E-02
4.213E-07
7.021E-08
8.650E-03
2.651E-04
2.893E-04
-4.891E-03

3.205E-04
1.771E-03
1.046E-03
2.422E-10
1.336E-09
4.744E-11
6.679E-12
3.137E-03
4.433E-03
1.131E-08
1.886E-09
1.314E-01
2.868E-03
1.088E-10
-1.916E-08

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
6.873E-04
4.282E-15
2.362E-14
8.389E-16
1.181E-16
6.873E-04
1.203E-04
2.001E-13
3.335E-14
1.799E-06
3.929E-08
7.566E-13
-1.892E-06

3.909E+00

4.070E+00

9.151E-03

2.041E-02

1.387E-01

1.202E-04

Figure 2.11: Example of embodied energy results generated as a tabulated format from the spreadsheet model
CED 1.04 (MJeq)

Transportation:
Suppliers to
Company

Input: Amount per
1 kg of
composites
material

125
100
49.863
75
50
25
0.007
0
-25
-50 Material Process

IPCC 1.00 (kg of
CO2eq)

Extraction energy

Report: Results from the input data from
the model

40
30
20
10
0

102.580

76.162
-23.452
Usage
EOL
Product life cycle stages

Total CTG

29.277
21.065
0.001
Material Process

1.5
0.768
1.0
0.5
0.000
0.0
-0.5 Material Process

EI99 2.03, Single
score (points)

Cradle to factory
gate

6.058

2.154

Usage
EOL
Product life cycle stages

Total CTG

1.277

0.672
-0.164
Usage

EOL

Total CTG

Product life cycle stages

Figure 2.12: Example of embodied energy results generated from the spreadsheet model
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2.7 Conclusion
This chapter presents the methodology of the embodied energy analysis. In the first section of this
chapter, a background of the Life Cycle Assessment method was provided as this method is used
predominantly in this study.
Subsequently, the Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods, namely the Cumulative Energy Demand,
IPCC2007 GWP100a and Eco-Indicator-99 H/A (EI99) methods were discussed. These three methods
were selected as a tool to calculate the embodied energy for the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave
analyses.
The second section described the embodied energy analysis methodology as a whole. The approach
to collect input data for the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses was discussed in the later
section. Consequently, the input data was summarised in a tabulated form, as data collection is an
important activity for this analysis. An emphasis was made to clarify how and which data was collected for
the two analyses.
Lastly, the material and energy flow model was shown to demonstrate the input-output model for the
cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses. An example of the input-output model is also
demonstrated as a spreadsheet model.
The embodied energy of the six composite products were analysed using the methodology as stated
in this chapter. The next six chapters illustrate the embodied energy results for six composite products and
their comparable products.
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CHAPTER3 BPODS PTY LTD (TRACTILE) -EMBODIED ENERGY OF ROOF TILE

3.1 Introduction
Traditionally, roof tiles are made from conventional metals such as coated steel sheet or concrete.
This is due to the fact that they have the required physical properties such as strength, durability and low
maintenance.
Alternatively, B-Pods Pty Ltd (Tractile) has developed the patented TractileTM system which
designed roof tiles, roof batons, ridge cap tiles, hip tiles and barges. The roof tiles of B-Pods Pty Ltd will
be manufactured from glass reinforced plastic. The material has similar properties to that of a roof tile
made from coated steel sheet or concrete. However, it differs in that it is more durable, easier to install and
has lower maintenance. The composite roof tile is fabricated using the sheet moulding compound process
which allows the tile to be formed into different shapes as shown in Figure 3.1. The installation of this
composite roof tile is simple and quick which requires fewer batons and results in a lower labour cost as
shown in Figure 3.25.

Figure 3.1: Composite roof tile*

5

www.tractile.com.au
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Figure 3.2: Installation system of the Tractile roof tile

Generally, the composite roof tile does have some physical and economical advantages over ones
made from traditional materials. In terms of their environmental performance, it is not so clear and
therefore this project aimed to investigate the embodied energy of the Tractile roof tile that was designed
by B-Pods Pty Ltd.
Therefore, this chapter aims to assess the embodied energy and the environmental impact of the raw
materials that are used to make a kilogram of glass reinforced plastic designed by B-Pods Pty Ltd. The
embodied energy analysis is used to compare a square metre of roof tile made from three different
materials, namely Tractile roof tile, concrete tile and coated steel sheet. Life Cycle Assessment is used as a
tool to calculate the embodied energy and the total environmental impact of a kilogram of glass reinforced
plastic and those three different roof tile materials.
Cradle-to-factory6 analysis is used in this chapter to determine the embodied energy and the total
environmental impacts of the raw materials required to make a kilogram of the glass reinforced plastic.
This material is designed by B-Pods Pty Ltd to be used as a material for the production of the TractileTM
system.

6

Technically, the cradle-to-factory (gate) analysis is commonly defined as “an assessment of a partial product

life cycle from manufacture ('cradle') to the factory gate before it is transported to the consumer” (Reference: Moreno,
A., 2008, The DEPUIS HANDBOOK Chapter 4: Methodology of Life Cycle Assessment, Accessed: October 2009,
http://www.depuis.enea.it/dvd/website.html). However, cradle-to-factory analysis in this project is specified as the
embodied energy incurred during the raw material extraction and the transportation from suppliers to manufacturers.
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In addition, cradle-to-grave analysis is employed to compare the embodied energy of the life cycle
for a square metre of roof tile, which is made of the Tractile roof tile, concrete tile and steel sheet. Cradleto-grave analysis is an assessment of a product life cycle including raw material extraction, manufacturing
process, usage, transportation and end-of-life.

The outline of this chapter is as follows:

•

Methodology overview of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analysis

•

General scopes and assumptions of the analyses

•

Description of a kilogram of the raw materials for making the Tractile roof tile

•

Description of one square metre of roof tile that is made from the Tractile roof tile, a concrete
tile and coated steel sheet.

•

Input data of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses

•

Cradle-to-factory results and discussions: the embodied energy of the raw materials required
to make a kilogram of the Tractile roof tile

•

Cradle-to-grave results and discussions: the comparison between one square metre of roof tile
made from the Tractile roof tile, concrete tile and steel sheet.

•

Conclusion is drawn in the last section of the chapter
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3.2 Methodology Overview
3.2.1 Embodied energy analysis
In this study, the embodied energy analysis of a roof tile comprises of the cradle-to-factory and the
cradle-to-grave analyses as shown in Figure 3.3. These analyses employ the Life Cycle Assessment
method to assess the environmental impacts of all life cycle stages as shown in Figure 3.3. The
methodology of these two analyses is described briefly as follows.

[1]

Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of glass reinforced plastic to
making a square metre of roof tile

Life cycle stage of a powerboat hull
Life cycle stage of a square metre of roof tile

Raw material Transportation to a factory
extraction

Materials*Manufacturing processUsageEnd-of-life
Materials*Manufacturing processUsageEnd-of-life

CRADLE-TO-FACTORY

CRADLE-TO-GRAVE

Figure 3.3: Scopes of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses7.

The methodology of these two analyses is described briefly as follows. Firstly, the cradle-to-factory
analysis assesses the embodied energy and the total environmental impacts in making a kilogram of the
Tractile roof tile as presented in the left portion of Figure 3.3. This analysis focuses on two main embodied
energy sources. They are the raw material extraction and the transportation of raw materials from the
supplier to a factory, i.e. B-Pods Pty Ltd. The asterisk sign next to the word ’Materials’ in Figure 3.3
indicates that the embodied energy result from this analysis will be used as the input data for the materials
stage in the next analysis.
Secondly, the cradle-to-grave analysis as shown in Figure 3.3 calculates the life cycle of the Tractile
roof tile with a dimension of a square metre. For comparison purposes this analysis technique is also
performed on a square metre of roof tile. The life cycle stages of these products are presented on the right
hand side of Figure 3.3 where:

7

−

The materials stage is the total raw materials that are used in making the roof tiles;

−

The manufacturing process stage comprises the processes involved in making the roof tiles;

The photographs were taken from www.tractile.com.au and www.exelcomposites.com.
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−

The usage stage consists of the activities that occur after the roof tiles are manufactured i.e.
the installation and maintenance activities, until the product is disposed of. In this case, the
usage period is 50 years where the distribution, replacement and maintenance activities are
considered;

−

The end-of-life stage is the disposal scenario which includes the transportation of the roof tiles
to the disposal site and the disposal process.

Finally, the embodied energy and the environmental impacts results from the cradle-to-factory
analysis are discussed and the hot spots are identified. For this project a hot spot is defined as the raw
materials and/or suppliers which have a high contribution to the embodied energy results. The hot spots
analysis was conducted in order to make further suggestions in order to minimise or eliminate the
identified raw materials and/or suppliers. Subsequently, the embodied energy results from the cradle-tograve analysis of a square metre of the Tractile roof tile are analysed and compared with the life cycle of a
square metre of concrete tile and coated steel sheet.

3.2.2 Scopes and assumptions of the embodied energy analysis
The Table 3.1 and 3.2 are presented in this section to clarify the scopes and assumptions that were
produced for the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses. Table 3.1 provides the main scope of
the cradle-to-factory analysis which focuses on quantifying the embodied energy of the raw materials in
making a kilogram of the glass reinforced plastic, as well as, the scopes of the input data that are associated
with the raw material extraction and their associated transportation. Furthermore, Table 3.1 shows the data
sources that are used to make the assumptions for the input data of the cradle-to-factory analysis. Overall,
the input data in terms of the quantities and types of materials and transportation are provided by B-Pods
Pty Ltd. The rest of the data is assumed using the libraries from the database of the LCA software,
SimaPro 7.1.8.
CRADLE-TO-FACTORY
Scope: To quantify the embodied energy of the raw materials in making 1 kilogram of the Tractile roof tile.
Input data
Material life cycle
stage

Amount of the raw materials used in making 1 kilogram of the Tractile roof tile.
Data sources
Scopes and assumptions

BT

AU

ID

Raw material
extraction

Amount of raw materials (kg)





Material types

(LR and MSDs)



Transportation of
raw materials:
From: Suppliers
To: B-Pods Pty Ltd
(Queensland)

The locations of suppliers



Distance (km): Measure by using the online maps



Transportation types





Note: B-Pods Pty Ltd (BT), Literature review (LR), Material Safety Datasheets (MSDs), the ‘Australia data 2007’(AU) and the ‘IDEMAT2001’(ID)
libraries are the databases from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Table 3.1: Scopes and assumptions of the cradle-to-factory analysis
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CRADLE-TO-GRAVE
Scope: To analyse the embodied energy for the 1 square metre of roof tiles that are made from the Tractile roof tile, a
concrete tile and coated steel sheet over a life span of 50 years.
Life cycle stages of
the Roof tiles
Material stage: Input
data for amount of the
raw materials per a
square metre of roof
tile.

Manufacturing
process: Input data

Usage: Input data
Installation:
From: B-Pods Pty
Ltd
To: A customer
Maintenance:
Excluded.

End-of-life: Input data
End-of-life: Input data
Disposal scenarios

Scopes and assumptions
Tractile roof tile:
- Fibre composite:
10 kg per square metre
Multiply the embodied energy results from the cradle-to-factory
analysis in the unit of per kg with 10 kg/ square metre
Concrete roof tile:
- Concrete tile:
55 kg per square metre
Metal and pigment coated steel sheeting:
- Steel sheet 0.42mm BMT:
4.35 kg per square metre
Tractile roof tile:
Energy type: Average Australian high voltage electricity
- Fibre composite:
4.0323 kWh per square metre
Concrete roof tile: (no data was provided)
Metal and pigment coated steel sheeting:
Process type:
- Steel sheet c: - Energy and electricity for making steel sheet
- weight of coating metals and colour pigment
Transportation for installation: All roof tiles
Distance: 200km By: Articulated truck
Tractile roof tile:
- coated steel battens:
2.75 kg per square metre
- three screws:
0.06 kg per square metre
- one minute each for cutting roof tile, cutting coated steel batten and
drilling and screwing of three screwsb
- no maintenance required during 50 years warranty
Concrete roof tile:
2.28 kg per square metre
- Timber battens:
- five clips:
0.021 kg per square metre
- 1 minute each for cutting roof tile, cutting timber battensa
- Based on 50 years warranty condition: required inspection by an
expert tradesperson every six year: transportation by a car 8 trips
per 50 years for 60 km per trip
Metal and pigment coated steel sheeting:
- coated steel battens:
0.71 kg per square metre
- six screws:
0.39 kg per square metre
- one minute each for cutting roof sheet, cutting steel battensa
- two minutes for drilling and screwing of six screwsb
-Based on 25 years warranty condition:
one replacement at 25th year (double the coated steel sheet and the
screws and include one trip for an installation) and required
inspection by an expert tradesperson every 4 months: transportation
by a car, 3 trips per year during 50 years, 60 km per trip
All roof tiles: from a customer to a disposal site
Distance*: 200km By*: Articulated truck for freight
Household waste: 100% landfill for fibre composite, concrete and
timber and 70% recycling for steel

Data sources
BT LR AU ET ID













































































Note:a The data was sugested by another participant company, aArbitrary assumption, B-Pods Pty Ltd (BT), Literature review (LR),the ‘Australia
data 2007’(AU), the ‘ETH-ESU 96’ (ET), and the ‘IDEMAT2001’(ID) libraries are the databases from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Table 3.2: Scopes and assumptions of the cradle-to-grave analysis
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For instance, the input data for the amount of raw material is based on the information from the
Material Safety Datasheets (MSDs) which is provided by B-Pods Pty Ltd. The material types are assumed
using the Australian Data 2007 (AU) library and the distance of the transportation of raw materials is
found using the online maps provided by Google.
Similarly, Table 3.2 presents the scopes of the cradle-to-grave analysis for the life cycle of the three
roof tiles and the life cycle input data in terms of the quantities and types. It is worth highlighting the
assumption for the material stage of the Tractile roof tile in Table 3.2. The material stage has two
embodied energy sources. They are the raw material extraction and the transportation of those materials. In
this stage, the embodied energy of the Tractile roof tile is assumed to be calculated directly from the
embodied energy results of the cradle-to-factory analysis. The calculation is carried out by multiplying the
embodied energy results from the cradle-to-factory analysis with 10 kg per square metre. For instance, the
embodied energy result of the raw material extraction from the cradle-to-factory analysis is 11 MJeq per kg
and the weight of the Tractile roof tile is 10 kg per square metre. Therefore, the embodied energy result for
the material stage in this cradle-to-grave analysis is:

11 MJeq per kg × 10 kg per square metre= 110 MJeq per square metre

The input data for the materials and maintenance activities during a life span of 50 years for the
concrete tile and the coated steel sheet are assumed based on B-Pods Pty Ltd and the literature review as
given in Table3.3.

Life cycle stage
Materials

Usage

Maintenance
activities

Concrete tile
Cement 24.9%
Sand 60%
Pigment 7.5%
Water (delivered) 7.5%

Coated steel sheet
Steel sheet, 5% recycled/AU U 4.28
kg/m2
Primary aluminium 53.99% of 150 g/m2
Zinc 44.69% of 150 g/m2
Silicon 1.3% of 150 g/m2
Iron 0.02% of 150g/m2
Pigment 0.07g/m2
Screws and clips were assumed to be made of rolled steel with:
‘Rolled steel, 10% recycled/AU U’
4.28 kg/m2
Primary aluminium 53.99% of 150 g/m2
Zinc 44.69% of 150 g/m2
Silicon 1.3% of 150 g/m2
Iron 0.02% of 150g/m2
Warranty: 50 years
Warranty: 25 years
Replacement: 0
Replacement: 1 per 50 year
Maintenance: Inspection by an
Maintenance: Inspection by an expert
expert tradesperson every 6 years tradesperson every 4 months
Table 3.3: Assumptions for the concrete tile and the coated steel sheeting
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In addition, the transportation input data for the life cycle of the three roof tiles is specified by BPods Pty Ltd. For example, to install a roof tile, the transportation distance from B-Pods Pty Ltd to a
customer during the usage stage is assumed to be 200 kilometres. The articulated truck is also assumed as
the transportation method to dispose of a roof tile at its end-of-life stage. Table 3.4 is given to clarify the
scopes and assumptions of the embodied energy calculation tool which is selected for the cradle-to-factory
and the cradle-to-grave analyses.
EMBODIED ENERGY CALCULATION TOOL

Embodied Energy
Analysis

Scopes and Assumptions

Embodied energy
assessment tool

The Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods from the LCA software, SimaPro 7.1.8
software.

Selection of the Life Cycle
Impact Assessment methods

The selection of these methods was based on the generic embodied energy analysis
which is often based on the input-output model that are used to quantify the primary
energy sources and the results are often expressed in MJ and in kg of CO2 units. In
addition, as the two values from the Cumulative energy demand version 1.04 and the
IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 methods only represent the embodied energy in terms of
the primary energy consumption and the impacts from climate change respectively, the
points value is also given. This value is calculated from a detail Life Cycle Assessment
which considers the impacts on human health, ecosystem quality and resource use. The
points value is calculated from the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03 method.
LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT METHODS

Embodied Energy Results
Method

Cumulative energy
demand version 1.04

IPCC GWP 100a version
1.00

Calculation Approach
and unit

Calculation: Calculates the
embodied energy in terms of
the consumption of the
primary energy sources such
as fossil fuels, minerals,
renewable energy.

Cradle-to-factory

Cradle-to-grave

MJeq per kg

MJeq per
square metre

Carbon monoxide
(CO)

Unit: MJeq

Carbon dioxide
(CO2)

Calculation: Calculates the
greenhouse gas emissions
which impact on global
warming.

Nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)

kg CO2eq per
kg

kg CO2eq per
square metre

Unit: kg CO2eq

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A
version 2.03

Amount of
conventional air
pollutions

Calculation: calculates the
environmental performance
indicator as a single score.
This is a comprehensive Life
Cycle Assessment analysis
which considers the human
health, ecosystem quality and
resource use impacts.

Sulphur dioxide
(SO2)
Unspecified
particulate

points per kg

points per
square metre

Volatile organic
compounds
(VOC)

Unit: points of a single score
Table 3.4: The scopes and assumptions for the calculation tools and results of the embodied energy
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As a result, three Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods based on the SimaPro 7.1.8 software are
shown in the table. They are the Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04, the IPCC GWP 100a version
1.00 and the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03 methods. Furthermore, Table 3.4 summarises the
calculation approach and the produced results of the three methods for the cradle-to-factory and the cradleto-grave analyses. These methods generate the embodied energy results for these analyses in the units of
MJeq, kg CO2eq and points per kg as well as in units of MJeq, kg CO2eq and points per square metre.
Therefore, Figure 3.5 provides additional information to aid in how to interpret these results. Additionally,
the amount of six conventional air pollutants as listed in Table 3.3 are as the total airbourne substances that
are emitted during the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses.

The embodied energy results
Cumulative energy demand
version 1.04

Cradle-to-factory: MJeq per kg
Cradle-to-grave: MJeq per square
metre

IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00

Cradle-to-factory: kg CO2eq per kg
Cradle-to-grave: kg CO2eq per square
metre

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version
2.03

Cradle-to-factory: points per kg
Cradle-to-grave: points per square
metre

How to interpret the results
It is a common unit in the
embodied energy analysis. It
considers only the primary
energy consumption.

It is a common unit in the embodied
energy analysis. It assesses the
greenhouse gas emissions and the
global warming potential.

Use this result as a guideline or a
rough estimation. It can be used
to compare other embodied
energy results in MJ unit that are
assessed from a similar

Use this result for communicating
with the general public. It can be
compared with other embodied energy
in kgCO2eq unit.

The Life Cycle Assessment
results which consider all
environmental impacts: human
health, ecosystem, and resources
use.
Use this result as an ultimate
value for the environmental
impact assessment. It can be
compared with the full Life Cycle

Figure 3.4: How to interpret the embodied energy results

3.3 Material and Product description
3.3.1 Fibre composite description
The description of the raw materials used in manufacturing the fibre composite is summarised in
Table 3.5. Various raw materials constitute the composite material such as fibreglass, plastic resins as well
as pigment, catalysts and additives. These raw materials are assumed to be supplied by 6 suppliers from the
Asia region. The transportation of the raw materials from suppliers to B-Pods Pty Ltd located in
Queensland involves road and water transportation. The transportation of the raw materials is presented in
the last column of Table 3.5. Additionally, Table 3.5 presents the abbreviations of the raw material type
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‘M’ and its transportation ‘M_T’ which are provided for later discussion in this chapter. As there are 6
suppliers involved in this analysis, M1 to M6 and also M1_T1 to M6_T2 are presented in Table 3.5.

Raw material
type

List of raw
material

Region of
supplier

Fibre glass

M1

Asia

Resin

M2

Asia

Road and water transportation of raw material:
from a supplier to the factory, B-Pods Pty Ltd (BPod.)
Supplier

Others: such as
pigment,
catalysts, and
additives

Supplier

M3 to M6

Asia

(M1_T1)



*(M2)

Supplier





*(M1)


(M2_T1)



*(M3 to M6)

 Factory,
( M1_T2)

 Factory,
(M2_T2)


(M_T1)

(BPod.)

(BPod.)

 Factory,
(M_T2)

(BPod.)

Note: The abbreviations of ‘M’ and “M_T’ are provided for the discussion of Figure 3.8.
Raw material types (M), First transportation of the raw material (M_T1), Second transportation of the raw material (M_T2)
(Road transportation such as a truck) and

(Water transportation such as an Australian international shipping)

Table 3.5: Raw materials and the transportation of raw materials in making a kilogram of the fibre composite

3.3.2 A roof tile description
The cradle-to-grave analysis focuses on assessing the embodied energy of 1 square metre of roof tile
which is made from three materials comprising:
•

1 square metre of Tractile roof tile, coated steel battens and coated steel screws
Remarks:

At present, the fibre composite roof tile is currently in the conceptual

product stage. As a result, the majority of the input data for the cradle-to-grave analysis is
based on assumptions provided by B-Pods Pty Ltd. Due to these uncertainties, it should be
noted that the cradle-to-grave results may be under or overestimated;
•

1 square metre of concrete roof tile, timber battens and coated steel clips;

•

1 square metre of coated steel sheet, coated steel battens and coated steel screws

General description for the roof tile life cycle is defined as follows:
1. The functional unit of the case study is based on the lifetime of 50 years which is the same as
the warranty of the Tractile roof tile;
2. The cradle-to-grave analysis for the 1 square metre of roof tile is made using the provided input
data by B-Pods Pty Ltd, including the quantities of the materials and energy consumption for
the sheet moulding compound process;
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3. The materials as additional components in the cradle-to-grave analysis for a square metre of
roof tile are the coated steel or the timber battens and the coated steel screws and clips as the
fasteners, which means that the other common components for a roofing system such as the
trusses, the reflective foil sarking and thermal insulation materials are excluded due to lack of
information from the manufacturer;
4. The usage stage involved the installation process involves the installation transportation, the
electricity required in cutting the roof tile and roof sheet, the coated steel and timber battens,
also the drilling and screwing processes for the fasteners;
5. The maintenance activities include the replacement and inspection by an expert tradesperson
who travels by car over a distance of 60 km. The assumption is made on the basis of B-Pods Pty
Ltd and their literature review information;
6. The End-of-Life (EOL) activities include the disposal transportation and process.

3.4 Input Data
The input data of the cradle-to-grave analysis for the three roof tiles made from the Tractile roof tile,
concrete tile and coated steel sheet are presented in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. This input data is
derived from the scopes and assumptions in Section 3.2.2. Therefore, the input data of all life cycle stages
are presented in terms of a unit, the amount and the ‘material/process description’ which represents the
material and manufacturing process types8.

8

In relation to this, the data sources for the input data of ‘Material/process description’ and ‘Amount’ are

also given in the last column of Tables 3.6 and 3. 7 for the reference of the database background.
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Life cycle stage

Materials/Processes description

Unit

Amount

Database

Material

Tractile roof tile

kg

10

Multiply 1kg results from the cradleto-factory analysis by10

Process

Total electricity consumption for Sheet
moulding process

kWh

4.03

Australian data 2007

Coated Steel battens

kg

2.75

Coated Steel screws

kg

0.06

Cutting roof tile
Cutting steel battens
Drilling & screwing; Cordless drill
Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
(12.81kg*200km/1000)

kWh
kWh
kWh

0.02
0.02
0.0058

B-Pod Pty Ltd, literature review and
Australian data 2007
-Pod Pty Ltd, literature review and
Australian data 2007
Australian data 2007
Australian data 2007
Australian data 2007

tkm

2.56

Australian data 2007

Usage: Maintenance

No maintenance required

-

-

B-Pod Pty Ltd

End-of-life:
Disposal
transportation

Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
(12.81kg*200km/1000)

tkm

2.56

Australian data 2007

End-of-life:
Household waste

Household waste: 100% landfill for
Fibre composite and 70% for steel
recycling

%

100

Australian data 2007

Usage: Installation

Table 3.6: Input data for a square metre of the Tractile roof tile

Life cycle stage

Materials/Processes description

Unit

Amount

Database

Material

Concrete tile

kg
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B-Pod Pty Ltd, literature review
and Australian data 2007

Process:

Excluding the manufacturing process due to lack
of input data

-

-

B-Pod Pty Ltd and literature
review

Timber battens

kg

2.28

Coated Steel screws

kg

0.021

Cutting roof tile

kWh

0.02

Australian data 2007

Cutting timber battens

kWh

0.02

Australian data 2007

Articulated truck freight, customisable/AU U:
(57.301kg (55+2.28+0.021)*200km/1000)

tkm

11.46

Australian data 2007

Car average/AU U: Transportation for inspection
at year 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 (8 trips
per 50 years)*60km

km

480

B-Pod Pty Ltd, literature review
and Australian data 2007

End-of-life:
Disposal
transportation

Articulated truck freight, customisable/AU U:
(57.301kg(55+2.28+0.021)*200km/1000)

tkm

11.46

Australian data 2007

End-of-life:
Household
waste

Household waste: 100% landfill for concrete and
timber as well as 70% for steel recycling

%

100

Australian data 2007

Usage:
Installation

Usage:
Maintenance

Australian data 2007
B-Pod Pty Ltd, literature review
and Australian data 2007

Table 3.7: Input data for a square metre of concrete tile
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Life cycle stage
Material

Process

Usage: Installation

Materials/Processes description

Modified steel sheet, 5%
recycled/AU U: 2 sets of 4.35kg
during 50 years
Energy of the modified steel sheet,
5% recycled/AU U
Coated Steel battens: modified rolled
steel, 10% recycled/AU U: 1 set
during 50 years (no replacement)
Coated Steel screws: modified rolled
steel, 10% recycled/AU U: 2 sets of
0.39 kg during 50 years
Cutting roof sheet for 2 sets: Assumed:
cutting 2m takes (1mins/60)h*1.2kw
Cutting steel battens (no replacement)
2 sets of Drilling & screwing; Cordless
drill: (2min/60)h*0.35kw*2
Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U: at 1st year

Unit

Amount

Database

kg

8.7

B-Pod Pty Ltd, literature review and
Australian data 2007

kg

8.7

Australian data 2007

kg

0.71

B-Pod Pty Ltd, literature review and
Australian data 2007

kg

0.78

-Pod Pty Ltd, literature review and
Australian data 2007

kWh

0.04

Australian data 2007

kWh

0.02

Australian data 2007

kWh

0.02

Australian data 2007

tkm

1.09

Australian data 2007

tkm

0.948

Australian data 2007

km

9000

B-Pod Pty Ltd, literature review and
Australian data 2007

tkm

1.09

Australian data 2007

%

100

Australian data 2007

(4.35+0.71+0.39)
Usage:
Maintenance

End-of-life:
Disposal
transportation
End-of-life:
Household waste

Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U: at 25th year

(4.35+0.39)
Car average/AU U: Transportation for
inspection (3 trips/year*50 years)*60km
Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:

(4.35+0.71+0.39)
Household waste: 100% landfill for
Fibre composite and 70% for steel
recycling

Table 3.8: Input data for a square metre of coated steel sheeting.

3.5 Embodied Energy Results
3.5.1 Cradle-to-factory Results and Discussion
The cradle-to-factory analysis used the Life Cycle Assessment method to assess the embodied
energy of the raw materials that are comprised in a kilogram of the fibre composite as presented in Figure
3.5. This assessment produced the embodied energy results of primary energy consumption and the
greenhouse gas emissions. The total environmental impacts or a single score was also given as a detail Life
Cycle AssessmentThese results are expressed in a unit of MJeq per kg, CO2eq per kg and points per kg
respectively.
The total results of these two embodied energy sources are also provided in the last bar of Figures
3.6 (a) to (c). On the whole, the raw materials for a kilogram of fibre composite gave total embodied
energy results of 11.23 MJeq, 1.11 kg CO2eq and 0.05 points.
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Raw material Transportation to a factory
Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of the fibre composite to
making a roof tile

Figure 3.5: Two main embodied energy sources of the cradle-to-factory analysis

These charts demonstrate the results in terms of the raw material extraction and the transportation of
the raw materials from suppliers to B-Pods Pty Ltd. The last bar of the charts shows the total results of the
two main embodied energy sources which are the sum of the raw material extraction and the transportation
of the raw materials. 80% to 39% of these results consist of the raw material extraction and 4.5% to 20%
from the transportation of the raw materials as labelled in Figure 3.6. The distinct contributions of the two
embodied energy sources are clearly revealed. The findings suggest that the embodied energy of the fibre
composite can be reduced in two different directions.
The first direction is to reduce the high embodied energy of the raw material extraction by using
alternative raw materials with a lower embodied energy. The second direction is to be selective in
choosing the suppliers in order to ensure low embodied energy in their delivery transportation.
Ideally, the first direction would be the best option as it can reduce the embodied energy dramatically
by changing some of the raw materials as the raw material extraction actually contributes a large portion in
the total embodied energy result. However, it requires further research and development in finding an
alternative or a new raw material which requires further investment of the supporting systems. Therefore,
this direction can only be targeted as a long term product development plan.
In practice, the second direction would be more attractive as it is a fast and simple approach which
requires only a careful consideration in selecting the suppliers. For instance, the selected suppliers should
supply the raw materials that are manufactured locally or require less energy-intensive transportation
systems for transporting the raw materials.
To enhance the implementation of these suggestions, Figure 3.7 explicitly presents the embodied
energy for each raw material and its corresponding transportation method. These results are produced from
the detailed input data such as the MSDs and the actual location of the suppliers for all raw materials
provided by B-Pods Pty Ltd.
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(c) Total environmental impact in a unit of points
Figure 3.6: The cradle-to-factory results for the Tractile roof tile of B-Pods Pty Ltd.
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TRANSPORTATION OF RAW
MATERIALS
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Note:Raw material types (M), First transportation of the raw material (M_T1) and Second transportation of the raw material (M_T2)

Figure 3.7: Detailed embodied energy results (MJeq per kg) of Tractile roof tile for all raw materials and the associated
transportation.

Figure 3.7 reveals that the embodied energy of the fibre composite from B-Pods Pty Ltd is
dominated by the combination of several raw materials which originated from overseas suppliers. As a
result, a number of hot spots which are the raw materials or the suppliers that have significantly high
values are revealed in Figure 3.7.
On this occasion, the raw material (M2) contributes the most followed by the raw material (M1) and
(M4) whereby the obvious hot spots of the supplier’s transportation are the transportation of the raw
materials (M4), (M1) and (M2). Similarly, these higher contributions of the embodied energy for the
transportation methods were observed with notable reasons. Since these raw materials were required in
high quantities, they needed to be imported from overseas. Therefore, a combination of transportation
types is utilized at the same time.
Consequently, these hot spots can be minimised and eliminated by approaching the following
recommendations:
•

Change the raw material (M2), (M1) and (M4) to alternative materials which have lower
embodied energy in their raw material extraction;

•

Change the suppliers of the raw material (M4), (M1) and (M2) to local manufacturers;

•

Improve the transportation system by avoiding the use of road transportation over a long
distance;

•

Change the transportation types by leaning more towards water and rail transportation.
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3.5.2 Cradle-to-grave Results and Discussion
As in the cradle-to-grave analysis, the Life Cycle Assessment method is used to assess the embodied
energy of the whole life cycle of a square metre of Tractile roof tile, concrete tile and coated steel sheet as
shown in Figure 3.8. This assessment produces the embodied energy results from three different
environmental aspects, which are the primary energy consumption, the greenhouse gas emissions and the
total environmental impacts. These results are expressed in a unit of MJeq per square metre, kg CO2eq per
square metre and points per square metre respectively.

Life cycle stage of a square metre of roof tile

Materials*Manufacturing processUsageEnd-of-life

Figure 3.8: The life cycle stages of a square metre of roof tile.

In this section, the three results of all roof tiles are presented in the bar charts in Figures 3.5 to 3.8.
Each figure provides two bar charts which represent the embodied energy results for with and without the
maintenance processes9 during its life span of 50 years. These charts show the results in terms of the life
cycle stages which are the materials and manufacturing process, installation, maintenance and end-of-life
stages as illustrated in Figure 3.5.10 The installation and maintenance represent the usage stage of the
product life cycle. The last bar of the charts gives the total result of the three roof tiles which are the sum of
all life cycle stages. The blue bar represents the concrete tile, the red bar shows the metal and pigment
coated steel sheeting and the green bar illustrates the Tractile roof tile.
9

The maintenance bar represents the 60 kilometre fuel consumption of a car which is used by an expert

tradesperson for the inspection schedule over a 50 year life span. The inspection activities for the concrete tile were
assumed to be inspected every six years while the coated steel sheet should be inspected every four months.
Moreover, the replacement and reinstallation at the 25th year was also assumed for the coated steel sheet and its
screws which was based on its 25 year warranty. For the Tractile roof tile, it requires no maintenance. These
assumptions were based on the literature review of the warranty period and conditions provided from B-Pods Pty Ltd
10

Noticeably, the materials and manufacturing process are presented as a single bar. This is due to the input data

of concrete tile contains only the raw materials as stated from the Material Safety Datasheet (MSDs). Whereas, the
metal and pigment coated steel sheeting data were based on the rolled steel from the Australian data 2007 database
and additional quantities of metals used for the coating layer as stated in its MSDs.
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Figure 3.9 (a) and (b) present the embodied energy results from the environmental aspect of the
primary energy consumption which is assessed by the Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04
(CED1.04) method as introduced in Section 3.2.2. Figure 3.9 (a) illustrates the embodied energy results for
the inclusion of the maintenance activities based on the warranty conditions of the product during a 50 year
life span.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of primary energy consumption results for a square metre of three roofing.

In Regards to Figure 3.9 (b), the results of the maintenance inclusion reveal that the embodied
energy of the roof tile at the material and manufacturing process life cycle stage are 248 and 241 MJeq per
square metre for the concrete tile and the metal and pigment coated steel sheeting respectively. The
Tractile roof tile has relatively lower embodied energy at 156 MJeq per square metre. The difference
between the Tractile roof tile and the two traditional roofing materials which are the concrete tile and
coated steel sheeting equate to 37% and 35% respectively. The reason for this, is due to the fact that a
relatively high amount of energy is required during the cement extraction process whereby a second set of
steel sheet and screws are assumed to be replaced at the 25th year due to the 25 year warranty limitation.
On the other hand, if the maintenance activities are excluded from the life cycle as presented in Figure 3.9
(b) the coated steel sheeting will be less than Tractile by 23%. This is due to the fact that although the
coated steel sheeting uses relative high energy for its extraction process but during the application of a
square metre it uses less material than the Tractile roof tile.11
For the installation activity, the Tractile roof tile is higher than the two traditional roofing materials
due to the higher quantity of steel battens which are used during the installation. Nevertheless, the intrinsic
difference is the fuel consumption during the installation where the Tractile roof tile uses 6 MJeq but the

11

Tractile roof tile weight is 10 kg per square metre and the coated steel sheeting weighs 4.35 kg per square

metre.
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concrete tile consumes 28 MJeq. This indicates that the Tractile roof tile saves up to 79% of the fuel
consumption from the installation transportation compared to the concrete tile.
Another main advantage of the Tractile roof tile is found at the maintenance activities where it
consumes zero embodied energy as there is no maintenance required. The coated steel sheeting and the
concrete roof tile on the other hand may require intensive transportation from the inspection requirements
of the warranty. For the inspection of every 4 months during the 50 years, the metal and pigment coated
steel sheeting would consumes 51,269 MJeq from the fuel consumption of the associated transportation. For
the inspection requirement of every six years during the 50 years of the concrete tile, it would consume
2,734 MJeq.
However, the end-of-life or the disposal life cycle stage of the metal coated steel sheeting performs
better than the Tractile roof tile and concrete tile. This is because an assumption is made that 70% of the
steel could be recycled12, whereas the Tractile roof tile, concrete tile and timber were assumed as 100%
landfill13. Therefore, the embodied energy of the galvanised steel roof sheet at this stage is -84 MJeq for the
maintenance inclusion sceranios and -41 MJeq for the no maintenance scenarios. This indicates that energy
is saved from the recycling process by 84 and 41 MJeq respectively14. Nonetheless, at this stage the Tractile
roof tile performs significantly better than the concrete tile as it requires higher quantity than the Tractile
roof tile for a square metre roofing application. In this case, the concrete roof tile uses 55 kg per square
metre where as the Tractile tile used only 10 kg per square metre. Therefore, the concrete tile gains an
embodied energy value of 79 MJeq from the landfill process and the associated transportation whereas the
Tractile roof tile has -14 MJeq. This negative result indicates that energy is gained back from the recycling
process by 14 MJeq from the 70% recycling for the steel battens and steel screws.
Overall, the total embodied energy results for the life cycle of the concrete tile and the coated steel
sheeting are 51,475 and 3,109 MJeq per square metre respectively for the maintenance scenario. Figure 3.9
(a) shows that the embodied energy for the life cycle of a square metre of a Tractile tile for the
maintenance inclusion scenario can be significantly reduced by 92 % and 99.5% when it is fabricated from
the Tractile roof tile instead of the concrete tile and the metal and pigment coated steel sheeting. This
dramatic reduction occurs at the maintenance stage and is due to the embodied energy being 100% higher
for the concrete tile and the coated steel sheeting as Tractile requires no maintenance during its warranty of
50 years. Furthermore, for the exclusion of maintenance scenario, the embodied energy of the two

12

The assumptions were made based on the household waste data from Australian data 2007 library of the Life

Cycle Assessment software as shown in Appendix C.
13

The assumptions were made based on the provided input data from B-Pod Pty Ltd.

14

The maintenance scenario has a higher embodied energy value due to the calculation being based on two sets

of coated steel sheeting.
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traditional roofing materials is 375 and 117 MJeq per square metre respectively. The embodied energy of
Tractile is 235 MJeq for both scenarios as it requires no maintenance inspection during the usage of 50
years. In this case, Figure 3.9 (b) illustrates that Tractile performs better than a concrete tile by 37% but it
has a higher embodied energy than the coated steel metal by 50%. This is owing to the fact that Tractile
requires less material for a square metre of roofing than the concrete tile whereas for the coated steel
sheeting case, Tractile uses higher quantities of the raw materials for the application which requires
slightly higher fuel consumption and it cannot be recycled.
Figure 3.10 (a) and (b) present the embodied energy results of the greenhouse gas emissions which
is assessed by the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 (IPCC1.00) method as introduced in Section 3.2.2. Figure
3.10 (a) illustrates the embodied energy results for the inclusion of the maintenance activities which is
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of greenhouse gas emission results for a square metre of the three roof sheeting

The results of the maintenance inclusion reveal that the embodied energy of the roof tile at the
material and manufacturing process life cycle stage are 31 and 20 kg CO2eq per square metre for the
concrete tile and the metal and pigment coated steel sheeting respectively. The tractile roof tile has
relatively lower embodied energy at 15 kg CO2eq per square metre. The difference between the Tractile roof
tile and the two traditional roofing materials which are the concrete tile and coated steel sheeting equate to
52% and 25% respectively. The reason is due to the fact that a relatively high amount of energy is required
during the cement extraction process whereby a second set of steel sheet and screws were assumed to be
replaced at the 25th year due to the 25 year warranty limitation. Moreover, as the timber frame is used for
the concrete tile, it needs to be taken into account the number of the carbon sinks required to offset the loss
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of those trees used in the installation of the concrete tile. Carbon sinks are when trees are planted or
existing forests are preserved in order to help remove CO2 from the atmosphere15.
On the other hand, if the maintenance activities are excluded from the life cycle as presented in
Figure 3.10 (b) the coated steel sheeting will be less than Tractile by 33%. This is due to the fact that
although the coated steel sheeting uses relative high energy for its extraction process but during the
application of a square metre it uses less material than the Tractile roof tile.16
For the installation activity, the Tractile roof tile is higher than the two traditional roofing materials
due to the higher quantity of steel battens which are used during the installation. Nevertheless, the intrinsic
difference is the fuel consumption during the installation where the Tractile roof tile uses 0.38 kg CO2eq per
square metre but the concrete tile consumes 1.7 kg CO2eq per square metre This indicates that the Tractile
roof tile saves up to 78% of the fuel consumption from the installation transportation of the concrete tile.
Another main advantage of the Tractile roof tile is found at the maintenance activities where it
consumes zero embodied energy as there is no maintenance required. The coated steel sheeting and the
concrete roof tile on the other hand may require intensive transportation from the inspection requirements
of the warranty. For the inspection of every 4 months during the 50 years, the metal and pigment coated
steel sheeting would consumes 3,175 kg CO2eq from the fuel consumption of the associated transportation.
For the inspection requirement of every six years during the 50 year life span of the concrete tile, it would
consume 169 kg CO2eq.
However, the end-of-life or the disposal life cycle stage of the metal coated steel sheeting performs
better than the Tractile roof tile and concrete tile. This is because an assumption is made that 70% of the
steel could be recycled17, whereas the Tractile roof tile, concrete tile and timber are assumed as 100%
landfill18. Therefore, the embodied energy of the galvanised steel roof sheet at this stage is -0.1 kg CO2eq
for the maintenance inclusion scenarios and 0.01 kg CO2eq for the no maintenance scenarios. The negative
value indicates that the greenhouse gas emission is reduced from the recycling process by 0.1 kg CO2eq19.

15

The sawn hardwood is based on the Australia Data 2007 database from the Life Cycle Assessment software,

SimaPro 7.1.8 software. For this particular case, it is assumed that 1.14 kg CO2 sunk per tonne of wood production.
16

Tractile roof tile weight is 10 kg per square metre and the coated steel sheeting weighs 4.35 kg per square

metre.
17

The assumptions were made based on the household waste data from Australian data 2007 library of the Life

Cycle Assessment software as shown in Appendix D.
18

The assumptions were made based on the provided input data from B-Pod Pty Ltd.

19

The maintenance scenario has a higher embodied energy value to the calculation being based on two sets of

coated steel sheeting.
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Nonetheless, at this stage the Tractile roof tile performs significantly better than the concrete tile as shown
in Figure 3.10 (b). It requires a higher quantity than the Tractile roof tile over a square metre roofing
application.20 Therefore, the concrete tile gains an embodied energy value of 39 kg CO2eq from the landfill
process and the associated transportation whereas the Tractile roof tile has 3.1 kg CO2eq.
Overall, the total embodied energy results for the life cycle of the concrete tile and the coated steel
sheeting are 243 and 3,199 kg CO2eq per square metre respectively for the maintenance scenario. Figure
3.10 (a) shows that the embodied energy for the life cycle of a square metre of a Tractile tile for the
maintenance inclusion scenario can be significantly reduced by 90 % and 99.2% when it is fabricated from
the Tractile roof tile instead of the concrete tile and the metal and pigment coated steel sheeting. This
dramatic reduction occurs at the maintenance stage which requires fuel consumption from the inspection
process and is due to the embodied energy being 100% higher for the concrete tile and the coated steel
sheeting as Tractile require no maintenance during its warranty of 50 years.
Furthermore, for the exclusion of the maintenance scenario, the embodied energy of the two
traditional roofing materials is 74 and 13 kg CO2eq per square metre respectively. The embodied energy of
Tractile is 25 kg CO2eq for both scenarios as it requires no maintenance inspection during the usage of 50
years. In this case, Figure 3.9 (b) illustrates that Tractile performs better than the concrete tile by 66% but
has a higher embodied energy than the coated steel metal by 48%. This is owing to the fact that Tractile
requires less material for a square metre of roofing than the concrete tile whereas for the coated steel
sheeting case, Tractile uses higher quantities of the raw materials for the application which requires
slightly higher fuel consumption and it cannot be recycled.
Figures 3.11 (a) and (b) present the total environmental impact results which are assessed by the
Eco-Indicator 99 H/A 1.03 (EI99 1.03) method as introduced in Section 3.2.2. Figure 3.11 (a) illustrates
the total environmental impact results for the inclusion of the maintenance activities which are assumed
based on the warranty conditions of the product during 50 years life span.

20

In this case, concrete roof tile uses 55 kg per square metre whereas Tractile used only 10 kg per square metre.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of total environmental impact results for a square metre of the three roof sheeting

The results of the maintenance inclusion reveal that the embodied energy of the roof tile at the
material and manufacturing process life cycle stage are 3 and 2.1 points per square metre for the concrete
tile and the metal and pigment coated steel sheeting respectively. The tractile roof tile has relatively lower
embodied energy at 0.6 point per square metre. This difference between the Tractile roof tile and the two
traditional roofing materials equate to 80% and 72% respectively. The reason for this, is due to the fact that
there is a high human health impact as a result of a relatively high amount of particulate matter of dust
which is produced during the production of the silica sand uses 60% for raw materials of concrete tile.
Similarly, the high impact of the steel sheeting is due to the limestone which is used for the steel
production also generating a relatively large amount of dust which can cause breathing problems to human
health. Moreover, as a second set of steel sheets and screws are assumed to be replaced at the 25th year due
to its 25 year warranty limitation, the environmental impact is generated even more.
On the other hand, if the maintenance activities are excluded from the life cycle as presented in
Figure 3.11 (b), the coated steel sheeting is still higher than Tractile by 50%. This is due to similar reasons
as stated above.
For the installation activity, the Tractile roof tile is higher than the two traditional roofing materials
due to the higher quantity of steel battens which are used during the installation. Nevertheless, the intrinsic
difference is the fuel consumption during the installation, where the Tractile roof tile uses 0.02 point per
square metre but the concrete tile consumes 0.08 point per square metre This indicates that the Tractile
roof tile reduces the total environmental impact by up to 75% from the fuel consumption used in the
installation transportation for the concrete tile.
Another main advantage of the Tractile roof tile is found in the maintenance activities where it
consumes zero embodied energy as there is no maintenance required. The coated steel sheeting and the
concrete roof tile on the other hand may require intensive transportation from the inspection requirements
of the warranty. For the inspection of every 4 months during the 50 year life span, the metal and pigment
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coated steel sheeting would consumes 149 points from the fuel consumption of the associated
transportation. For the inspection requirement of every six years during the 50 year life span of the
concrete tile, it would consume 8 points.
However, the end-of-life or the disposal life cycle stage of the metal coated steel sheeting performs
better than the Tractile roof tile and concrete tile. This is because an assumption is made that 70% of the
steel could be recycled21, whereas the Tractile roof tile, concrete tile and timber were assumed as 100%
landfill22. Therefore, the embodied energy of the galvanised steel roof sheet at this stage is -0.27 point for
the maintenance inclusion scenarios and -0.13 point for the no maintenance scenarios. The negative values
indicate that the total environmental impact is reduced from the recycling process by 0.27 and 0.13 points
respectively23. Nonetheless, at this stage the Tractile roof tile performs significantly better than the
concrete tile as shown in Figure 3.11 (b). It requires higher quantity than the Tractile roof tile for a square
metre roofing application.24 Therefore, the concrete tile gains an embodied energy value of -0.04 point
from the landfill and the recycling process of the steel battens and screws as well as the associated
transportation whereas the Tractile roof tile has the total environmental impact value of 0.26 point.
Overall, the total environmental impact results for the life cycle of the concrete tile and the coated
steel sheeting are 12 and 152 points per square metre respectively for the maintenance scenario. Figure
3.11 (a) shows that the environmental impact for the life cycle of a square metre of the Tractile tile for the
maintenance inclusion scenario can be significantly reduced by 89 % and 99.2% when it is fabricated from
the Tractile roof tile instead of concrete or metal and pigment coated steel sheeting. This dramatic
reduction occurs at the maintenance stage which requires high fuel consumption from the inspection
process and is due to the embodied energy being 100% higher for the concrete tile and the coated steel
sheeting as Tractile require no maintenance during its warranty of 50 years.
Furthermore, for the exclusion of maintenance scenario, the environmental impact of the two
traditional roofing materials is 4.19 and 1.21 points per square metre respectively. The environmental
impact of Tractile is 1.27 points for both scenarios as it requires no maintenance inspection during the
usage of 50 years. In this case, Figure 3.11 (b) illustrates that Tractile performs better than the concrete tile
by 70% but has a slightly higher environmental impact than the coated steel metal by 5%. This is owing to
the fact that Tractile requires less material for a square metre of roofing than the concrete tile whereas for

21

The assumptions were made based on the household waste data from Australian data 2007 library of the Life

Cycle Assessment software as shown in Appendix C.
22

The assumptions were made based on the provided input data from B-Pod Pty Ltd.

23

The maintenance scenario has a higher embodied energy value to the calculation being based on two sets of

coated steel sheeting.
24

In this case, concrete roof tile uses 55 kg per square metre where as Tractile used only 10 kg per square metre.
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the coated steel sheeting case, Tractile uses higher quantities of the raw materials for the application which
requires slightly higher fuel consumption and it cannot be recycled.
According to Figures 3.9 to 3.11, a square metre of the Tractile roof tile which is manufactured from
glass reinforced plastic of B-Pods Pty Ltd has a significantly lower environmental impact than the one that
is made from concrete for both inclusive and exclusive maintenance scenarios. Whereas, for the metal and
pigment coated steel sheet, Tractile has significantly less environmental impact for the maintenance
inclusion scenario and is slightly higher than the metal and pigment coated steel sheet for the other
scenario. The gained benefits in making a roof tile out of glass reinforced plastic rather than concrete or
metal and pigment coated steel sheeting are described in the following six points.
For the maintenance inclusion scenario:
•

In terms of the energy consumption, Tractile roof tile can reduce its energy consumption
during its life cycle by up to 92% and 99.5% respectively;

•

Tractile roof tile can reduce the amount of greenhouse gases emitted into the atmosphere by
90% and 99.2% respectively during its life cycle;

•

Tractile roof tile can reduce the total environmental impacts that can effect human health, the
ecosystem quality and resource use by 89% and 99.2% respectively.

For the maintenance inclusion scenario:
•

In terms of the energy consumption, Tractile performs better than a concrete tile by 37%;

•

A roof tile that is made from Tractile can reduce the amount of greenhouse gases emitted into
the atmosphere by 66% when compared to a concrete tile;

•

Tractile roof tile can reduce the total environmental impacts that can effect human health, the
ecosystem quality and resource use by 70 % when compared to a concrete tile.

On the whole, these benefits are mainly gained during the material and usage stages of the roof tile
life cycle. This is because Tractile requires less quantity and is lighter than a concrete tile and also requires
no maintenance during the usage stage which saves on fuel from the associated transportation. However,
Tractile has a higher embodied energy than the galvanised steel sheeting due to it require larger quantity
and has a different disposal options.
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3.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses which assessed the
embodied energy for the raw materials of glass reinforced plastics and the roof tile that are made from
Tractile roof tile, concrete roof tile and the metal and pigment coated steel sheeting. The methodology
overview was presented by defining the scopes and assumptions of the input data which was required for
the calculation of the embodied energy analysis. The Life Cycle Assessment method was selected to
calculate the embodied energy of the raw materials and the three different roofing materials. This
assessment produced two embodied energy results and a full Life Cycle Assessment result. They were the
primary energy consumption, the greenhouse gas emissions and the total environmental impacts.
These results were expressed in a unit of MJeq, kg CO2eq and points respectively. The MJeq and kg
CO2eq results were the generic embodied energy values, however, these two units are only considered the
primary energy consumptions and the greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, the points results were
generated from the full Life Cycle Assessment which covers all emission substances that can affect the
environment in terms of human health, ecosystem and resource (fossil fuels and mineral) use. Thereafter,
the description of the raw materials and the three different roof tile materials were specified. The input data
of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses was determined on the basis of the scopes,
assumptions and descriptions.
The embodied energy results of the cradle-to-factory analysis demonstrated that the raw materials of
a kilogram of the Tractile roof tile provided a primary energy source of 11.23 MJeq, reduced greenhouse
gas by 1.11 kg CO2eq and has 0.047 points of the total environmental impact. 80% to 39% of these results
are contributed by the raw material extraction and 4.5% to 20% from the transportation of the raw
materials. The suggestions for reducing the embodied energy of the glass reinforced plastics were given in
two different directions including using low embodied energy raw materials and/or choosing suppliers that
use a delivery transportation method that has a low embodied energy.
Subsequently, a hot spots analysis was performed to identify the raw materials or the suppliers that
have significantly high embodied energy. Whilst, the embodied energy of the raw materials (M2) and (M4)
are significantly higher than other raw materials, the transportation of the raw materials (M4), (M1) and
(M2) are also substantially high.

Some recommendations were given, such as change to local

manufacturers and avoiding as practically as possible the use of road transportation by leaning towards
water and rail transportation.
The embodied energy results for the life cycle of a square metre of roof tile were assessed using the
cradle-to-grave analysis. The roof tile materials that were examined were the Tractile roof tile, concrete tile
and the metal and pigment coated steel sheeting. These results illustrate that the embodied energy of
Tractile is considerably lower than the concrete tile for both maintenance scenarios in regards to several
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factors. The raw material extraction is reduced significantly during the material stage as it uses less
quantity than a concrete tile. The fuel consumption decreases dramatically for the transportation involved
in the maintenance activities during the usage stage. Low fuel consumption and less energy was required
for the end-of-life stage. For the coated steel sheeting, Tractile performs significantly better than the coated
steel sheet as it requires no maintenance activities. However, Tractile has higher embodied energy and
slightly higher environmental impact than the coated steel sheeting as it uses higher quantities of raw
materials which effect the fuel consumption, as well as it cannot be recycled at this present time.
The total embodied energy results of the three roof tile life cycles revealed that:
For the maintenance inclusion scenario:
•

A square metre of roofing that is made from Tractile roof tile consumes 92% and 99.5% less
energy than a concrete tile and a coated steel sheeting during their life cycle;

•

A square metre of roofing that is made from Tractile roof tile emits 90% and 99.2% less
greenhouse gases during their life cycles compared to a concrete tile and coated steel sheeting;

•

A square metre of roofing that is made from Tractile roof tile has an environmental impact
which is 89% and 99.2% than that of a concrete tile and a coated steel sheeting. This equates
to a lessening on the effects towards human health, the ecosystem quality and resource use
during their life cycle.

For the maintenance inclusion scenario:
•

A square metre of roofing that is made from the Tractile roof tile consumes 37% less energy
than a concrete tile;

•

A square metre of roofing that is made from the Tractile roof tile emits 66% less greenhouse
gases during their life cycles compared to a concrete tile;

•

A square metre of roofing that is made from the Tractile roof tile has an environmental impact
which is 70% lower than that of a concrete tile.
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CHAPTER 4
AMPELITE FIBREGLASS PTY LTD -EMBODIED ENERGY OF ROOF SHEETING

4.1 Introduction
Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd25 manufactures Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC sheeting which are
made of a fibreglass reinforced polyester. Wonderglas GC is a transparent roof sheeting which is made
from gel coated polyester with a UV resistant gel coating of 100 microns in thickness. This gel coat helps
to reduce surface erosion and loss of light transmission. As Wonderglas GC has a very high resistance to a
range of common chemicals, it comes with a 25 year warranty.
Webglas GC is suitable for a high corrosion environment as it has high corrosive resistance.
Therefore, it can be used where metal and other roofing deteriorate or corrode at an unacceptable rate. The
weight of Webglas is 3600 grams per square metre which is considerably lighter than conventional
sheeting that are made from sheet metal. This sheeting is reinforced with a heavy gauge woven glass mat
which provides continuous reinforcement in every direction. Webglas provides a 20 years warranty for
surface erosion.
Both Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC sheeting are fabricated by using the pultrusion process which
comprises of four main steps, namely reinforcement, pultrusion die, pulling unit and sawing unit [2].
Generally, the material selection for roof sheeting depends on the structural integrity, the capital
investment and environmental requirement of the application. The fibreglass reinforced polyester sheeting
does have some physical and economical advantages over traditional materials.

Figure 4.1: Composite roof sheet.

25

http://www.ampelite.com.au/fibreglass.htm
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However, in terms of their environmental performance, it is not so clear and therefore this project
was aimed to quantify the embodied energy of the Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC. Therefore, this
chapter aims to assess the embodied energy of raw materials that are used to make a kilogram of
Wonderglas GC sheeting. Moreover, the embodied energy analysis is used to compare a square metre of
roof sheeting made of Wonderglas GC, Webglas GC and galvanised steel sheeting. Life Cycle Assessment
is used as a tool to calculate the embodied energy of a kilogram of Wonderglas GC and the three different
roof sheeting.
Cradle-to-factory analysis26 is used in this chapter to determine the embodied energy of the raw
materials required to make a kilogram of Wonderglas GC sheeting which is manufactured by Ampelite
Fibreglass Pty Ltd to produce a gel coated polyester sheeting. In addition, cradle-to-grave analysis is
employed to compare the embodied energy of the life cycle for a square metre of roof sheeting made of the
Wonderglas GC, Webglas GC and galvanised steel sheeting. Theoretically, cradle-to-grave analysis is an
assessment of a product life cycle including raw material extraction, manufacturing process, usage,
transportation and end-of-life stages.

The outline of this chapter is as follows:
•

Methodology overview of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses

•

General scopes and assumptions of the analyses

•

Description of a kilogram of Wonderglas GC

•

Description of 1 square metre of roof sheeting that is made from Wonderglas GC, Webglas
GC and galvanised steel sheeting.

•

Input data for the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses

•

Cradle-to-factory results and discussion: the embodied energy of the raw materials required to
make a kilogram of Wonderglas GC.

•

Cradle-to-grave results and discussion: the comparison between 1 square metre of Wonderglas
GC, Webglas GC and galvanised steel sheeting.

26

Technically, the cradle-to-factory (gate) analysis is commonly defined as “an assessment of a partial product

life cycle from manufacture ('cradle') to the factory gate before it is transported to the consumer” (Reference: Moreno,
A., 2008, The DEPUIS HANDBOOK Chapter 4: Methodology of Life Cycle Assessment, Accessed: October 2009,
http://www.depuis.enea.it/dvd/website.html). However, cradle-to-factory analysis in this project is specified as the
embodied energy incurred during the raw material extraction and the transportation from suppliers to manufacturers.
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•

Conclusion is drawn in the last section of the chapter

4.2 Methodology Overview
4.2.1 Embodied energy analysis
In this study, the embodied energy analysis of roof sheeting comprises of the cradle-to-factory and
the cradle-to-grave analyses as illustrated in Figure 4.2. These analyses employ the Life Cycle Assessment
method to assess the environmental impacts of all life cycle stages as shown in Figure 4.2. The
methodology of these two analyses is described briefly as follows.

[1]

Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of Wonderglas GC to making
a square metre of roof sheeting

Raw material Transportation to a factory
extraction

CRADLE-TO-FACTORY

Life cycle stage of a powerboat hull
Life cycle stage of a square metre of roof sheeting

Materials*Manufacturing processUsageEnd-of-life
Materials*Manufacturing processUsageEnd-of-life

CRADLE-TO-GRAVE

Figure 4.2: The scopes of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses.27

The methodology of these two analyses is described briefly as follows. Firstly, the cradle-to-factory
analysis assesses the embodied energy in making a kilogram of Wonderglas GC as presented in the left
portion of Figure 4.2. This analysis focuses on two main embodied energy sources. They are the raw
material extraction and the transportation of raw materials from the supplier to a factory, i.e. Ampelite
Fibreglass Pty Ltd. The asterisk sign next to the word ’Materials’ in Figure 4.2 indicates that the embodied
energy result from this analysis will be used as the input data for the materials stage in the cradle-to-grave
analysis.
Secondly, the cradle-to-grave analysis as shown in Figure 4.2 calculates the life cycle of a square
metre of Wonderglass GC sheeting. For comparison purposes, this analysis technique is also performed on

27

The photographs were taken from www.exelcomposites.com and www.ampelite.com.au.
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a square metre of Webglas GC and galvanised steel sheeting. The life cycle stages of these products are
presented on the right hand side of Figure 4.2 where:

−

The materials stage is the total raw materials that are used in making the three roof sheeting;

−

The manufacturing process stage comprises the processes involved in making the roof
sheeting;

−

The usage stage consists of the activities that occur after the roof sheeting is manufactured i.e.
the installation process until the product is disposed of. In this case, the usage period is
assumed as 25 years;

−

The end-of-life stage is the disposal scenario which includes the transportation of the roof
sheeting to the disposal site and the disposal process.

Finally, the embodied energy and the environmental impacts results from the cradle-to-factory
analysis are discussed and the hot spots identified. For this project a hot spot is defined as the raw materials
and/or suppliers which have a high contribution to the embodied energy results. The hot spots analysis was
conducted in order to make further suggestions in order to minimise or eliminate the identified raw
materials and/or suppliers. Subsequently, the embodied energy results from the cradle-to-grave analysis of
a square metre of Wonderglas GC sheeting are analysed and compared with the life cycle of a square metre
of Webglas GC and galvanised steel sheeting.

4.2.2 Scopes and assumptions of the embodied energy analysis
This section presents Tables 4.1 and 4.2 to clarify the scopes and assumptions that were made for the
cradle-to factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses. Table 4.1 provides the main scope of the cradle-tofactory analysis which focuses on quantifying the embodied energy of raw materials used in making a
kilogram of Wonderglas GC. Subsequently, the scopes of the input data that are associated with the raw
material extraction and their transportation are given in Table 4.1. Furthermore, Table 4.1 shows the data
sources that are used to make the assumptions for the input data of the cradle-to-factory analysis. Overall,
the input data in terms of the quantities and the types of materials and transportation were provided by
Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd.
The rest of the data was obtained by using further literature reviews and the libraries from the
database of the LCA software, SimaPro 7.1.8. For instance, the input data for the amount of raw material
was based on the information from the Material Safety Datasheets (MSDs) which were provided by
Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd. The material types were assumed using the Australian Data 2007 (AU)
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library and the distance of the transportation of raw materials was found using the online maps provided by
Google.

CRADLE-TO-FACTORY
Scope: To quantify the embodied energy of the raw materials in making 1 kilogram of Wonderglas GC.
Amount of the raw materials used in making 1 kilogram of Wonderglas GC.

Input data

Data sources
Material life cycle stage

Scopes and assumptions
Amount of raw materials (kg)

Raw material extraction
Material types
Transportation of raw materials:
From: Suppliers
To: Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd
(Victoria)

AM

LR

AU

ET

ID IN








(MSDs) 

The locations of suppliers



Distance (km): Measure by using the online maps



Transportation types







Note:Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd (AM), Literature review (LR),the ‘Australia Data 2007’(AU), the ‘ETH-ESU 96’ (ET), the ‘IDEMAT2001’(ID)
and the ‘Industry Data 2.0’ (IN) libraries are the databases from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Table 4.1: Scopes and assumptions of the cradle-to-factory analysis for Wonderglas GC.

Similarly, Table 4.2 presents the scopes of the cradle-to-grave analysis for the life cycle of the three
roof sheets. The life cycle input data in terms of the quantities and types are assumed based on the data
sources as shown in the table.
It is worth highlighting the assumption for the material stage of Wonderglas GC in Table 4.2. The
material stage has two embodied energy sources. They are the raw material extraction and the
transportation of those materials. In this stage, the embodied energy of the roof sheeting is assumed to be
calculated directly from the embodied energy results of the cradle-to-factory analysis. The calculation is
carried out by multiplying the embodied energy results from the cradle-to-factory analysis with 2.4 kg per
square metre. For instance, the embodied energy result of Wonderglas GC from the cradle-to-factory
analysis is 12 MJeq per kg and the weight of Wonderglas GC sheeting is 2.4 kg per square metre.
Therefore, the embodied energy result for the material stage of Wonderglas GC in this cradle-to-grave
analysis is:
12 MJeq per kg × 2.4 kg per square metr= 28.8 MJeq per square metre

In addition, further assumptions were made to perform the cradle-to-grave analysis for the life cycle
of the three roof sheets. The manufacturing processes input data was specified by another participant
company and Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd. The other participant company specified the power
consumption as 1.2 kilowatt and 0.35 kilowatt for the cutting as well as the drilling and screwing processes
whereas, Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd specified a cutting time of 1 minute.
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CRADLE-TO-GRAVE
Scope: To analyse the embodied energy of the life cycle for 1 square metre of roof sheeting that is made from Wonderglas GC,
Webglas GC and galvanised steel sheeting.

Life cycle stages of
the roof sheeting

Scopes and assumptions

Material stage: Input data
Wonderglas GC sheeting:
Amount of the raw
- Wonderglas GC:
2.4 kg per square metre a
materials per a square
Multiply the embodied energy results from the cradle-to-factory
metre of roof tile.
analysis in the unit of per kg with 2.4 kg per square metre .
Raw material
extraction
And
Transportation of raw
materials
From: A Supplier
To: Manufacturers

Manufacturing
process: Input data

Usage: Input data
From: Manufacturers
To: A customer

End-of-life: Input data

End-of-life: Input data
Disposal scenarios

Webglas GC sheeting:
- Webglas GC:
3.66 kg per square metre a
Multiply the embodied energy results from the cradle-to-factory
analysis in the unit of per kg with 3.66 kg per square metre .
Galvanised steel sheeting:
- material used for steel sheet 0.42mm BMT:4.35 kg per square metreb
Assumed to have raw materials available local in Australia, no
transportation is included.
Wonderglas GC sheeting:
Process type:
- Fibre composite (Electricity):
0.815 kWh per square metre a
Webglas GC sheeting:
Process type:
- Fibre composite (Electricity):
1.2438 kWh per square metre a
Galvanised steel sheeting:
Process type:
- Steel sheet c:
- Energy and electricity for steelsheet
- Zinc coating, at 65 um double sided: 1 square metrec

All sheeting:
Installation process type:
Materials and processes for roofing are:
A linear metre of rolled steel battens 0.55mm BMT:
- Rolled steel battens:
0.71 kg per square metre b
Zinc coating, at 65 um double sided: 0.159 square metrec
6 steel Screws:
0.39 kg per square metre b
Electricity for Cutting roof sheets
Electricity for cutting steel battens
Electricity for drilling and screwing a ,b
Transportation for installation b:
Distance b: 200 kilometres
By b: Articulated truck for freight
Maintenance process type: No processes are included. a ,b
All sheeting:
Disposal transportation:
Distance b (From a customer to a disposal site): 200 kilometres
By b: Articulated truck for freight
All sheeting:
Disposal process type (Household waste scenario):
100% landfill for the fibre composites
70% recycling for steel

Data sources
AU DA ET ID IN









































Note: a The data was provided by Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd, b The data was provided by another participant company. c Literature review
‘Australia data 2007’(AU), the ‘Data Archive’ (DA), the ‘ETH-ESU 96’ (ET), the ‘IDEMAT2001’(ID) and ‘Industry Data’ (IN)’ libraries which
are the databases from the Life Cycle Assessment, SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Table 4.2: Scopes and assumptions for the cradle-to-grave analysis of roof sheeting.
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The zinc coating process with a thickness of 65 micrometres (µm) double sided was assumed to
represent the hot dip galvanised steel process for the steel sheeting and steel battens. This process was
based on the ETH-ESU 96 database of the LCA software which is based on the coating process of 920g/m2
with the thickness of 65µm double sided and 130µm single sided.
Therefore, the coating area of the steel sheet is equal to 1 metre as it represents the coating thickness
of 65µm double sided. Whereby, the coating area of the steel batten was estimated as 0.159m2 which was
based on the dimensions of the total top surface area of the roof batten profile 0.55mm BTM28. Thus, the
coating area is estimated as:

(0.015m2+0.0445m2+0.04m2+0.0445m2+0.015m2) = 0.159 m2

The transportation involved during the installation and the disposal of the products was specified by
another company. In this instance, to install a roof sheet, the transportation distance from Ampelite
Fibreglass Pty Ltd to a customer during the usage stage was assumed to be 200 kilometres. The articulated
truck was also assumed as the transportation used in disposing of the roof sheeting at its end-of-life stage.
Table 4.3 is given to clarify the scopes and the assumptions of the embodied energy calculation tool
which was selected for the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses. As a result, three Life Cycle
Impact Assessment methods from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software were selected as summarised in Table 4.3.
The methods are the Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04, the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 and the
Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03 methods.
Furthermore, Table 4.3 also summarises the calculation approach and the results of the three
methods for the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses. These methods generated the embodied
energy results for these analyses in the units of MJeq, kg CO2eq and points per kg as well as in units of MJeq,
kg CO2eq and points per square metre. Therefore, Figure 4.3 is given to provide additional information to
aid in how to interpret these results. Additionally, the amount of six conventional air pollutants as listed in
Table 4.3 are given as the total airbourne substances that are emitted during the cradle-to-factory and the
cradle-to-grave analyses. The next section presents the material and product description for the cradle-tofactory and the cradle-to-grave analyses.

28

http://www.stratco.com.au/Products/Steel_Framing/Types/Roof_Ceiling_Battens/roof_ceiling_battens.asp
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EMBODIED ENERGY CALCULATION TOOL

Embodied Energy
Analysis

Scopes and Assumptions

Embodied energy
assessment tool

The Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods from the LCA software, SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Selection of the Life Cycle
Impact Assessment methods

The selection of these methods was based on the generic embodied energy analysis which is
often based on the input-output model that is used to quantify the primary energy sources and
often expressed in MJ and in kg of CO2 units. In addition, as the two values from the
Cumulative energy demand version 1.04 and the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 methods only
represent the embodied energy in terms of the primary energy consumption and the impacts
from the climate change respectively. Therefore, the points value is also given. This value is
calculated from Life Cycle Assessment which considers the impacts on human health, the
ecosystem quality and resource use. The points value is calculated from the Eco-Indicator 99
H/A version 2.03 method.
LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT METHODS

Embodied Energy Results
Calculation Approach

Method

and unit

Cumulative energy demand
version 1.04

Calculation: Calculates the
embodied energy in terms of
the consumption of the
primary energy sources such
as fossil fuels, minerals,
renewable energy.

Cradle-to-factory

Cradle-to-grave

MJeq per kg

MJeq per
square metre

Unit: MJeq

IPCC GWP 100a version
1.00

Calculation: Calculates the
greenhouse gas emissions
which impact the global
warming.

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A
version 2.0

Carbon monoxide
(CO)
Carbon dioxide
(CO2)

kg CO2eq per kg

kg CO2eq per
square metre

Unit: kg CO2eq
Calculation: calculates as the
environmental performance
indicator as a single score.
This is a comprehensive Life
Cycle Assessment analysis
which considers human health,
the ecosystem quality and
resource use impacts.

Amount of
conventional air
pollutions

Nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)
Sulphur dioxide
(SO2)
Unspecified
particulate

points per kg

points per
square metre

Volatile organic
compounds (VOC)

Unit: points of a single score
Table 4.3: Scopes and assumptions for the embodied energy calculation tools and results.
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The embodied energy results
Cumulative energy demand version
1.04

IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03

Cradle-to-factory: MJeq per kg
Cradle-to-factory: kg CO2eq per kg
Cradle-to-factory: points per kg
Cradle-to-grave: MJeq per square metre Cradle-to-grave: kg CO2eq per square metre Cradle-to-grave: points per square
metre

How to interpret the results
It is a common unit in the
embodied energy analysis. It
considers only the primary energy
consumption.

It is a common unit in the embodied
energy analysis. It assesses the
greenhouse gas emissions and the global
warming potential.

The Life Cycle Assessment results
which consider all environmental
impacts: human health, ecosystem,
and resources use.

Use this result as a guideline or a
rough estimation. It can be used to
compare other embodied energy
results in MJ unit that are assessed
from a similar approach.

Use this result for communicating with
the general public. It can be compared
with other embodied energy in kgCO2eq
unit.

Use this result as an ultimate value
for the environmental impact
assessment. It can be compared
with the full Life Cycle
Assessment.

Figure 4.3: How to interpret the embodied energy results.

4.3 Material and Product description
4.3.1 Fibre composite description
The description of the raw materials used in manufacturing of the fibre composite is summarised in
Table 4.4. Various raw materials constitute the composite material such as fibreglass, plastic resins and
‘others’ which include pigment, catalysts and additives. These raw materials are supplied by eight
suppliers from Australia, Asia and US regions. The transportation of the raw materials from suppliers to
Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd located in Victoria involves road and water transportation. The transportation
of the raw materials is presented in the last column of Table 4.4.
Additionally, Table 4.4 presents the abbreviations of the raw material type ‘M’ and its transportation
‘M_T’ which are provided for later discussion in this chapter. As there are eight suppliers involved in this
analysis, M1 to M8 and also M1_T1 to M8_T3 are presented in Table 4.4.
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Raw material
type

List of raw material

Road and water transportation of raw material:
from a supplier to the factory, Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd
(Ampe.)

Region of
supplier

Supplier
M5
Fibre glass

(with 3 options of the
MSDs)





*(M5)

Asia

( M5_T2)





Supplier

Supplier


(M5_T1)

(M5 _T2)

Asia and US

Supplier

 Factory,





M2 to M4 and M7

 Factory,
(M6_T2)


(M8_T1)


(M8 _T2)

(Ampe.)

 Factory
(M8_T3)



(Ampe.)

 Factory,

*(M2, M3 and M4)

Others: such
as pigment,
catalysts, and
additives

(Ampe.)


(M6_T1)

*(M8)

Supplier

(Ampe.)

(M1_T1)

*(M6)

Supplier

 Factory
(M5_T3)



*(M1)

M1, M6, M8

(Ampe.)

or

*(M5)

Resin

 Factory,

(M5_T1)

(M_T1)

(Ampe.)

Asia and
Australia
Supplier
*(M7)




(M7_T1)


(M7 _T2)

 Factory
(M7_T3)

(Ampe)

Note: The abbreviations of ‘M’ and “M_T’ are provided for the discussion of Figure 4.5. Raw material types (M), First transportation of the raw
material (M_T1), Second transportation of the raw material (M_T2) and Third transportation of the raw material (M_T3)
(Road transportation such as a truck) and

(Water transportation such as an Australian international shipping)

Table 4.4: The raw materials and the transportation of raw materials in making a kilogram of the fibre composite.

4.3.2 A square metre roof sheeting description
The cradle-to-grave analysis focuses on assessing the embodied energy of a square metre of roof
sheeting which are made from three materials.
The three roof sheeting comparisons are:
•

1 square metre of Wonderglas GC sheeting, galvanised steel battens and steel screws

•

1 square metre of Webglas GC sheeting, galvanised steel battens and steel screws

•

1 square metre of galvanised steel sheeting, galvanised steel battens and steel screws.

The quantities of the galvanised steel sheeting, the galvanised steel battens and steel screws are
based on the assumptions from another participant company. The thickness of the galvanised steel is
obtained based on the literature review. The coating thickness of 65 micrometres using the zinc coating
was manufactured by using a hot dip process from the ETH-ESU 96 database of the LCA software.
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A general description for the roof sheeting life cycle is defied as follows.
7. The functional unit of the case study is based on the life span of 30 years.
8. The cradle-to-grave analysis for a square metre of Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC roof
sheeting are made using the provided input data from Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd including
the quantities of the materials and electricity consumption for the pultrusion process.
9. The materials which are included as additional components in the cradle-to-grave analysis for
a square metre of roof sheeting are the galvanised steel battens and the steel screws. This
means that the other common components for a roofing system such as the trusses, the
reflective foil sarking and thermal insulation materials are excluded due to lack of information
from the manufacturer.
10. The usage stage involved the installation process involves the installation transportation, the
electricity required in cutting the roof sheeting, the steel battens, also the drilling and screwing
processes for the fasteners.
11. The maintenance activities of these products are excluded as they are assumed to be the same
in all materials.
12. The End-of-Life (EOL) stage involves the transportation for disposing the product. Also, the
disposal process is assumed based on the Australian data 2007.

4.4 Input Data
The input data of the cradle-to-grave analysis for the three roof sheets namely Wonderglas GC,
Webglas GC and the galvanised steel sheeting are presented in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. This input
data was derived from the scopes and the assumptions in Section 4.2.2. Therefore, the input data of all life
cycle stages are presented in terms of a unit, the amount and the ‘material/process description’ which
represents the material and the manufacturing process types29.

29

In relation to this, the data sources for the input data of ‘Material/process description’ and ‘Amount’ are

also given in the last column of Tables 4.5 and 4.6 for the reference of the database background.
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Life cycle
stage

Materials/Processes description

Unit

Amount

Database

Material

Wonderglas GC

kg

2.4

Multiply 1kg results from the
cradle-to-factory analysis by 2.4

Process

Total electricity consumption for
pultrusion process

kWh

0.815

Australian data 2007

Rolled steel battens

kg

0.71

Australian data 2007

Zinc coating for steel battens

m2

0.159

ETH-ESU 96 and Australian data
2007

Steel screws production

kg

0.39

Data archive

kWh

0.02

Australian data 2007

kWh

0.02

Australian data 2007

kWh

0.0058

Australian data 2007

tkm

0.7

Australian data 2007

tkm

0.7

Australian data 2007

%

100

Australian data 2007

Usage:
Installation
transportation

End-of-life:
Disposal
transportation
End-of-life:
Household
waste

Cutting sheeting
(1/60hour×1.2kw)
Cutting steel battens
(1/60hour×1.2kw)
Drilling & screwing; Cordless drill
(1/60hour×0.35kw)
Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
(2.4+0.71+0.39kg*200km/1000)
Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
(3.5kg*200km/1000)
Australian household waste: 100%
landfill for the fibre composite and
70% for steel recycling

Table 4.5: Input data for a square metre of Wonderglas GC roof sheeting.

Life cycle
stage

Materials/Processes description

Unit

Amount

Database

Material

Webglas GC

kg

3.66

Multiply 1kg results from the
cradle-to-factory analysis by 3.66

Process

Total electricity consumption for
pultrusion process

kWh

1.244

Australian data 2007

Rolled steel battens

kg

0.71

Australian data 2007

Zinc coating for steel battens

m2

0.159

Steel screws production
Cutting sheeting
(1/60hour×1.2kw)
Cutting steel battens
(1/60hour×1.2kw)
Drilling & screwing; Cordless drill
(1/60hour×0.35kw)
Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
(2.4+0.71+0.39kg*200km/1000)
Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
(3.5kg*200km/1000)
Australian household waste: 100%
landfill for the fibre composite and
70% for steel recycling

kg

0.39

ETH-ESU 96 and Australian data
2007
Data archive

kWh

0.02

Australian data 2007

kWh

0.02

Australian data 2007

kWh

0.0058

Australian data 2007

tkm

0.952

Australian data 2007

tkm

0.952

Australian data 2007

%

100

Australian data 2007

Usage:
Installation
transportation

End-of-life:
Disposal
transportation
End-of-life:
Household
waste

Table 4.6: Input data for a square metre of Webglas GC roof sheeting.
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Life cycle
stage
Material:
Steel sheet

Unit

Amount

Database

kg

4.35

Australian data 2007

kg

4.35

Australian data 2007

m2

1

ETH-ESU 96 and Australian data 2007

kg
m2
kg

0.71
0.159
0.39

Australian data 2007
ETH-ESU 96 and Australian data 2007
Data archive

kWh

0.10

Australian data 2007

kWh

0.02

Australian data 2007

kWh

0.0058

Australian data 2007

Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
(4.35+0.71+0.39kg*200km/1000)

tkm

1.09

Australian data 2007

End-of-life:
Disposal
transportation

Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
(5.45kg*200km/1000)

tkm

1.09

Australian data 2007

End-of-life:
Household
waste

Australian household waste: 100%
landfill for Fibre composite and
70% for steel recycling

%

100

Australian data 2007

Process

Usage:
Installation
transportation

Materials/Processes description
Material for making
Steel sheet, 5% recycled/AU U
Energy and electricity for making
Steel sheet, 5% recycled/AU U
Hot-dip galvanisation process:
Zinc coating steel sheet
Rolled steel battens
Zinc coating Steel battens
Steel screws production
Cutting sheeting
(1/60hour×1.2kw)
Cutting steel battens
(1/60hour×1.2kw)
Drilling & screwing; Cordless drill
(1/60hour×0.35kw)

Table 4.7: Input data for a square metre of galvanised steel sheeting.

4.5 Embodied Energy Results
4.5.1 Cradle-to-factory results and discussion
The cradle-to-factory analysis was carried out by using the Life Cycle Assessment method to assess
the embodied energy of the raw materials that are comprised in a kilogram of Wonderglas GC as shown in
Figure 4.4.

Raw material Transportation to a factory
Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of Wonderglas GC to making
a roof sheet
Figure 4.4: Two main embodied energy sources of the cradle-to-factory analysis.
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This assessment produced the embodied energy results in three different environmental aspects.
They are the primary energy consumption, the greenhouse gas emissions and the total environmental
impacts or a single score. These results are expressed in a unit of MJeq per kg, kg CO2eq per kg and points
per kg respectively. These charts display the results in terms of the raw material extraction and the
transportation of the raw materials from suppliers to Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd. The last bar of the charts
gives the total results of the two main embodied energy sources which are the sum of the raw material
extraction and the transportation of the raw materials.
The total results of these two embodied energy sources are also provided in the last bar of Figures
4.5 (a) to (c). On the whole, the raw materials for a kilogram of fibre composite gives a total embodied
energy result of 12 MJeq, 0.6 kg CO2eq and 0.05 points. These total embodied energy results are contributed
by 62% to 71% from the raw material extraction and 29% to 38% from the transportation of the raw
materials as labelled in Figure 4.5.
The distinct contributions of the two embodied energy sources are clearly revealed. The finding
suggests that the embodied energy of the fibre composite can be reduced in two different directions.
The first direction is to reduce the high embodied energy of the raw material extraction by using
alternative raw materials with low embodied energy. The second direction is to be selective in choosing
the suppliers in order to ensure low embodied energy in their delivery transportation.
Ideally, the first direction would be the best option as it can reduce the embodied energy
dramatically by changing some of the raw materials, as the raw material extraction actually contributes a
large portion in the total embodied energy result. However, it requires further research and development in
finding an alternative or a new raw material which requires further investment of the supporting systems.
Therefore, this direction can only be targeted as a long term product development plan. In practice,
the second direction would be more attractive as it is a fast and a simple approach which requires only a
careful consideration in selecting the suppliers. For instance, the selected suppliers should supply the raw
materials that are manufactured locally or require less energy-intensive transportation systems for
transporting the raw materials.
To enhance the implementation of these suggestions, Figure 4.6 explicitly presents the embodied
energy for each raw material and its corresponding transportation method. These results are produced from
the detailed input data such as the MSDs and the actual location of the suppliers for all raw materials
provided by Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd.
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12.11

12

MJeq per kg

10

8.55

8
100%

6
71%

4

3.56
29%

2
0
Raw material
extraction

Transportation of
raw materials:
option 2

Total: option 2

Cradle-to-factory activities

(a) Primary energy consumption results
0.7
0.60

kg CO2eq per kg

0.6
0.5
0.37

0.4
0.3

100%

0.23

0.2

62%
38%

0.1
0.0
Raw material
extraction

Transportation of
raw materials:
option 2

Total: option 2

Cradle-to-factory activities

(b) Greenhouse gas emissions results
0.06
0.049

points per kg

0.05
0.04

0.035

0.03
0.02

100%
71%

0.014

0.01

29%

0.00
Raw material
extraction

Transportation of
raw materials:
option 2

Total: option 2

Cradle-to-factory activities

(c) Total environmental impacts results
Figure 4.5: Embodied energy results of cradle-to-factory analysis for the Wonderglas GC of Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd.
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MATERIALS
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3.13

0.76
3.60E-02
0.08
2.45
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

Cradle-to-factory results (MJeq/kg)
Note:Raw material types (M), First transportation of the raw material (M_T1), Second transportation of the raw material (M_T2), Third
transportation of the raw material (M_T3), Fourth transportation of the raw material (M_T4),

Figure 4.6: Detailed embodied energy results (MJeq/kg) of Wonderglas GC for all raw materials and transportation of raw materials
involved.

Figure 4.6 reveals that the embodied energy of Wonderglas GC from Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd
was dominated by the combination of several raw materials which originated from overseas suppliers. As a
result, a number of hot spots related to the raw materials or the suppliers that have significantly high values
are revealed in Figure 4.6.
On this occasion, the raw material (M6) contributes the most followed by the raw material (M1),
(M5) and (M4). The clear hot spots for the supplier’s transportation are the transportation of the raw
materials (M1), (M5) and (M8). Similarly, these higher contributions of the embodied energy for the
transportation methods were observed with notable reasons. Since these raw materials were required in
high quantities, they needed to be imported from overseas. Therefore a combination of transportation types
was utilised. At the same time, some of the locally-supplied raw materials also needed to be transported on
road over a significantly long distance i.e. the transportation of raw material (M1) from Queensland to
Victoria.
Consequently, these hot spots can be minimised and eliminated by approaching the following
recommendations.
−

Change the raw material (M6), (M1), (M5) and (M4) to alternative materials which have
lower embodied energy in their raw material extraction;
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−

Change the raw material (M6), (M1), (M5) and (M4) to alternative materials which have
lower embodied energy in their raw material extraction;

−

Change the suppliers of the raw material (M5) and (M8) to local manufacturers. This applies
particularly to the raw material (M8) which came from the US region and also required long
distance travel by road transportation;

−

Improve the transportation system by avoiding the use of road transportation over a long
distance;

−

Change the transportation types by leaning more towards water and rail transportation.

4.5.2 cradle-to-grave results and discussion
As in the CTG analysis, the Life Cycle Assessment method was used to assess the embodied energy
of the whole life cycle of a square metre of Wonderglas GC, Webglas GC and galvanised steel sheeting as
shown in Figure 4.7. This assessment produced the embodied energy results of the primary energy
consumption, the greenhouse gas emissions and the full Life Cycle Assessment for the total environmental
impacts. These results are expressed in a unit of MJeq per square metre, kg CO2eq per square metre and
points per square metre respectively.
As in the cradle-to-grave analysis, the Life Cycle Assessment method was used to assess the
embodied energy of the whole life cycle of a square metre of Wondergla GC, Webglas GC and galvanised
steel sheeting as shown in Figure 4.7. This assessment calculated the embodied energy results of the
primary energy consumption and the greenhouse gas emissions and also the total environmental impacts
from a detail Life Cycle Assessment. These results are expressed in a unit of MJeq per square metre, kg
CO2eq per square metre and points per square metre respectively.

[1]

Life cycle stage of a powerboat hull
Life cycle stages of a square metre of roof sheeting

Materials*
Manufacturing process
Usage
End-of-life
Materials*Manufacturing processUsageEnd-of-life

Figure 4.7: Life cycle stages of a square metre roof sheet.

In this section, the three results of all roof sheeting are presented in Figures 4.8 to 4.10. These charts
display the results in terms of the life cycle stages which are the materials, manufacturing process, usage
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and end-of-life stages as illustrated in Figure 4.7. The last bar of the charts gives the total result of the two
roof sheets which are the sum of the four life cycle stages. The blue bar represents the galvanised steel
sheeting, the green bar shows Wonderglas GC roof sheeting and the red bar illustrates Webglas GC roof
sheeting.
Figure 4.8 presents the embodied energy results of the primary energy consumption which was
assessed by the Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04 (CED1.04) method as introduced in Section
4.2.2. The embodied energy of the roof sheeting at the material life cycle stage are 101 MJeq per square
metre for the galvanised steel sheeting and 29 and 45 MJeq per square metre for Wonderglas GC and
Webglas GC sheeting respectively. This difference between the fibreglass reinforced polyester sheeting
and the galvanised steel sheeting equate to 71% and 55% respectively. The reason for this is due to the fact

MJeq per square metre

that a relatively high amount of energy is required during the steel extraction process.
200

180

150
100
50

101
77

45.92

45

45.59
45

29

10

Material

Process

15

0
-50

Usage

102
79

-4.37
-44 -3.66
End-of-life

Total

Roof sheet life cycle stages
Galvanised steel sheeting

Wonderglas GC sheeting

Webglas GC sheeting

Figure 4.8: Comparison of primary energy consumption results for a square metre of the three roof sheeting.

Another advantage of Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC roof sheeting are found at the
manufacturing process where its embodied energy is significantly lower than the galvanised steel sheeting
by 87% and 81% respectively. This is owing to the galvanised steel sheeting requiring higher electricity
consumption for the forming and hot-dip galvanisation processes.
Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC roof sheeting have slightly lower embodied energy during the
usage stage shown in Figure 4.8. This is owing to all sheeting using the same quantities of steel battens,
screws and electricity required during the installation. The main difference is intrinsically contributed by
the fuel consumption during the installation as the Wonderglas GC are Webglas GC lighter than the
galvanised steel sheeting. As a results, the embodied energy for the fuel consumption of the three sheeting
are 1.66, 2.29 and 2.62 MJeq respectively which equals to a reduction of 37% and 13% when using the
Wonder GC and Webglas GC sheeting.
However, the end-of-life or the disposal life cycle stage of the galvanised steel sheeting performs
better than Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC. This was because an assumption was made that 70% of the
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steel could be recycled30, whereas Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC sheeting were assumed as 100%
landfill31. Therefore, the embodied energy of the galvanised steel roof sheet at this stage is -44 MJeq. This
indicates that energy is saved from the recycling process by 44 MJeq.
Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC roof sheeting gain an embodied energy value of -4 and -3.7 MJeq
respectively. These two negative results indicate that energy is gained back from the recycling process by 4
MJeq and 3.7 MJeq respectively from the 70% recycling for the galvanised steel battens and steel screws
and 100% landfill process for fibre composite sheeting.
Overall, the total embodied energy results for the life cycle of the galvanised steel roof sheeting is
180 MJeq per square metre. The embodied energy of Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC roof sheeting are 79
and 102 MJeq per square metre respectively. Figure 4.8 shows that the embodied energy for the life cycle of
a square metre of roof sheeting can be significantly reduced by 56% and 43% when it is fabricated from
the Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC sheeting respectively instead of the galvanised steel roof sheeting.
This dramatic reduction occurs at the material stage and is due to the embodied energy being 71% and 55%
higher for the galvanised steel sheeting than that of Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC roof sheeting
respectively.
Figure 4.9 presents the embodied energy results from the environmental aspect of greenhouse gas
emissions. These results were assessed by the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 (IPCC1.00) method as
presented in Section 4.2.2. The embodied energy of the roof sheeting at the material life cycle stage are 8
kg CO2eq per square metre for the galvanised steel sheeting, 1.4 kg CO2eq per square metre for the
Wonderglas GC sheeting and 2.2 kg CO2eq per square metre for Webglas GC sheeting. The difference
between the two materials and the galvanised steel sheeting equate to a reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions of 82% and 73% respectively. This is due to the fact that a relatively high amount of energy is
required during the steel extraction process. Therefore, the emissions of greenhouse gases are subsequently
higher.

30

The assumptions were made based on the household waste data from Australian data 2007 library of the Life

Cycle Assessment software as shown in Appendix C.
31

The assumptions were made based on the provided input data from Ampelite Pty Ltd.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of greenhouse gas emission results for a square metre of the three roof sheeting

Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC roof sheeting were also found to have less greenhouse gas
emissions than the galvanised steel sheeting at the manufacturing process and usage stages in Figure 4.9.
The manufacturing process is reduced by 85% and 77% respectively when using the two gel coated
polyester sheeting. This was owing to the metal forming and galvanised process consuming higher
electricity.
During the installation, Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC roof sheeting have slightly lower
embodied energy during the usage stage in Figure 4.9. This is due to all sheeting using the same quantities
of steel battens, screws and electricity during installation. The main difference is the fuel consumption
used during installation, as the Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC sheeting are lighter than the galvanised
steel sheeting. Therefore, less fuel is required to be used during transportation. As a result, the greenhouse
gas emissions for the fuel consumption of the three different sheeting materials are 0.1, 0.14 and 0.16 kg
CO2eq respectively which equates to a reduction of 38% and 13% when using the Wonder GC and Webglas
GC sheeting.
Nevertheless, the shortcoming of the two gel coated polyester sheeting are found in their end-of-life
or disposal life cycle stage where the galvanised steel sheeting has a better performance. This was because
an assumption was made that 70% of the steel could be recycled32, whereas the fibre composite roof sheets
were assumed as 100% landfill33. Therefore, the embodied energy for the Wonderglas GC and Webglas
GC roof sheeting at this stage gain 0.03 and 0.1 kg CO2eq respectively. Whilst, the galvanised steel roof

32

The assumptions were made based on the household waste data from Australian data 2007 library of the Life

Cycle Assessment software. The steel is assumed to be recycled at 70% whereas 100% is assumed for the fibre
composites.
33

The assumptions were made based on the provided input data of Ampelite Pty Ltd.
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sheeting produced an embodied energy value of -0.1 kg CO2eq which indicates that kg CO2eq is reduced by
0.1 kg as a result of the recycling process.
Overall, the total embodied energy results for the life cycle of the galvanised steel sheeting was 19
kg CO2eq per square metre. The embodied energy of Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC roof sheeting were
6 and 8 kg CO2eq per square metre respectively. Figure 4.9 shows that the embodied energy for the life
cycle of a square metre roof sheet can be reduced by 68% and 58% when it is fabricated from Wonderglas
GC and Webglas GC roof sheeting respectively instead of the galvanised steel sheeting. This dramatic
reduction occurs at the material stage and is due to the embodied energy being 82% and 73% higher for the

points per square metre

galvanised steel roof sheeting than that of the two gel coated polyester roof sheets.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of total environmental impact results for a square metre of the three roof sheeting.

Figure 4.10 presents the total environmental impacts results using the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version
2.03 method as stated in Section 4.2.2. This is a full Life Cycle Assessment analysis as it calculates the
environmental impacts that have an effect towards human health, the ecosystem quality and resource use.
The calculation takes into account all emission substances such as airbourne and waterbourne emissions.
These impacts are then calculated into a single score which is expressed in a unit of points.
The total environmental impacts results at the material life cycle stage are 1 point per square metre
for the galvanised steel sheeting whereby 0.1 and 0.18 points per square metre were found in Wonderglas
GC and Webglas GC roof sheeting. These 90% and 82% reduction respectively are due to the fact that a
relatively high amount of energy is required during the steel extraction process. Therefore, a large amount
of emission substances are emitted, which subsequently cause high environmental impacts.
Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC roof sheeting were found to have less environmental impacts than
the galvanised steel sheeting at the manufacturing process and usage stages in Figure 4.10. The
environmental impacts are reduced by 99% and 91% respectively during the manufacturing process. This
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significant reduction is due to the galvanisation process consuming electricity, requiring additional Zinc
and also emitting a number of metallic airbourne emissions such as zinc, iron and cadmium34.
During the installation, Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC roof sheeting have slightly lower
environmental impact during the usage stage in Figure 4.10. This is owing to all sheeting used the same
quantities of the steel battens, screws and electricity required during the installation. The main difference is
intrinsically contributed by the fuel consumption during the installation as the Wonderglas GC and
Webglas GC sheeting are lighter than the galvanised steel sheeting. As a result, the greenhouse gas
emissions for the fuel consumption of the three sheeting are 0.005, 0.0068 and 0.0078 point respectively
which equals to the reduction of 36% and 13% when using the Wonder GC and Webglas GC sheeting.
Nevertheless, the shortcoming of the two gel coated polyester sheeting are found in their end-of-life
or the disposal stage. The galvanised steel sheeting performs better than Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC
roof sheeting. This was because an assumption was made that 70% of the steel could be recycled35,
whereas the fibre composite roof sheets were assumed as 100% landfill36. Therefore, the embodied energy
for the galvanised steel roof sheet at this stage is -0.1 points. This indicates that energy is gained back from
the recycling process by -0.1 point. Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC roof sheeting saved embodied
energy by -0.014 point and -0.01 point from the recycling process of the steel battens and screws.
Overall, the total environmental impacts results for the life cycle of the galvanised steel roof sheet is
1.5 points per square metre, compared to the total environmental impacts of Wonderglas GC and Webglas
GC roof sheeting which are 0.4 and 0.5 points per square metre. Figure 4.10 shows that the total
environmental impacts for the life cycle of a square metre of roof sheeting can be reduced by 73% and
67% when it is fabricated from the Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC instead of the galvanised steel. This
substantial reduction occurs at the material stage and is due to the total environmental impacts being 90%
and 82% higher for the galvanised steel roof sheet than that of the fibre composites.
According to Figures 4.8 to 4.10, a square metre of roof sheeting which is manufactured from the gel
coated polyester of Ampelite Pty Ltd has a significantly lower embodied energy value than the one that
was made from galvanised steel. The gained benefits in making roof sheeting out of the gel coated
polyester rather than galvanised steel sheeting are described in the following three points.

34

The emissions are based on the ETH-ESU 96 database from the Simapro software as shown in Appendix C.

35

The assumptions were made based on the household waste data from Australian data 2007 library of the Life

Cycle Assessment software as shown in Appendix C.
36

The assumptions were made based on the provided input data of Ampelite Pty Ltd.
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•

In terms of the energy consumption, a roof sheet that is made from Wonderglas GC and
Webglas GC can reduce its energy consumption during its life cycle by up to 56% and 43%
respectively.

•

A roof sheet that is made from Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC can reduce the amount of
greenhouse gases emitted into the atmosphere by 68% and 58% respectively during its life
cycle.

•

A roof sheet that is made from Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC an reduce the total
environmental impacts that can effect human health, the ecosystem quality and resource use
by 73% and 67% respectively.

On the whole, these benefits are mainly gained during the material stage of the roof sheeting life
cycle. This is because the fibre composites used significantly less extraction energy and electricity during
the manufacturing process, as well as fuel from the transportation methods than one made from galvanised
steel sheeting. However, the gel coated polyester of the fibre composite roof sheet has a higher embodied
energy than the galvanised steel sheeting at the end-of-life stage due to the different disposal options.

4.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses which assessed the
embodied energy for the raw materials of Wonderglas GC and the roof sheeting’s that are made from
Wonderglas GC, Webglas GC and galvanised steel. The methodology overview was presented by defining
the scopes and assumptions of the input data which was required for the calculation of the embodied
energy analysis. The Life Cycle Assessment method was selected to calculate the embodied energy of the
raw materials and the three different roof sheets. This assessment produced the embodied energy and total
environmental impacts results. They were the primary energy consumption, the greenhouse gas emissions
and the total environmental impacts.
These results were expressed in a unit of MJeq, kg CO2eq and points respectively. The MJeq and kg
CO2eq results were the generic embodied energy values, however these two units are only considered the
primary energy consumptions and the greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, the points results were
generated from the full Life Cycle Assessment which covers all emission substances that can affect the
environment in terms of human health, ecosystem and resource (fossil fuels and mineral) use. Thereafter,
the description of the raw materials and the three different roof sheet materials were specified. The input
data of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses was determined on the basis of the scopes,
assumptions and descriptions.
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The embodied energy results of the cradle-to-factory analysis demonstrated that the raw materials of
a kilogram of Wonderglas GC gives the primary energy source by 12 MJeq, reduces the greenhouse gas by
0.6 kg CO2eq and has 0.05 points of the total environmental impact. These results are contributed by 62% to
71% from the raw material extraction and 29% to 38% from the transportation of the raw materials. The
suggestions for reducing the embodied energy of the fibre composite were given in two different
directions. They were using low embodied energy raw materials and/or choosing suppliers that use a
delivery transportation method that has a low embodied energy.
Subsequently, a hot spots analysis was performed to identify the raw materials or the suppliers that
have significantly high embodied energy. Whilst, the embodied energy of the raw materials (M1), (M5)
and (M4) are significantly higher than other raw materials, the transportation of the raw materials (M1),
(M5) and (M8) are also substantially high. Some recommendations were given such as change to local
manufacturers and avoiding as practically as possible the use of road transportation by leaning towards
water and rail transportation.
The embodied energy results for the life cycle of a square metre of roof sheeting were assessed using
the cradle-to-grave analysis. The roof sheeting was made from Wonderglas GC, Webglas GC and
galvanised steel. These results illustrated that the embodied energy of the fibre composite roof sheeting is
considerably lower than the galvanised steel roof sheet. This is owing to the significant reduction in energy
needed to extract the raw material during the material stage. The manufacturing process of the steel
galvanisation consumes higher energy than the pultrusion process. Moreover, the fibre composite sheeting
is lighter than the galvanised steel sheeting, therefore, the fuel consumption to transport the material is
proportionally reduced during the installation phase of the usage stage. These advantages largely outweigh
the disadvantages of utilising fibre composites which have a higher embodied energy value during the endof-life stage.
The total embodied energy results of the three roof sheet life cycles revealed that:
−

A square metre of roof that is made from Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC sheeting consume
56% and 43% less energy during their life cycle.

−

A square metre of roof that is made from Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC sheeting emit
68% and 58% less greenhouse gases during their life cycles compared to a galvanised steel
roof sheet.

−

A square metre of roof that is made from Wonderglas GC and Webglas GC sheeting have an
environmental impact which is 73% and 67% less than that of a galvanised steel roof sheet.
This equates to a lessening on the effects towards human health, the ecosystem quality and
resource use during their life cycle.
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CHAPTER 5
MUSTANG MARINE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD – EMBODIED ENERGY OF
POWERBOAT HULL

5.1 Introduction
A hull is an important element of a motor vessel or powerboat as it determines efficiency and
buoyancy of the powerboat, which can travel at high speeds for recreation and sports purposes as shown in
Figure 5.1. Traditionally, a variety of materials can be used to build a powerboat hull such as timber, steel
and aluminium. This is due to their suitable mechanical and physical properties such as stiffness, lightness
and corrosive resistance. Alternatively, Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd manufactures a moulded
fibreglass hull or Mustang 430 powerboat hull that has a “10 year structurally hull warranty”37 . A hull
made of fibreglass is extremely popular, as a more efficient design is achievable, no resurfacing is required
and the shape of the hull is more consistent34. Mustang 430 powerboat hull is a hand lamination process by
using the basic moulding process as illustrated in Figure 5.2. This process comprises of five main steps,
namely mould preparation, application of coloured gelcoat, application of the tie layer (use vinyl ester
resin) and main laminate, installation of plywood bulk heads and the installation of foam barrier cores and
laminates34. Generally, the material selection for a powerboat hull depends on the budgets and extended
usage. Mustang 430 powerboat hull does have some physical and economical advantages over the
traditional material hull. However, in terms of their environmental performance, it is not so clear and
therefore this project was aimed to quantify the embodied energy of Mustang 430 powerboat hull.

Figure 5.1: A powerboat hull35.

37

http://www.mustangmarine.com.au
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Figure 5.2: A basic hull moulding process.38

To quantify the environmental impact, many environmental assessment methods have been
developed including the embodied energy and Life Cycle Assessment analysis.

38

www.mustangmarine.com.au
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Therefore, this chapter aims to assess the embodied energy and the environmental impact of the raw
materials that are used to make a kilogram of Mustang 430 powerboat hull. Moreover, the embodied
energy analysis is used to compare a powerboat hull made from two different materials which are the
moulded fibreglass and aluminium. Life Cycle Assessment is used as a tool to calculate the embodied
energy of a kilogram of moulded fibreglass and the two different powerboat hull materials.
Cradle-to-factory analysis39 is used in this chapter to determine the embodied energy and the total
environmental impacts of the raw materials required to make a kilogram of the moulded fibreglass. This
material is manufactured by Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd to build Mustang 430 powerboat hull. In
addition, cradle-to-grave analysis is employed to compare the embodied energy and the total
environmental impacts of the life cycle of powerboat hulls, which are made from moulded fibreglass and
aluminium. Theoretically, cradle-to-grave analysis is an assessment of a product life cycle including raw
material extraction, manufacturing process, usage, transportation and end-of-life.

The outline of this chapter is as follows:
•

Methodology overview of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses

•

General scopes and assumptions of the analyses

•

Description of a kilogram of the moulded fibreglass

•

Description of the powerboat hulls that are made from the moulded fibreglass and aluminium

•

Input data of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses

•

Cradle-to-factory results and discussion: the embodied energy of the raw materials require to
make a kilogram of the moulded fibreglass

•

Cradle-to-grave results and discussion: the comparison between a finished powerboat hull that
is made from moulded fibreglass and one made from aluminium.

•

39

Conclusion is drawn in the last section of the chapter

Technically, the cradle-to-factory (gate) analysis is commonly defined as “an assessment of a partial product

life cycle from manufacture ('cradle') to the factory gate before it is transported to the consumer” (Reference: Moreno,
A., 2008, The DEPUIS HANDBOOK Chapter 4: Methodology of Life Cycle Assessment, Accessed: October 2009,
http://www.depuis.enea.it/dvd/website.html). However, cradle-to-factory analysis in this project is specified as the
embodied energy incurred during the raw material extraction and the transportation from suppliers to manufacturers.
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5.2 Methodology Overview
5.2.1 Embodied energy analysis
In this study, the embodied energy analysis of a powerboat hull comprises of the cradle-to-factory
and the cradle-to-grave analyses as shown in Figure 5.3. These analyses employ the Life Cycle Assessment
method to assess the environmental impacts of all life cycle stages as shown in Figure 5.3. The
methodology of these two methods is described briefly as follows.

Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of the mould fibreglass to making
Mustang 430 powerboat hull

Life cycle stage of Mustang 430 powerboat hull

Raw material Transportation to a factory

Materials*Manufacturing processUsageEnd-of-life

CRADLE-TO-FACTORY40

CRADLE-TO-GRAVE

Figure 5.3: Scopes of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses.

The methodology of these two analyses is described briefly as follows. Firstly, the cradle-to-factory
analysis assesses the embodied energy in making 1 kilogram of the mould fibreglass as presented in the
left portion of Figure 5.3. This analysis focuses on two main embodied energy sources. They are the raw
material extraction and the transportation of raw materials from the supplier to a factory, i.e. Mustang
Marine Australia Pty Ltd. The asterisk sign next to the word ’Materials’ in Figure 5.3 indicates that the
embodied energy result from this analysis will be used as the input data for the materials stage in the
cradle-to-grave analysis.
Secondly, the cradle-to-grave analysis as shown in Figure 5.3 calculates the life cycle of Mustang
430 powerboat hull which is assumed to have a life span of 30 years. For comparison purposes this
analysis technique is also performed on an aluminium hull with the same weight. The life cycle stages of
these products are presented on the right hand side of Figure 5.3 where:

40

The resin photo was taken from www.exelcomposites.com
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−

The materials stage is the total raw materials that are used in making the powerboat hulls;

−

The manufacturing process stage comprises the processes involved in making the powerboat
hulls.

−

The usage stage consists of the activities that occur after the powerboat hull is manufactured
i.e. the installation and maintenance activities, until the product is disposed of. In this case, the
usage period is 30 years where the distribution and the resurfacing activities are considered.

−

The end-of-life stage is the disposal scenario which includes the transportation of the
powerboat hulls to the disposal site and the disposal process.

Finally, the embodied energy and the total environmental results from the cradle-to-factory analysis
are discussed and the hot spots identified. For this project a hot spot is defined as the raw materials and/or
suppliers which have a high contribution to the embodied energy and the total environmental results. The
hot spots analysis was conducted in order to make further suggestions in order to minimise or eliminate the
identified raw materials and/or suppliers. Subsequently, the embodied energy results from the cradle-tograve analysis of Mustang 430 powerboat hull are analysed and compared with the life cycle of the
aluminium powerboat hull.

5.2.2 Scopes and assumptions of the embodied energy analysis
This section presents Tables 5.1 to 5.3 to clarify the scopes and assumptions that were made for the
cradle-to factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 provide the main scope of the cradleto-factory analysis which focuses on quantifying the embodied energy of the raw materials in making a
kilogram of the moulded fibreglass. Table 5.2 illustrates the raw materials that are considered as the input
data for the raw materials of the moulded fibreglass. Referring to the raw materials of the moulded process
as presented in Figure 5.2, most of the raw materials in Figure 5.2 are included except the polyurethane
foam and plywood41. These two excluded materials are however included in the material stage of the
cradle-to-grave analysis which assess the embodied energy of Mustang 430 powerboat hull life cycle.
Therefore, the scopes of the input data that are associated with the raw material extraction and their
transportation are given in Table 5.2. Furthermore, the table shows the data sources that are used to make
the assumptions for the input data of the cradle-to-factory analysis. Overall, the input data in terms of the
quantities and the types of materials and transportation were provided by Mustang Marine Australia Pty
Ltd. The rest of the data was obtained using further literature reviews and the libraries from the database of
the LCA software, SimaPro 7.1.8. For instance, the input data for the amount of raw material was based on

41

According to Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd, the polyurethane foam and plywood are used as structure

member core and bulkheads.
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the information from the Material Safety Datasheets (MSDs) which were provided by Mustang Marine
Australia Pty Ltd. The material types were assumed using the Australian Data 2007 (AU) and the
IDEMAT2001 libraries whereby the distance of the transportation for raw materials was found using the
online maps provided by Google.
Layer

Weight (kg)

Assumption

Mould fibreglass

3,565

Hull laminate which include the fibreglass laminate
and end grain balsa

Polyurethane foam
Plywood

45
170

These materials are included as the material stage of
the powerboat hull life cycle.

Table 5.1: Summary of materials used in making Mustang 430 powerboat hull
CRADLE-TO-FACTORY
Scope: To quantify the embodied energy of the raw materials in making a kilogram of the mould fibreglass.
Input data

Amount of the raw materials used in making 1 kilogram of the mould fibreglass.
Data sources

Material life cycle stage

Scopes and assumptions
Amount of raw materials (kg)

Raw material extraction
Material types
Transportation of raw materials:
From: Suppliers
To: Mustang Marine Australia
Pty Ltd (Queensland)

The locations of suppliers

MM

AU

DA

ID


(MSDs) 








Distance (km): Measure using the online maps
Transportation types

LR





Note: Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd (MM), Literature review (LR), the ‘Australia data 2007’(AU), the ‘Data archive’ (DA), and the
‘IDEMAT2001’(ID) libraries are the databases from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Table 5.2: Scopes and assumptions of cradle-to-factory analysis for the moulded fibreglass

Similarly, Table 5.3 presents the scopes of the cradle-to-grave analysis for the life cycle of the two
powerboat hulls during their life span of 30 years. The input data for each life cycle stage were assumed in
terms of the quantities and types which are based on the data sources as shown in the table.
It is worth highlighting the assumption for the material stage of Mustang 430 powerboat hull life
cycle in Table 5.3. The material stage has two embodied energy sources. They are the raw material
extraction and the transportation of those materials. In this material stage, the materials for making a
powerboat hull include the moulded fibreglass, polyurethane foam and plywood.
Thus, the calculation of the embodied energy at this stage is performed in two steps. The first step is
to calculate the embodied energy for the total amount of moulded fibreglass directly from the embodied
energy results of the cradle-to-factory analysis. The second step is to calculate the embodied energy of the
polyurethane foam and plywood based on their input data of their raw material extraction and the
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transportation. The calculation for the first step is carried out by multiplying the embodied energy results
from the cradle-to-factory analysis with 3,565 kg per powerboat hull.
For instance, the embodied energy result for the raw material extraction from the cradle-to-factory
analysis is 26 MJeq per kg and the weight of moulded fibreglass is 3,565 kg per powerboat hull. Therefore,
the embodied energy result for the material stage in this cradle-to-grave analysis is:
26 MJeq per kg × 3,565 kg per powerboat hull = 96,690 MJeq per powerboat hull
CRADLE-TO-GRAVE
Scope: To analyse the embodied energy for the life cycle for a powerboat hull that is made from mould fibreglass and aluminium
during the life span of 30 years.

Life cycle stages of the
powerboat hulls

Scopes and assumptions

Material stage: Input data for
Amount of the raw materials
per 1 powerboat hull from the
main two embodied energy
sources:

Mustang 430 powerboat hull:
Material type:
- Mould fibreglass: 3,565 kg per hull
Multiply the embodied energy results from the cradle-tofactory analysis which is produced in the unit of per kg with
3,565 kg per hull.
Raw material extraction and
-Polyurethane foam: 45 kg per hull
170 kg per hull
transportation of raw materials: -Plywood:
From: A Supplier
Aluminium powerboat hull:
To: Mustang Marine Australia
Material type:
Pty Ltd
- Aluminium series 5086: 3,760 kg per hull (the weight is the
same as the total weight of the finished mould fibreglass
powerboat hull)
Distance*: From Wollongong. Use the online map to
measure the distance (km)
By*:
Articulated truck for freight
Manufacturing process:
Input data

Usage: Distribution Input data
From: Mustang Marine
Australia Pty Ltd
To: A customer
Usage: Input data
Maintenance
End-of-life: Input data
Disposal transportation
From: A customer
To: A disposal site
End-of-life: Input data
Disposal scenarios

Mustang 430 powerboat hull:
Energy type: Electricity in Queensland
Amount:
Total Electricity consumption: 1,567 kWh per
hull
Aluminium powerboat hull*:
Process type:
80% Cold-transforming process: 3,008 kg
20% Extrusion process: 752 kg

Data sources
MM LR AU DA

ID





























Both powerboat hulls:
Distance*: 200km
By*:
Light commercial vehicle
Both powerboat hulls: No maintenance is required.








Both powerboat hulls:
Distance*: 200km
By*:
Light commercial vehicle
Both powerboat hulls:
Household waste:
100% landfill for mould fibreglass material
65% recycling for aluminium












Note: *Arbitrary assumption is used a standard value for the ‘Composites: Calculating their Embodied Energy Study’ where 200 km was
suggested by one of the participant composite company.
Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd (MM), Literature review (LR), the ‘Australia data 2007’(AU), the ‘Data archive’ (DA) and the
‘IDEMAT2001’(ID) libraries are the databases from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Table 5.3: Scopes and assumptions of the cradle-to-grave analysis for Mustang 430 powerboat hull
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In addition, certain input data for the life cycle of the two powerboat hulls was assumed arbitrarily.
This is because there was no input data available as the data will vary depending on the situation.
However, it is essential to assume the same value for transportation in order to make a fair comparison.
Therefore, 200 kilometres and a light commercial vehicle were assumed for the installation and the
disposal transportation for both powerboat hulls. The transportation for the resurfacing of the aluminium
hull was also assumed as 60 kilometres. Moreover, the 200 kilometre distance was based on the input data
that was designated by one of the participant companies in this ‘Composites: Calculating their Embodied
Energy’ Study. Table 5.4 is given to clarify scopes and the assumptions of the embodied energy calculation
tool which was selected for the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses.
EMBODIED ENERGY CALCULATION TOOL

Embodied Energy
Analysis

Scopes and Assumptions

Embodied energy
assessment tool

The Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods from the LCA software, SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Selection of the Life
Cycle Impact Assessment
methods

The selection of these methods was based on the generic embodied energy analysis which is
often based on the input-output model that is used to quantify the primary energy sources and
often expressed in MJ and in kg of CO2 units. In addition, as the two values from the Cumulative
energy demand version 1.04 and the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 methods only represent the
embodied energy in terms of the primary energy consumption and the impacts from the climate
change respectively. Therefore, the points value is also given. This value is calculated from Life
Cycle Assessment which considers the impacts on human health, the ecosystem quality and
resource use. The points value is calculated from the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03 method.
LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT METHODS

Embodied Energy Results
Calculation Approach

Method

and unit

Cumulative energy demand
version 1.04

IPCC GWP 100a version
1.00

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A
version 2.03

Calculation: Calculates the
embodied energy in terms of the
consumption of the primary
energy sources such as fossil
fuels, minerals, renewable energy.
Unit: MJeq
Calculation: Calculates the
greenhouse gas emissions which
impact the global warming.
Unit: kg CO2eq
Calculation: calculates as the
environmental performance
indicator as a single score. This is
a comprehensive Life Cycle
Assessment analysis which
considers human health, the
ecosystem quality and resource
use impacts.

Amount of
conventional air
pollutions

Cradle-to-factory Cradle-to-grave

MJeq per kg

kg CO2eq per
kg

MJeq per
powerboat
hull

kg CO2eq per
powerboat
hull

Carbon monoxide
(CO)
Carbon dioxide
(CO2)
Nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)
Sulphur dioxide
(SO2)

points per kg

points per
powerboat
hull

Unspecified
particulate
Volatile organic
compounds (VOC)

Unit: points of a single score
Table 5.4: Scopes and assumptions for the embodied energy calculation tools and results
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As a result, three Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software were
selected as shown in the table. They are the Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04, the IPCC GWP
100a version 1.00 and the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03 methods. Furthermore, Table 5.4 also
summarises the calculation approach and the results of the three methods for the cradle-to-factory and the
cradle-to-grave analyses. These methods generated the embodied energy and the total environmental
impacts results for these analyses in the units of MJeq, kg CO2eq and points per kg as well as in units of
MJeq, kg CO2eq and points per square metre. Therefore, Figure 5.4 is given to provide additional
information to aid in how to interpret these results. Additionally, the amount of six conventional air
pollutants as listed in Table 5.4 are given as the total airbourne substances that are emitted during the
cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses. The next section presents the material and product
description for the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses.

The embodied energy results
Cumulative energy demand version
1.04

Cradle-to-factory: MJeq per kg
Cradle-to-grave: MJeq per powerboat
hull

IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00

Cradle-to-factory: kg CO2eq per kg
Cradle-to-grave: kg CO2eq per powerboat
hull

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03

Cradle-to-factory: points per kg
Cradle-to-grave: points per powerboat
hull

How to interpret the results
It is a common unit in the
embodied energy analysis. It
considers only the primary energy
consumption.

It is a common unit in the embodied
energy analysis. It assesses the
greenhouse gas emissions and the global
warming potential.

The Life Cycle Assessment results
which consider all environmental
impacts: human health, ecosystem,
and resources use.

Use this result as a guideline or a
rough estimation. It can be used to
compare other embodied energy
results in MJ unit that are assessed
from a similar approach.

Use this result for communicating with
the general public. It can be compared
with other embodied energy in kgCO2eq
unit.

Use this result as an ultimate value
for the environmental impact
assessment. It can be compared
with the full Life Cycle
Assessment.

Figure 5.4: How to interpret the embodied energy results

5.3 Material and Product description
5.3.1 Mould fibreglass description
Referring to Table 5.2, the mould fibreglass is another layer that is applied to build Mustang 430
powerboat hull as listed in Table 5.1. The description of the raw materials used in manufacturing of this
moulded fibreglass is summarised in Table 5.4. The data in this table is used as a basis of the cradle-tofactory analysis.
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Raw material
type

List of raw
material

Region of
supplier

Road and water transportation of raw material:
from a supplier to the factory, Mustang Marine Australia
Pty Ltd (Must.)

Fibre glass

M3, M6 to M8

Asia and
Australia

Supplier

End grain balsa

M10

Australia



*(M3, M6 to M8)

Supplier


(M_T1)


(M10_T1)

M2 and M5

 Factory

Supplier




(M_T1)

 Factory
(M _T2)

(Must.)

 Factory,



*(M1 and M9)

M1, M4, M7
and M9

(Must.)

and

*(M2 and M5)

such as catalysts
and gel-coat

(M_T1)

Asia and
Australia
Supplier

Others:

(Must.)



*(M3and M5)

Resin

(Must.)

 Factory

*(M10)

Supplier

 Factory
(M_T2)

(M_T1)

Asia and
Australia

(Must.)

and

Supplier



*(M4 and M7)


(M_T1)

 Factory,
(M_T2)

(Must.)

Note: The abbreviations of ‘M’ and “M_T’ are provided for the discussion of Figure 6.8.
Raw material types (M), First transportation of the raw material (M_T1), Second transportation of the raw material (M_T2), Third transportation
of the raw material (M_T3), Fourth transportation of the raw material (M_T4),
(Road transportation such as a truck) and

(Water transportation such as an Australian international shipping)

Table 5.4: Raw materials and the transportation of raw materials in making a kilogram of the mould fibreglass.

Various raw materials constitute the composite material such as fibreglass, plastic resins as well as
catalysts, gel-coat and additives as presented in Table 5.4. These raw materials are supplied by ten
suppliers from New South Wales, Queensland and Victoria, Australia and two countries in the Asia region.
Table 5.4 demonstrates the transportation of the raw materials from suppliers to Mustang Marine Australia
Pty Ltd located on the Gold Coast, Queensland which involves road and water transportation. The
transportation of the raw materials is presented in the last column of Table 5.4. Additionally, Table 5.4
presents the abbreviations of the raw material type ‘M’ and its transportation ‘M_T’ which are provided for
later discussion in this chapter. As there are ten suppliers involved in this analysis, M1 to M10 and also
M1_T1 to M10_T1 are presented in Table 5.4.
Noticeably, some of the raw materials transported from the supplier to Mustang Marine Australia
Pty Ltd require only one transportation method while others need several. The input data of suppliers’
addresses for the moulded fibreglass hull was obtained from the list of suppliers and the Material Safety
Datasheets that was provided by Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd. The one transportation method as
shown in Table 5.4 refers to the suppliers from several areas in Australia.
According to this information, most of the raw materials in Australia were assumed to use an
articulated truck as their road transportation method from New South Wales to the Gold Coast. For the
Asian suppliers as stated in the MSDs, these suppliers were assumed to travel by Australian international
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shipping from the Asia region to New South Wales, Australia where the suppliers are located.
Subsequently, the raw materials were transferred from New South Wales to Mustang Marine Australia Pty
Ltd on the Gold Coast.

5.3.2 A powerboat hull description
The cradle-to-grave analysis focuses on assessing the embodied energy of a powerboat hull where
Mustang 430 powerboat hull is build using the hull moulding process as demonstrated in Figure 5.2. The
raw materials for the powerboat hull consist of the mould fibreglass, polyurethane foam and plywood
layers. According to Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd, 20 kg is estimated as a waste from the laminate
layers which is previously presented in Table 5.2. Therefore the total weight of the finished hull was
estimated to be 3,760 kg by subtracting the total weight of the total raw materials used in the moulded
fibreglass powerboat hull of 3,780 kg with the 20 kg waste.
For an aluminium powerboat hull, no data was provided by Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd.
Therefore for the purpose of this study, it was assumed on the weight basis. Generally, both moulded
fibreglass and aluminium powerboat hulls have the same weight as the finished powerboat as shown in
Figure 5.2. The total weight of aluminium powerboat hull was assumed to be equalled to 3,760 kg which is
the total weight finished mould fibreglass powerboat hull. Moreover, 80% of the total weight of the
aluminium powerboat hull was assumed to be made from the cold transforming process and 20% of the
weight was made from the extrusion process.

5.4 Input Data
The description from previous section was used to identify the value of input data for the cradle-tograve analysis. This analysis aims to assess the embodied energy of two powerboat hulls made from mould
fibreglass and aluminium as presented in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. This input data was derived from
the scopes and the assumptions in Section 5.2.2.
Therefore, the input data of all life cycle stages are presented in terms of a unit, the amount and the
‘material/process description’ which represents the material and the manufacturing process types.42

42

In relation to this, the data sources for the input data of ‘Material/process description’ and ‘Amount’ are also

given in the last column of Tables 5.5 and 5.6 for the reference of the database background.
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Life cycle stage
Materials:

Materials/Processes description

Unit

Amount

Moulded fibreglass layers

kg

3,565

Polyurethane foam layer

kg

45*

IDEMAT2001 LCI library

Plywood layer

kg

170*

Literature review (CPM) [3]

tkm

33.165

Australian data 2007 LCI library

tkm

13.804

Australian data 2007 LCI library

kWh

1567*

Australian data 2007 LCI library

Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:

Data source
Multiply 1 kg results from the
cradle-to-factory with 3,565 kg

Polyurethane 's supplier transportation:
0.045tonne × 737km
Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
Plywood's supplier transportation:
0.17tonne × 81.2km
Manufacturing
process:

High voltage electricity in Queensland
for Total energy consumption per hull

Usage: Delivery
transportation

Light commercial vehicle

km

200

Australian data 2007 LCI library

End-of-life:

Light commercial vehicle

km

200

Australian data 2007 LCI library

Landfill

%

100*

Australian data 2007 LCI library

Disposal
transportation
End-of-life:
Household waste
Note: * represent the data that was provided by Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd.
Table 5.5: Input data of Mustang 430 powerboat hull
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Life cycle stage

Materials/Processes description
Aluminium hull

Unit Amount

Data source

kg

3760

kg

3008

Australian data 2007 LCI library

kg

752

Australian data 2007 and Data
archive LCI libraries

Delivery transportation: Light commercial
vehicle

km

200

Australian data 2007 LCI library

Light commercial vehicle: Return trip to
resurfacing at Year 10

km

60

Australian data 2007 LCI library

Light commercial vehicle: Return trip to
resurfacing at Year 20

km

60

Australian data 2007 LCI library

End-of-life:
Disposal
transportation

Light commercial vehicle: Transportation for
landfill is assumed as light commercial
vehicle to travel 200km

km

200

Australian data 2007 LCI library

End-of-life:
65% recycling
process

Household waste process:

%

100

Australian data 2007 LCI library

Material

Manufacturing
process:

Aluminium: cold transforming process
Aluminium extrusion

Usage:

Usage:
Maintenance

Literature review and Australian
data 2007 LCI library

Recycling aluminium at 65%

Table 5.6: The input data for a aluminium powerboat hull

5.5 Embodied Energy Results
5.5.1 Cradle-to-factory Results and Discussion
The input data from the previous section was employed to conduct the cradle-to-factory analysis.
The analysis was carried out by using the Life Cycle Assessment method to assess the embodied energy of
the raw materials that are comprised in a kilogram of the mould fibreglass as presented in Figure 5.5.

[1]

Raw material Transportation to a factory
Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of the mould fibreglass
powerboat hull

Figure 5.5: The two main embodied energy sources of the cradle-to-factory analysis
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This assessment produced the embodied energy results in three different environmental aspects as
presented in Figure 5.6. They are the primary energy consumption, the greenhouse gas emissions and the
total environmental impacts or a single score. These results are expressed in a unit of MJeq per kg, kg CO2eq
per kg and points per kg respectively.
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(Option22)
Cradle-to-factory activities

Total

(c) Total environmental impacts results
Figure 5.6: The cradle-to-factory results for the mould fibreglass of Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd.
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On the whole, the raw materials for a kilogram of mould fibreglass give the total embodied energy
results of 26 MJeq, 0.79 kg CO2eq and the environmental impacts of 0.14 points. These results consist of
81% to 94% from the raw material extraction and 6% to 19% from the transportation of the raw materials
as labelled in Figure 5.6. These charts display the results in terms of the raw material extraction and the
transportation of the raw materials from suppliers to Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd as depicted in
Table 5.5. The last bar of the charts gives the total results of the two main embodied energy sources which
are the sum of the raw material extraction and the transportation of the raw materials.

The total results

of these two embodied energy sources are also provided in the last bar of Figures 5.6 (a) to (c).
The distinct contributions of the two embodied energy sources are clearly revealed. The finding
suggests that the embodied energy of the mould fibreglass can be reduced in two different directions. The
first direction is to reduce the high embodied energy of the raw material extraction by using alternative raw
materials with low embodied energy. The second direction is to be selective in choosing the suppliers in
order to ensure low embodied energy in their delivery transportation.
Ideally, the first direction would be the best option as it can reduce the embodied energy
dramatically by changing some of the raw materials as the raw material extraction actually contributes a
large portion in the total embodied energy and the environmental impact result. However, it requires
further research and development in finding an alternative or a new raw material which requires further
investment of the supporting systems. Therefore, this direction can only be targeted as a long term product
development plan.

In practice, the second direction would be more attractive as it is a fast and a

simple approach which requires only a careful consideration in selecting the suppliers. For instance, the
selected suppliers should supply the raw materials that are manufactured locally or require less energyintensive transportation system for transporting the raw materials.
To enhance the implementation of these suggestions, Figure 5.7 explicitly presents the embodied
energy for each raw material and its corresponding transportation method. These results from Figure 5.7
are produced from the detailed input data such as the MSDs and the actual location of the suppliers for all
raw materials provided by Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd. Figure 5.7 reveals that the embodied energy
and the environmental impacts of the mould fiberglass from Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd was
dominated by the combination of several raw materials which originated from overseas suppliers. As a
result, a number of hot spots which are the raw materials or the suppliers that have significantly high
values are revealed in Figure 5.7.
In this occasion, the raw material (M5) contributes the most followed by the raw materials (M2) and
(M6) whereby the obvious hot spots of the supplier’s transportation are the transportations of the raw
materials (M5), (M6), (M7) and (M8). Similarly, these higher contributions of the embodied energy for the
transportation methods were observed with notable reasons.
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Cradle-to-factory results (MJeq per kg)
Note:Raw material types (M), First transportation of the raw material (M_T1) and Second transportation of the raw material (M_T2)

Figure 5.7: The detailed embodied energy results (MJeq/kg) of the cradle-to-factory analysis which displays types and transportation
of raw materials.

Since these raw materials were imported in high quantities from the Asia region and in different
states of Australia, the water and road transportation methods were mainly used. The Australian
international shipping was utilised for shipping the raw materials from overseas to New South Wales
where the suppliers are located. Subsequently, articulated trucks were used to transport the raw material
freight from New South Wales to Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd which is located on the Gold Coast,
Queensland.
Therefore, this transportation system produced a high embodied energy value in particular from the
road transportation which travels over a significantly long distance i.e. the transportation of raw materials
(M5_T1), (M6_T2), (M7_T2) and (M8_T2) from New South Wales to the Gold Coast.
Consequently, these hot spots can be minimised and eliminated by examining the following
recommendations.
•

Change the raw material (M5) and (M2) to alternative materials which have lower embodied
energy in their raw material extraction.

•

Change the suppliers of the raw material (M5), (M6), (M7) and (M8) to local manufacturers.
This applies more so for the raw material (M5) which came from New South Wales. This raw
material needed to be transported over a long distance requiring the use of road transportation.
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Fuel consumption will be high due to the heavy nature of the material and the distance needed
to be travelled.
•

Improve the transportation system by avoiding the use of road transportation over a long
distance.

•

Change the transportation types by leaning more towards water and rail transportation.

5.5.2 Cradle-to-grave Results and Discussion
As in the cradle-to-grave analysis, the input data in Section 5.4 and the Life Cycle Assessment
method were used to assess the embodied energy of the whole life cycle of a mould fibreglass powerboat
hull and a aluminium powerboat hull as shown in Figure 5.8. This assessment produced the embodied
energy results from three different environmental aspects. They are the primary energy consumption, the
greenhouse gas emissions and the total environmental impacts. These results are expressed in a unit of
MJeq per powerboat hull, CO2eq per powerboat hull and points per powerboat hull respectively.

Life cycle stages of a powerboat hull

Materials*
Manufacturing process
Usage
End-of-life

Figure 5.8: The life cycle stages of a powerboat hull.

In this section, the three results of the two powerboat hulls are presented in Figures 5.9 to 5.11.
These charts display the results in terms of the life cycle stages which are the materials, manufacturing
process, usage and end-of-life stages as illustrated in Figure 5.8. The last bar of the charts gives the total
result of the two powerboat hulls which are the sum of the four life cycle stages. The blue bar presents
aluminium powerboat hull and the green bar shows the mould fibreglass powerboat hull. In addition, a
graph of the percentage difference between the embodied energy of the aluminium powerboat hull and the
mould fibreglass powerboat hull are provided to facilitate the discussion in this section.
Figure 5.9 presents the embodied energy results from the perspective of the primary energy
consumption which was assessed by the Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04 (CED1.04) method as
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introduced in Section 5.2.2. The embodied energy of the powerboat hulls at the material life cycle stage are
782,224 MJeq per powerboat hull for the aluminium powerboat hull and 103,644 MJeq per powerboat hull
for the mould fibreglass powerboat hull. This equates to a difference of 87% between the two materials.
The reason for this is due to the fact that a relatively high amount of energy is required during the
aluminium extraction process.
Another advantage of the moulded fibreglass powerboat hull is found at the manufacturing process
stage in Figure 5.9 where the electricity consumption the manufacturing process is saved up to 39%. This
is owing to the fact that the layers of the mould fibreglass powerboat hull is laid manually while the
aluminium alloy (5086) uses the cold-forming and extrusion processes.
However, the shortcoming of the moulded fibreglass powerboat hull is in the end-of-life or the
disposal life cycle stage where its embodied energy is significantly higher than the aluminium powerboat
hull.

MJeq per powerboat hull
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8.0E+05

782,224

6.0E+05
4.0E+05
2.0E+05
0.0E+00
-2.0E+05
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15,412
2,448
Material

Process

-4.0E+05
-6.0E+05

326,983

103,644

3,102 124,606

Usage End-of-life

Total

-482,764
Powerboat hull life cycle stages
Aluminium (5086) powerboat hull
Mustang 430 powerboat hull

Figure 5.9: Comparison of the embodied energy results of the powerboat hulls in a unit of MJeq.

This was because an assumption was made that 65% of the aluminium could be recycled43, whereas
the moulded fibreglass hull was assumed as 100% landfill44. The assumptions were made based on the
household waste data from Australian data 2007 library found in the Life Cycle Assessment software.
Therefore, the embodied energy of the aluminium powerboat hull at this stage is -482,764 MJeq per
powerboat hull which indicates that the embodied energy was saved by 482,764 MJeq per powerboat hull
from the recycling process of the aluminium hull. The mould fibreglass powerboat hull gains an embodied
energy value of 3,102 MJeq per powerboat hull from the landfill process.

43

The assumptions were made based on the household waste data from Australian data 2007 library of the Life

Cycle Assessment software as shown in Appendix C.
44

The assumptions were made based on the provided input data from Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd.
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Overall, the total embodied energy results for the life cycle of the aluminium powerboat hull is
326,983 MJeq powerboat hull. The embodied energy of the mould fibreglass powerboat hull is 124,606
MJeq per powerboat hull. Figure 5.9 shows that the embodied energy for the life cycle of a powerboat hull
can be reduced significantly by 62% when it is fabricated from the mould fibreglass instead of the
aluminium. This dramatic reduction occurs at the material stage and is due to the embodied energy being
87% higher for the aluminium powerboat hull than that of the mould fibreglass powerboat hull.
Figure 5.10 presents the embodied energy results from the perspective of greenhouse gas emissions.
These results were assessed by the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 (IPCC1.00) as presented in Section 5.2.2.
The embodied energy of the powerboat hulls at the material life cycle stage are 67,577 kg CO2eq per
powerboat hull for the aluminium powerboat hull and 3,468 kg CO2eq per powerboat hull for the mould
fibreglass powerboat hull.
The difference between the two materials equates to a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by
95%. This is due to the fact that a relatively high amount of energy is required during the aluminium
extraction process. Therefore, the emissions of greenhouse gases are subsequently higher.
Another advantage of the mould fibreglass powerboat hull is found at the manufacturing process in
Figure 5.10 where the electricity consumption is saved from the cold-transforming and extrusion processes

kg CO2eq per powerboat hull

by up to 38%.
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Mustang 430 powerboat hull

Figure 5.10: Comparison of the embodied energy results of the powerboat hulls in a unit of kg CO2eq.

Nevertheless, the shortcoming of the mould fibreglass powerboat hull is in the end-of-life or the
disposal life cycle stage of the aluminium powerboat hull performs significantly better than the mould
fibreglass powerboat hull. This was because an assumption was made that 65% of the aluminium could be
recycled, whereas the mould fibreglass powerboat hull was assumed as 100% landfill. These assumptions
were made based on the household waste data from Australian data 2007 library of the Life Cycle
Assessment software. Therefore, the aluminium power hull has the embodied of the end-of-life stage as
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-38,408 kg CO2eq per powerboat hull whereas the mould fibreglass powerboat hull gains an embodied
energy value of 466 kg CO2eq from the landfill process.
Overall, the total embodied energy results for the life cycle of the aluminium powerboat hull is
31,184 kg CO2eq per powerboat hull whereby the embodied energy of the mould fibreglass powerboat hull
is 5,576 kg CO2eq per powerboat hull. Figure 5.10 shows that the embodied energy for the life cycle of a
powerboat hull can be reduce by 82% when it is fabricated from the mould fibreglass instead of the
aluminium. This dramatic reduction occurs at the material stage and is due to the embodied energy being
95% higher for the aluminium powerboat hull than that of the mould fibreglass powerboat hull.
Figure 5.11 presents the embodied energy results from the perspective of the total environmental
impacts using the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03 method as stated in Section 5.2.2. This is a
comprehensive Life Cycle Assessment analysis as it calculates the environmental impacts that have an
effect towards human health, the ecosystem quality and resource use. The calculation takes into account all
emission substances such as airbourne and waterbourne emissions. These impacts are then calculated into a
single score which is expressed in a unit of points.
The embodied energy of the powerboat hulls at the material life cycle stage are 3,033 points per
powerboat hull for the aluminium powerboat hull and 549 points per powerboat hull for the mould
fibreglass powerboat hull. This 82% reduction is due to the fact that a relatively high amount of energy is
required during the aluminium extraction process.
4000
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the embodied energy results of the powerboat hulls in a unit of points per hull

Therefore, large amount of emission substances are emitted, which subsequently cause high
environmental impacts.
Another advantage of the mould fibreglass powerboat hull is found at the manufacturing process
stage in Figure 5.11 where the electricity consumption is saved from manual moulding process by up to
23%. Nevertheless, the shortcoming of the mould fibreglass powerboat hull is found in the end-of-life or
the disposal life cycle stage of the aluminium powerboat hull performs better than the mould fibreglass
powerboat hull. This was because an assumption was made that 65% of the aluminium could be recycled,
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whereas the mould fibreglass powerboat hull was assumed as 100% landfill. These assumptions were made
based on the household waste data from Australian data 2007 library of the Life Cycle Assessment
software. Therefore, the aluminium power hull saves the embodied of the end-of-life stage as -1,729 kg
CO2eq per powerboat hull whereas the mould fibreglass powerboat hull gains an embodied energy value of
11 kg CO2eq from the landfill process.
Overall, the total embodied energy results for the life cycle of the aluminium powerboat hull is 1,386
points per powerboat hull, compared to the embodied energy of the mould fibreglass powerboat hull which
is 625 points per powerboat hull. Figure 5.11 shows that the embodied energy for the life cycle of a
powerboat hull can be reduced by 55% when it is fabricated from the mould fibreglass instead of the
aluminium. This substantial reduction occurs at the material stage and is due to the embodied energy being
82% higher for the aluminium powerboat hull than that of the mould fibreglass powerboat hull.
According to the results presented in Figures 5.9 to 5.11, a powerboat hull manufactured from mould
fibreglass has a significantly lower embodied energy value than a aluminium powerboat hull of the same
dimension. The gained benefits in making a powerboat hull out of mould fibreglass rather than aluminium
are described in the following three points.
•

In terms of the energy consumption, a powerboat hull that is made from mould fibreglass can
reduce its energy consumption during its life cycle by up to 62%.

•

A powerboat hull that is made from mould fibreglass can reduce the amount of greenhouse
gases emitted into the atmosphere by 82% during its life cycle.

•

A powerboat hull that is made from mould fibreglass can reduce the total environmental
impacts that can effect human health, the ecosystem quality and resource use by 55% its life
cycle.

On the whole, these benefits are mainly gained during the material and manufacturing process stages
of the powerboat hull life cycle. This is because the mould fibreglass uses significantly less extraction
energy and electricity than one made from aluminium for the extraction as well as the hand lamination.
However, the mould fibreglass powerboat hull has a slightly higher embodied energy than aluminium at
the end-of-life stage due to the different disposal options.
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5.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses which assessed the
embodied energy for the raw materials of the mould fibreglass and the powerboat hulls that are made from
the mould fibreglass and aluminium.
The methodology overview was presented by defining the scopes and assumptions of the input data
which was required for the calculation of the embodied energy analysis. The Life Cycle Assessment
method was selected to calculate the embodied energy of the raw materials and the two different
powerboat hulls. This assessment produced the two embodied energy results and the full Life Cycle
Assessment result. They were the primary energy consumption, the greenhouse gas emissions and the total
environmental impacts.
These results were expressed in a unit of MJeq, kg CO2eq and points respectively. The MJeq and kg
CO2eq results were the generic embodied energy values, however these two units only consider the primary
energy consumptions and the greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, the points results were generated from
the full Life Cycle Assessment which covers all emission substances that can affect the environment in
terms of human health, ecosystem and resource (fossil fuels and mineral) use.
Thereafter, the description of the raw materials and the two different powerboat hulls was specified.
Consequently, the input data of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses was determined on
the basis of the scopes, assumptions and descriptions.
The embodied energy results of the cradle-to-factory analysis demonstrated that the raw materials of
a kilogram of mould fibreglass gave the embodied energy of 28 MJeq, 0.84 kg CO2eq and 0.14 points. These
results indicate that the primary energy sources such as crude oil and natural gas were consumed by 28
MJeq, the greenhouse gases were emitted by 0.84 kg CO2eq and the total environmental impact was caused
by 0.14 points during the raw material extraction and the associated transportation from suppliers to
factory of a kilogram of mould fibreglass.
Insight of the contribution between the raw material extraction and the transportation involved, these
results consist of 81% to 94% from the raw material extraction and 6% to 19% the transportation of the
raw materials. The suggestions for reducing the embodied energy of the mould fibreglass were given in
two different directions. They were using low embodied energy raw materials and choosing the suppliers
that use a delivery transportation method that has a low embodied energy.
Subsequently, a hot spots analysis was performed to identify the raw materials or the suppliers that
have significantly high embodied energy. Whilst, the embodied energy of the raw materials (M5), (M6)
and (M2) are significantly higher than other raw materials, the transportation of the raw materials (M5),
(M6), (M7) and (M8) are also substantially high. Some recommendations were given such as change to
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local manufacturers and avoiding as practically as possible the use of road transportation by leaning
towards water and rail transportation.
The embodied energy results for the whole life cycle of a mould fibreglass powerboat hull and a
aluminium powerboat hull were assessed using the cradle-to-grave analysis. These results illustrated that
the embodied energy of the mould fibreglass powerboat hull is considerably lower than the aluminium
powerboat hull. This is owing to the significant reduction in energy needed to extract the raw material
during the material stage. Moreover, the mould fibreglass powerboat hull is very tough and highly
corrosive resistance; henceforth it requires less maintenance activities than the aluminium powerboat hull.
In this analysis, the fuel consumption for performing the resurfacing process every 10 years was
assumed for the aluminium powerboat hull whilst the mould fibreglass powerboat hull requires no
resurfacing process during 30 years life span45. These advantages largely outweigh the disadvantages of
utilising mould fibreglass which came from a slightly higher embodied energy value during the
manufacturing process stage and the end-of-life stage.
The total embodied energy results of the two mould fibreglass powerboat hull life cycles revealed
that:
−

A powerboat hull that is made from the mould fibreglass consumes 62% less energy during its
life cycle.

−

A powerboat hull that is made from the mould fibreglass emits 82% less greenhouse gases
during its life cycle compared to an aluminium powerboat hull.

−

A powerboat hull that is made from the mould fibreglass has an environmental impact which
is 55% less than that of an aluminium powerboat hull. This equates to a lessening on the
effects towards human health, the ecosystem quality and resource use during its life cycle.

45

www.mustangmarine.com.au
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CHAPTER 6
EXEL COMPOSITES – EMBODIED ENERGY OF I-BEAM

6.1 Introduction
I-Beams are widely used as structural profiles in many building, construction and infrastructure
applications as illustrated in Figure 6.1. Traditionally, I-Beams are made of conventional metals such as
stainless steel and aluminium which are commonly fabricated by cold-transforming process. This is due to
the fact that they have the required mechanical and physical properties such as the flexural stiffness,
flexural modulus and corrosive resistance.
Alternatively, Exel Composites manufactures I-Beams that are made of a composite material which
is a pultruded fibre composite. The material has similar properties to that of an I-Beam made from stainless
steel. However, it differs in that it is lighter and has a lower material cost. The pultrusion process as
presented in Figure 6.2 is used to fabricate the pultruded fibre composite. This process comprises of four
main steps, namely reinforcement, pultrusion die, pulling unit and sawing unit.

Figure 6.1: Example of Exel structural profiles46

46

www.exelcomposites.com
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1.Reinforcement
2. Pultrusion die
3. Pulling unit
4. Sawing unit.

Figure 6.2: Pultrusion process44.

Generally, the material selection for an I-Beam depends on the structural integrity, the capital
investment and environmental requirement of the application. The pultruded fibre composite does have
some physical and economical advantages over the traditional materials. However, in terms of their
environmental performance, it is not so clear and therefore this project aimed to quantify the embodied
energy of a linear metre of Exel I-Beam.
Therefore, this chapter aims to assess the embodied energy and the environmental impact of the raw
materials that are used to make a kilogram of pultruded fibre composite manufactured by Exel Composites.
Moreover, the embodied energy analysis is used to compare an I-Beam made from two different materials
measuring 1 linear metre, namely pultruded fibre composite and the cold-formed stainless steel (316). Life
Cycle Assessment is used as a tool to calculate the embodied energy of a kilogram of pultruded fibre
composite and the two different I-Beams.
Cradle-to-factory47 analysis is used in this chapter to determine the embodied energy and the total
environmental impacts of the raw materials required to make a kilogram of the pultruded fibre composite.
This material is used by Exel Composites to produce an I-Beam. In addition, cradle-to-grave analysis is
employed to compare the embodied energy and the total environmental impacts of the life cycle of 1 linear

47

Technically, the cradle-to-factory (gate) analysis is commonly defined as “an assessment of a partial product

life cycle from manufacture ('cradle') to the factory gate before it is transported to the consumer” (Reference: Moreno,
A., 2008, The DEPUIS HANDBOOK Chapter 4: Methodology of Life Cycle Assessment, Accessed: October 2009,
http://www.depuis.enea.it/dvd/website.html). However, cradle-to-factory analysis in this project is specified as the
embodied energy incurred during the raw material extraction and the transportation from suppliers to manufacturers.
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metre I-Beams, which are made from pultruded fibre composite and cold-formed stainless steel (316).
Theoretically, cradle-to-grave analysis is an assessment of a product life cycle including raw material
extraction, manufacturing process, usage, transportation and end-of-life.

The outline of this chapter is as follows:
•

Methodology overview of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses

•

General scopes and assumptions of the analyses

•

Description of a kilogram of pultruded fibre composite

•

Description of a linear metre of an I-Beam that is made from pultruded fibre composite and
cold-formed stainless steel (316)

•

Input data of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses

•

Cradle-to-factory results and discussion: the embodied energy of the raw materials require to
make a kilogram of pultruded fibre composite

•

Cradle-to-grave results and discussion: the comparison between a linear metre of I-Beams that
is made from pultruded fibre composite and cold-formed stainless steel (316).

•

Conclusion is drawn in the last section of the chapter

6.2 Methodology Overview
6.2.1 Embodied energy analysis
In this study, the embodied energy analysis of an I-Beam comprises of the cradle-to-factory and the
cradle-to-grave analyses as shown in Figure 6.3. These analyses employ the Life Cycle Assessment
method to assess the environmental impacts of all life cycle stages as shown in Figure 6.3. The
methodology of these two analyses is described briefly as follows.
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[1]

[1]

Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of the pultruded fibre
composite to making an Exel I-Beam

Life cycle stage of a linear metre Exel I-Beam

Raw material Transportation to a factory

Materials*Manufacturing processUsageEnd-of-life

CRADLE-TO-FACTORY

CRADLE-TO-GRAVE

Figure 6.3: Scopes of cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses.

The methodology of these two analyses is described briefly as follows. Firstly, the cradle-to-factory
analysis assesses the embodied energy in making 1 kilogram of the pultruded fibre composite as presented
in the left portion of Figure 6.3. This analysis focuses on two main embodied energy sources. They are the
raw material extraction and the transportation of raw materials from the supplier to a factory, i.e. Exel
Composites. The asterisk sign next to the word ’Materials’ in Figure 6.3 indicates that the embodied
energy result from this analysis will be used as the input data for the materials stage in the next analysis.
Secondly, the cradle-to-grave analysis as shown in Figure 6.3 calculates the life cycle of a 1 linear
metre of Exel I-Beam. For comparison purposes this analysis technique is also performed on a stainless
steel (316) I-Beam of a dimension with equivalent flexural stiffness to Exel I-Beam. The life cycle stages
of these products are presented on the right hand side of Figure 6.3 where:
−

The materials stage is the total raw materials that are used in making the two I-Beams;

−

The manufacturing process stage comprises the processes involved in making the I-Beam;

−

The usage stage consists of the activities that occur after the I-Beams are manufactured i.e. the
installation and maintenance activities, until the product is disposed of;

−

The end-of-life stage is the disposal scenario which includes the transportation of the I-Beams
to the disposal site and the disposal process.

Finally, the embodied energy results from the cradle-to-factory analysis are discussed and the hot
spots identified. For this project a hot spot is defined as the raw materials and/or suppliers which have a
high contribution to the embodied energy results. The hot spots analysis was conducted in order to make
further suggestions in order to minimise or eliminate the identified raw materials and/or suppliers.
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Subsequently, the embodied energy results from the cradle-to-grave analysis of Exel I-Beam are analysed
and compared with the life cycle of the cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam.

6.2.2 Scopes and assumptions of the embodied energy analysis
This section presents Tables 6.1 and 6.2 to clarify the scopes and assumptions that were made for the
cradle-to factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses. Table 6.1 provides the main scope of the cradle-tofactory analysis which focuses in quantifying the embodied energy of the raw materials in making a
kilogram of the pultruded fibre composite. Subsequently, the scopes of the input data that are associated
with the raw material extraction and their transportation are given in Table 6.1. Furthermore, Table 6.1
shows the data sources that are used to make the assumptions for the input data of the cradle-to-factory
analysis. Overall, the input data in terms of the quantities and the types of materials and transportation
were provided by Exel Composites. The rest of the data was obtained by using further literature reviews
and the libraries from the database of the LCA software, SimaPro 7.1.8.
CRADLE-TO-FACTORY
Scope: To quantify the embodied energy of the raw materials in making 1 kilogram of the pultruded fibre composite.
Input data
Material life cycle stage

Amount of the raw materials used in making 1 kilogram of the pultruded fibre
composite.
Data sources
Scopes and assumptions
EX
LR AU BU ET FR
Amount of raw materials (kg)

Raw material extraction
Material types
Transportation of raw
materials:
From: Suppliers
To:
Exel Composites
(Queensland)

The locations of suppliers


(MSDs)










Distance (km): Measure by using the
online maps
Transportation types

ID









Note: Exel Composites (EX), Literature review (LR), the ‘Australia data 2007’(AU), the ‘BUWAL 250’ (BU), the ‘ETH-ESU 96’ (ET), the
‘Franklin USA 98’(FR) and the ‘IDEMAT2001’(ID) libraries are the databases from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Table 6.1: Scopes and assumptions of cradle-to-factory analysis.

For instance, the input data for the amount of raw material was based on the information from the
Material Safety Datasheets (MSDs) which were provided by Exel Composites. The material types were
assumed using the Australian Data 2007 (AU) library and the distance of the transportation of raw
materials was found using the online maps provided by Google. Similarly, Table 6.2 presents the scopes of
the cradle-to-grave analysis for the life cycle of the two I-Beams. The life cycle input data in terms of the
quantities and types are assumed based on the data sources as shown in the table.
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CRADLE-TO-GRAVE
Scope: To analyse the embodied energy for the life cycle of the 1 linear metre I-Beams that made from the pultruded fibre
composite and the cold-formed stainless steel (316).

Life cycle stages of
the I-Beams
Material stage: Input data
Raw material extraction

Material stage: Input data
Transportation of raw
materials:
From: A Supplier
To: Exel Composites

Manufacturing process:
Input data

Usage: Input data
Installation
From: Exel Composites
To: A customer
Usage: Input data
Maintenance
End-of-life: Input data
Disposal transportation
From: A customer
To: A disposal site
End-of-life: Input data
Disposal scenarios

Scopes and assumptions
Amount of the raw materials per 1 linear meter
I-Beam
Exel I-Beam:
Weight: 3.28 kg per linear meter
Material type: Multiply the raw material
extraction results from the cradle-to-factory
analysis which is produced in the unit of per
kg with 3.28 kg per linear meter
Cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam:
Weight: 3.93 kg per linear meter
Material type: Stainless steel with DIN
1.4401, AISI 316 is assumed.
Exel I-Beam:
Multiply the transportation of raw materials
results from the cradle-to-factory analysis
which is produced in the unit of per kg with
3.28 kg/ linear meter
Cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam:
Distance*:
From Wollongong. Use the online map
to measure the distance (km)
By*: Articulated truck for freight
Exel I-Beam:
Amount: Total Electricity consumption
Energy type: Electricity in Victoria
Cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam:
It is assumed to be cold-transformed.
Both I-Beams:
Distance*: 200 km is assumed
By*: Articulated truck for freight
Both I-Beams: Same activities, it is excluded.

EX LR

Data sources
AU BU DA ET








ID






































Both I-Beams:
Distance*: 200 km
By*: Articulated truck for freight
Exel I-Beam:
Household waste: 100% landfill
Cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam:
Household waste: 70% recycling

FR











Note: *Arbitrary assumption is used a standard value for the ‘Composites: Calculating their Embodied Energy Study’ where 200 km was
suggested by one of the participant composite company.
Exel Composites (EX), Literature review (LR),the ‘Australia data 2007’(AU), the ‘BUWAL 250’ (BU), the ‘Data archive’ (DA), the ‘ETH-ESU 96’
(ET), the ‘Franklin USA 98’(FR) and the ‘IDEMAT2001’(ID) libraries are the databases from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Table 6.2: Scopes and assumptions of cradle-to-grave analysis for the pultruded fibre composite.
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It is worth highlighting the assumption for the material stage of the Exel I-Beam which has the
embodied energy from the raw material extraction and the transportation of those materials. In this stage,
the embodied energy of Exel I-Beam is assumed to be calculated directly from the embodied energy results
of the cradle-to-factory analysis. The calculation is carried out by multiplying the raw material extraction
results from the cradle-to-factory analysis which is produced in the unit of per kg with 3.28 kg/linear
metre. Whereby, the transportation of raw materials results from the cradle-to-factory analysis is also
multiplied by 3.28 kg/linear metre. For instance, the embodied energy result of the raw material extraction
from the cradle-to-factory analysis is 23 MJeq per kg and the weight of Exel I-Beam is 3.281 kg/linear
metre. Therefore, the embodied energy result for the raw material extraction during the material stage in
the cradle-to-grave analysis is:
23 MJeq per kg × 3.281 kg.per linear metre = 75.46 MJeq per linear metre

In addition, certain input data for the life cycle of the two I-Beams was assumed arbitrarily. For
example, to install an I-Beam, the transportation distance from Exel Composites to a customer during the
usage stage was assumed to be 200 kilometres. The articulated truck was also assumed as the
transportation method to dispose of an I-Beam at its end-of-life stage.
Table 6.3 is given to clarify scopes and the assumptions of the embodied energy calculation tool
which was selected for the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses. As a result, three Life Cycle
Impact Assessment methods from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software were selected as shown in the table. They
are the Cumulative energy demand version 1.04 (CED1.04), the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 (IPCC1.00)
and the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03 (EI992.03) methods. Furthermore, Table 6.3 also summarises
the calculation approach and the results of the three methods for the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave
analyses. These methods generated the embodied energy results for these analyses in the units of MJeq, kg
CO2eq and points per kg as well as in units of MJeq, kg CO2eq and points per linear metre. Therefore, Figure
6.4 is given to provide additional information to aid in how to interpret these results. Additionally, the
amount of six conventional air pollutants as listed in Table 6.3 are as the total airbourne substances that are
emitted during the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses.
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EMBODIED ENERGY CALCULATION TOOL

Embodied Energy
Analysis

Scopes and Assumptions

Embodied energy
assessment tool

The Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods from the LCA software, SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Selection of the Life Cycle
Impact Assessment methods

The selection of these methods was based on the generic embodied energy analysis which is
often based on the input-output model that is used to quantify the primary energy sources and
often expressed in MJ and in kg of CO2 units. In addition, as the two values from the
Cumulative energy demand version 1.04 and the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 methods only
represent the embodied energy in terms of the primary energy consumption and the impacts
from the climate change respectively. Therefore, the points value is also given. This value is
calculated from Life Cycle Assessment which considers the impacts on human health, the
ecosystem quality and resource use. The points value is calculated from the Eco-Indicator 99
H/A version 2.03 method.
LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT METHODS

Embodied Energy Results
Calculation Approach

Method

and unit

Cumulative energy demand
version 1.04 (CED1.04)

Calculation: Calculates the
embodied energy in terms of
the consumption of the
primary energy sources such
as fossil fuels, minerals,
renewable energy.

Cradle-to-factory

Cradle-to-grave

MJeq per kg

MJeq per linear
metre

Unit: MJeq

IPCC GWP 100a version
1.00 (IPCC1.00)

Calculation: Calculates the
greenhouse gas emissions
which impact the global
warming.

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A
version 2.03 (EI992.03)

Carbon monoxide
(CO)
Carbon dioxide
(CO2)

kg CO2eq per kg

kg CO2eq per
linear metre

Unit: kg CO2eq
Calculation: calculates as the
environmental performance
indicator as a single score.
This is a comprehensive Life
Cycle Assessment analysis
which considers human health,
the ecosystem quality and
resource use impacts.

Amount of
conventional air
pollutions

Nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)
Sulphur dioxide
(SO2)
Unspecified
particulate

points per kg

points per
linear metre

Volatile organic
compounds (VOC)

Unit: points of a single score
Table 6.3: Scopes and assumptions for the embodied energy calculation tools and results.
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The embodied energy results
Cumulative energy demand version
1.04 (CED1.04)

IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00
(IPCC1.00)

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03
(EI992.03)

Cradle-to-factory: MJeq per kg
Cradle-to-grave: MJeq per linear meter

Cradle-to-factory: kg CO2eq per kg
Cradle-to-grave: kg CO2eq per linear meter

Cradle-to-factory: points per kg
Cradle-to-grave: points per linear meter

How to interpret the results
It is a common unit in the
embodied energy analysis. It
considers only the primary energy
consumption.

It is a common unit in the embodied
energy analysis. It assesses the
greenhouse gas emissions and the global
warming potential.

The Life Cycle Assessment results
which consider all environmental
impacts: human health, ecosystem,
and resources use.

Use this result as a guideline or a
rough estimation. It can be used to
compare other embodied energy
results in MJ unit that are assessed
from a similar approach.

Use this result for communicating with
the general public. It can be compared
with other embodied energy in kg CO2eq
unit.

Use this result as an ultimate value
for the environmental impact
assessment. It can be compared
with the full Life Cycle
Assessment.

Figure 6.4: How to interpret the embodied energy results.

6.3 Material and Product description
6.3.1 Pultruded fibre composite description
The description of the raw materials used in manufacturing of the pultruded fibre composites
manufactured by Exel Composites is summarised in Table 6.4. Various raw materials constitute the
composite material such as fibreglass, plastic resins as well as pigment, catalysts, gel-coat and additives.
These raw materials are supplied by 14 suppliers from Australia, Asia and US regions. The transportation
of the raw materials from suppliers to Exel Composites located in Victoria involves road and water
transportation. The transportation of the raw materials is presented in the last column of Table 6.4. Some of
the raw materials transported from the supplier to Exel Composites require only one transportation method
while others need several.
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Raw material
type

List of raw material

Region of
supplier

Fibre glass

M8 and M9

Asia and US

Road and water transportation of raw material:
from a supplier to the factory, Exel Composites (Exel.)
Supplier



*(M8and M9)

Supplier


(M_T1)

M3, M4 and M5

 Factory
(Exel.)

and



*(M4)

Supplier





(M4_T1)

(M4 _T2)

Supplier

 Factory
(M4_T3)

(Exel.)

 Factory,



*(M2, M6 and M13)

(M_T1)



(Exel.)



*(M1, M10 to M12)

M1, M2, M6, M7and
M10 to M14

(Exel.)

(M_T1)

Australia and
US
Supplier

Others: such
as pigment,
catalysts, gelcoat and
additives

 Factory
( M_T3)



*(M3and M5)

Resin


(M_T2)

(M_T1)

 Factory,
(M_T2)

(Exel.)

Asia, Australia
and US
Supplier
*(M7)




(M7_T1)


(M7 _T2)

 Factory
(M7_T3)

(Exel.)

and
Supplier 

*(M14)
(M14_T1)


(M14_T1)



 Factory:

(M14_T1) (M14_T1)

(Exel.)

Note: The abbreviations of ‘M’ and “M_T’ are provided for the discussion of Figure 6.8.
Raw material types (M), First transportation of the raw material (M_T1), Second transportation of the raw material (M_T2), Third transportation
of the raw material (M_T3), Fourth transportation of the raw material (M_T4),
(Road transportation such as a truck) and

(Water transportation such as an Australian international shipping)

Table 6.4: Raw materials and the transportation of raw materials in making a kilogram of the pultruded fibre composite

Additionally, Table 6.4 presents the abbreviations of the raw material type ‘M’ and its transportation
‘M_T’ which are provided for later discussion in this chapter. As there are 14 suppliers involved in this
analysis, M1 to M14 and also M1_T1 to M14_T4 present in Table 6.4.

6.3.2 A linear metre I-Beam description
The cradle-to-grave analysis focuses on assessing the embodied energy of an I-Beam measuring 1
linear metre. The dimension and weight of the 1 linear metre I-Beams are:
•
•

Exel I-Beam (150x76x6mm)
= 3.28 kg per linear metre
Cold-formed Stainless Steel I-Beam (76.67x38.1x3.41mm) = 3.93 kg per linear metre

The stainless steel I-Beam dimension was calculated by Exel Composites as shown in Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.6 presents the drawing of the I-Beams with the dimensions.
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Competitive Material:

Stainless Steel I-beam

Consider the mechanical properties of 316 stainless steel with respect to FRP:

Tensile
Modulus
[MPa]

Tensile
Strength
[MPa]

Flexural
Modulus
[MPa]

Flexural
Strength
[MPa]

Density
[g/cm3]
(SG)

Stainless Steel (316)

193,000

515

193,000

552

7.9

FRP (Mat & Roving)
(longitudinal direction)

17,200

207

13,800

207

1.72

The most dominant mechanical property for an I-beam is its flexural modulus. It is evident that 316 stainless steel has a
flexural modulus that is much higher, which translates to a smaller size I-beam compared to the pultruded FRP.
To calculate a beam of equivalent flexural stiffness, the flexural modulus, Ef, multiplied by the moment of inertia, I, will be
compared and the moment of inertia of the stainless steel beam will be calculated by the following equation:

Ef ss I ss = Ef FRP I FRP
Where:
o

Efss = 193,000 MPa

o

EfFRP = 13,800 MPa

o

IFRP = 6,234,800 mm

Solving for Iss = 445,461 mm

4

4

The pultruded FRP beam is to be compared with the embodied energy for a 316 stainless steel beam that has the following
dimensions that translate to the same flexural stiffness (EI):

76.3 (max)
38.1
76 (min)
mm

150.61
76.67(max)
mm
150.39 (min)

6.46 (max)
3.41 mm
6.44 (min)

2

Cross-sectional area of I-beam = 498.03 mm

Figure 6.5: Dimension calculation for cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam48.

48

www.exelcomposites.com
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76.3 (max)
76 38.1
(min)

76.3 (max)
76 (min)

mm

6.46 (max)
3.41
6.44
(min)

150.61 (max)
76.67
150.39
(min)

6.46 (max)
6.44 (min)

150.61 (max)
150.39 (min)

mm

(a) Exel I-Beam

(b) Cod-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam

Figure 6.6: The dimensions of the two different I-Beams (All dimensions are in millimetres)

6.4 Input Data
The input data of the cradle-to-grave analysis for the two I-Beams made from the pultruded fibre
composite and the cold-formed stainless steel (316) are presented in Tables 6.5 and 6.6 respectively. This
input data was derived from the scopes and the assumptions in Section 6.2.2. Therefore, the input data of
all life cycle stages are presented in terms of a unit, the amount and the ‘material/process description’
which represents the material and the manufacturing process types.49
Life Cycle stage

Material/process description

Unit

Amount

Data source

Material: Pultrusion fibre
composite

Pultrusion fibre composite

kg

3.281

Multiply 1 kg results from
the cradle-to-factory analysis
by 3.281

Manufacturing process:
Pultrusion process

High voltage electricity in
Victoria for the pultrusion
process

kWh

1.1014

Australian Data 2007 LCI
library

tkm

0.6562

Australian Data 2007 LCI
library

tkm

0.6562

Australian Data 2007 LCI
library

%

100

Australian Data 2007 LCI
library

Usage: Installation
transportation

End-of-life: Disposal
transportation
End-of-life: 100% landfill
process

Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
3.281E-03tonne×200km
Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
3.281E-03tonne×200km
Landfill

Table 6.5: Input data for a 1 linear metre Exel I-Beam.

49

In relation to this, the data sources for the input data of ‘Material/process description’ and ‘Amount’ are also

given in the last column of Tables 6.5 and 6.6for the reference of the database background.
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Life Cycle stage
Material: Stainless steel (316)
Material: Transportation

Material/process description

Unit

Amount

Data source

Stainless steel (316)

kg

3.93

IDEMAT2001

Articulated truck freight from
Wollongong to Queensland

tkm

3.20295

Australian Data 2007
LCI library

Cold transforming process

kg

3.93

Australian Data 2007
LCI library

Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:

tkm

0.786

Australian Data 2007
LCI library

tkm

0.786

Australian Data 2007
LCI library

%

100

Australian Data 2007
LCI library

3.93E-03tonne×815km
Manufacturing process: Cold
transforming process
Usage: Installation
transportation

3.93E-03tonne×200km
End-of-life: Disposal
transportation

Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
3.93E-03tonne×200km

End-of-life: 70% Recycling
process

Household waste which
recycling steel at 70% rate

Table 6.6: Input data for 1 linear metre of a stainless steel (316) I-Beam.

6.5 Embodied Energy Results
6.5.1 Cradle-to-factory Results and Discussion
The cradle-to-factory analysis was carried out by using the Life Cycle Assessment method to assess
the embodied energy of the raw materials that are comprised in a kilogram of the pultruded fibre
composite as presented in Figure 6.7. This assessment produced the two embodied energy results and the
full Life Cycle Assessment result. They are the primary energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions
and the total environmental impacts or a single score. These results are expressed in a unit of MJeq per kg,
kg CO2eq per kg and points per kg respectively.

Raw material Transportation to a factory
Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of the pultruded fibre
composite to making an I-Beam

Figure 6.7: Two main embodied energy sources of cradle-to-factory analysis (the resin photo was taken from
www.exelcomposites.com.
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The total results of these two embodied energy sources are also provided in the last bar of Figures
6.8 (a) to (c). On the whole, the raw materials for a kilogram of pultruded fibre composite give a total
embodied energy results of 26 MJeq, 1.23 kg CO2eq and 0.13 points. These charts display the results in
terms of the raw material extraction and the transportation of the raw materials from suppliers to Exel
Composites as depicted in Table 6.4.
30
26

MJeq per kg

25

22

20
15
10

100%

85%
4

5

15%

0
Raw material
extraction

Transportation of
Total cradle-toraw materials: all
factory
options
Cradle-to-factory activities

(a) Primary energy consumption results in MJeq per kg
1.4

1.23

kg CO2eq per kg

1.2
1.0

0.97

0.8
100%

0.6
0.4

79%
0.26

0.2

21%

0.0
Raw material
extraction

Transportation of
Total cradle-toraw materials: all
factory
options
Cradle-to-factory activities

(b) Greenhouse gas emission results in kg CO2eq per kg
0.16
0.134

points per kg

0.14
0.12

0.116

0.10
0.08
0.06

100%

87%

0.04
0.018
13%

0.02
0.00
Raw material
extraction

Transportation of Total cradle-toraw materials: all
factory
options
Cradle-to-factory activities

(c) Total environmental impacts results in points per kg
Figure 6.8: Cradle-to-factory results for the pultruded fibre composites of Exel Composites
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The last bar of the charts gives the total results of the two main embodied energy sources which are
the sum of the raw material extraction and the transportation of raw materials. These results consist of 79%
to 87% from the raw material extraction and 13% to 21% from the transportation of the raw materials as
labelled in Figure 6.8. The distinct contributions of the two embodied energy sources are clearly revealed.
The finding suggests that the embodied energy of the pultruded fibre composite can be reduced in two
different directions.
The first direction is to reduce the high embodied energy of the raw material extraction by using
alternative raw materials with low embodied energy. The second direction is to be selective in choosing
the suppliers in order to ensure low embodied energy in their delivery transportation.
Ideally, the first direction would be the best option as it can reduce the embodied energy
dramatically by changing some of the raw materials as the raw material extraction actually contributes a
large portion in the total embodied energy result. However, it requires further research and development in
finding an alternative or a new raw material which requires further investment of the supporting systems.
Therefore, this direction can only be targeted as a long term product development plan.

In practice, the

second direction would be more attractive as it is a fast and a simple approach which requires only a
careful consideration in selecting the suppliers. For instance, the selected suppliers should supply the raw
materials that are manufactured locally or require less energy-intensive transportation system for
transporting the raw materials.
To enhance the implementation of these suggestions, Figure 6.8 explicitly presents the embodied
energy for each raw material and its corresponding transportation method. These results are produced from
the detailed input data such as the Material Safety Datasheets and the actual location of the suppliers for all
raw materials provided by Exel Composites.
Figure 6.9 reveals that the embodied energy of the pultruded fibre composite from Exel Composites
was dominated by the combination of several raw materials which originated from overseas suppliers. As a
result, a number of hot spots which are the raw materials or the suppliers that have significantly high
values are revealed in Figure 6.9.
In this occasion, the raw material (M3) contributes the most followed by the raw material (M9),
(M4), (M14), (M8), (M6), (M5) and (M7) whereby the obvious hot spots of the supplier’s transportation
are the transportations of the raw materials (M3), (M9), (M8) and (M14). Similarly, these higher
contributions of the embodied energy for the transportation methods were observed with notable reasons.
Since these raw materials were required in high quantities, they needed to be imported from overseas.
Therefore a combination of transportation types was utilised. At the same time, some of the locallysupplied raw materials also needed to be transported on road over a significantly long distance i.e. the
transportation of raw material (M3) from Queensland to Victoria.
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M6_T1
M5_T1
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5.08E-01
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6
8
Cradle-to-factory results (MJeq per kg)

10

12
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Note:Raw material types (M), First transportation of the raw material (M_T1), Second transportation of the raw material (M_T2), Third transportation of the raw material (M_T3), Fourth transportation of the raw
material (M_T4),

Figure 6.9: Detailed embodied energy results (MJeq/kg) of the cradle-to-factory analysis which displays types and transportation of raw materials.

Consequently, these hot spots can be minimised and eliminated by approaching the following
recommendations.
•

Change the raw material (M3) and (M9) to alternative materials which have lower embodied
energy in their raw material extraction.

•

Alternatively, if those two materials are the core ingredients, change the raw material (M4),
(M14), (M8), (M6), (M5) or (M7) to other materials which have lower embodied energy in
their raw material extraction.

•

Change the suppliers of the raw material (M3), (M8), (M9) and (M14) to local manufacturers.
This is in particular for the raw material (M8) which came from the US region and also
involved in the long distance travel by the road transportation.

•

Improve the transportation system by avoiding to use the road transportation for a long
distance.

•

Change the transportation types by leaning towards the water and rail transportation

6.5.2 Cradle-to-grave results and discussion
As in the cradle-to-grave analysis, the Life Cycle Assessment method was used to assess the
embodied energy of the whole life cycle of a linear metre Exel I-Beam and a linear metre cold-formed
stainless steel (316) I-Beam as shown in Figure 6.10. This assessment produced the embodied energy
results from three different environmental aspects. They are the primary energy consumption, the
greenhouse gas emissions and the total environmental impacts. These results are expressed in a unit of
MJeq per linear metre, CO2eq per linear metre and points per linear metre respectively.

Life cycle stage of a linear metre I-Beam

Materials*Manufacturing processUsageEnd-of-life

Figure 6.10: The life cycle stages of a linear metre I-Beam
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In this section, the three results of the two I-Beams are presented in Figures 6.11 to 6.13. These
charts display the results in terms of the life cycle stages which are the materials, manufacturing process,
usage and end-of-life stages as illustrated in Figure 6.10. The last bar of the charts gives the total result of
the two I-Beams which are the sum of the four life cycle stages. The blue bar presents the cold-formed
stainless steel (316) I-Beam and the green bar shows Exel I-Beam.
Figure 6.11 presents the embodied energy results from the environmental aspect of the primary
energy consumption which was assessed by the Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04 (CED1.04)
method as introduced in Section 6.2.2. The embodied energy of the I-Beams at the material life cycle stage
are 240 MJeq per linear metre for the cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam and 85 MJeq per linear metre
for Exel I-Beam. This equates to a difference of 65% between the two materials. The reason for this is due
to stainless steel consist of not only steel but also other metals such as chromium, manganese and nickel

MJeq per linear metre

the fact. These metals require a relatively high amount of energy for their extraction process.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of the embodied energy of an I-Beam made from two different materials measuring 1 linear metre using
the Cumulative Energy Demand method

Another advantage of the Exel I-Beam is found at the usage stage in Figure 6.11 where 16% of the
fuel consumption is saved during the installation activities as this I-Beam is lighter than the cold-formed
stainless steel (316) I-Beam. Nevertheless, the shortcoming of the Exel I-Beam is in the manufacturing
process where its embodied energy is considerably higher than the cold-formed stainless steel (316) IBeam by 62%.
However, the end-of-life or the disposal life cycle stage of the cold-formed stainless steel (316) IBeam performs better than the pultruded fibre composite I-Beam. This was because an assumption was
made that 70% of the stainless steel1 could be recycled, whereas Exel I-Beam was assumed as 100%

1

The assumptions were made based on the household waste data from Australian data 2007 library of the Life

Cycle Assessment software as shown in Appendix C.
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landfill2. Therefore, the embodied energy of the cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam at this stage is 42 MJeq. This indicates that energy is gained back from the recycling process by 42MJeq. The Exel I-Beam
gains an embodied energy value of 2 MJeq from the landfill process.
Overall, the total embodied energy results for the life cycle of the cold-formed stainless steel (316) IBeam is 205 MJeq per linear metre. The embodied energy of the pultruded fibre composite is 102 MJeq per
linear metre. Figure 6.11 shows that the embodied energy for the life cycle of a linear metre I-Beam can be
reduced significantly by 50% when it is fabricated from the pultruded fibre composite instead of the coldformed stainless steel (316). This dramatic reduction occurs at the material stage and is due to the
embodied energy being 65% higher for the cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam than that of the
pultruded fibre composite.
Figure 6.12 presents the embodied energy results from the perspective of greenhouse gas emissions.
These results were assessed by the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 (IPCC1.00) as presented in Section 6.2.2.
The embodied energy of the I-Beams at the material life cycle stage are 20 kg CO2eq per linear metre for
the cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam and 4 kg CO2eq per linear metre for the pultruded fibre
composite I-Beam. The difference between the two materials equates to a reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions by 80%. This is due to the fact that a relatively high amount of energy is required during the
extraction process of the metals used in making stainless steel (316) such as chromium, manganese and

kg CO2eq per linear metre

nickel. Therefore, the emissions of greenhouse gases are subsequently higher.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the embodied energy of an I-Beam made from two different materials measuring 1 linear metre using
the IPCC GWP 100a method

Another advantage of Exel I-Beam is found at the usage stage in Figure 6.12 where there is a
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of 16% during the installation activities. This is due to the weight of
Exel I-Beam per linear metre is lighter than cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam. Therefore, the truck
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will use less fuel in transporting it to the desired destination. Nevertheless, the shortcoming of Exel I-Beam
is in the manufacturing process where its embodied energy is 66% higher than cold-formed stainless steel
(316) I-Beam. At the end-of-life or the disposal life cycle stage of cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam
performs better than Exel I-Beam. This was because an assumption was made that 70% of the stainless
steel could be recycled, whereas Exel I-beam was assumed as 100% landfill. Therefore, the embodied
energy for cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam at this stage is -0.6 kg CO2eq. This indicates that
energy is gained back from the recycling process by 0.6 kg CO2eq. Exel I-Beam gains an embodied energy
value of 0.4 kg CO2eq from the landfill process.
Overall, the total embodied energy results for the life cycle of the cold-formed stainless steel (316) IBeam is 20 kg CO2eq per linear metre whereby the embodied energy of Exel I-Beam is 6 kg CO2eq per
linear metre. Figure 6.12 shows that the embodied energy for the life cycle of a linear metre I-Beam can be
reduce by 70% when it is fabricated from the pultruded fibre composite instead of the cold-formed
stainless steel (316). This dramatic reduction occurs at the material stage and is due to the embodied
energy being 80% higher for the cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam than that of the pultruded fibre
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of the embodied energy of an I-Beam made from two different materials measuring 1 linear metre using
the Eco-Indicator99 H/A version 2.03 method

Figure 6.13 presents the total environmental impacts using the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03
method as stated in Section 6.2.2. This is a full Life Cycle Assessment analysis as it calculates the
environmental impacts that have an effect towards human health, the ecosystem quality and resource use.
The calculation takes into account all emission substances such as airbourne and waterbourne emissions.
These impacts are then calculated into a single score which is expressed in a unit of points.
The total environmental impacts of the I-Beams at the material life cycle stage are 2.1 points per
linear metre for the cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam and 0.5 points per linear metre for Exel IBeam. This 77% reduction is due to the fact that a relatively high amount of energy is required during the
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extraction process of the metals included in making stainless steel (316) such as chromium and manganese.
Therefore, large amount of emission substances are emitted, which subsequently cause high environmental
impacts.
Another advantage of Exel I-Beam is found at the usage stage in Figure 6.13 where the
environmental impacts are reduced by 16% during the installation activities. This is due to the Exel I-Beam
being lighter than the cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam. Therefore, the truck will use less fuel in
transporting it to the desired destination.
Nevertheless, the shortcoming of Exel I-Beam is in the manufacturing process where its embodied
energy is 60% higher than cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam.
However, the end-of-life or the disposal life cycle stage for the cold-formed stainless steel (316) IBeam performs better than the pultruded fibre composite I-Beam. This was because an assumption was
made that 70% of the stainless steel could be recycled, whereas Exel I-Beam was assumed as 100%
landfill. Therefore, the embodied energy for the cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam at this stage is
-0.13 points. This indicates that advantage of the recycling process which helps to reduce the
environmental impacts by 0.13 points. Exel I-Beam gains an embodied energy of 0.007 points from the
landfill process.
Overall, the total environmental impacts results for the life cycle of the cold-formed stainless steel
(316) I-Beam is 2 points per linear metre, compared to the total environmental impacts of the pultruded
fibre composite which is 0.5 points per linear metre. Figure 6.13 shows that the total environmental
impacts for the life cycle of a linear metre I-Beam can be reduced by 76% when it is fabricated from the
pultruded fibre composite instead of the cold-formed stainless steel (316). This substantial reduction occurs
at the material stage and is due to the embodied energy being 80% higher for the cold-formed stainless
steel (316) I-Beam than that of the pultruded fibre composite.
According to the results presented in Figures 6.11 to 6.13, a linear Exel I-Beam manufactured from
pultruded fibre composite has a significantly lower embodied energy value than a cold-formed stainless
steel (316) I-Beam of the same length. The gained benefits in making an I-Beam out of pultruded fibre
composite rather than cold-formed stainless steel (316) are described in the following three points.
•

In terms of the energy consumption, an I-Beam that is made from pultruded fibre composite
can reduce its energy consumption during its life cycle by up to 50%.

•

An I-Beam that is made from pultruded fibre composite can reduce the amount of greenhouse
gases emitted into the atmosphere by 70% during its life cycle.

•

The total environmental impacts that can effect human health, the ecosystem quality and
resource use are reduced significantly by 76%.
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On the whole, these benefits are mainly gained during the material stage of the I-Beam life cycle.
This is because Exel I-Beam uses significantly less extraction energy than one made from stainless steel
(316). However, Exel I-Beam has a higher embodied energy than the cold-formed stainless steel (316) IBeam at the manufacturing process stage and the end-of-life stage due to the different disposal options.

6.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses which assessed the
embodied energy for the raw materials of the pultruded fibre composite and the I-Beams that are made
from pultruded fibre composite and stainless steel (316).
The methodology overview was presented by defining the scopes and assumptions of the input data
which was required for the calculation of the embodied energy analysis. The Life Cycle Assessment
method was selected to calculate the embodied energy of the raw materials and the two different I-Beams.
This assessment produced the two embodied energy results and the full Life Cycle Assessment result. They
were the primary energy consumption, the greenhouse gas emissions and the total environmental impacts.
These results were expressed in a unit of MJeq, kg CO2eq and points respectively. The MJeq and kg
CO2eq results were the generic embodied energy values, however these two units only consider the primary
energy consumptions and the greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, the points results were generated from
the full Life Cycle Assessment which covers all emission substances that can affect the environment in
terms of human health, ecosystem and resource (fossil fuels and mineral) use.
Thereafter, the description of the raw materials and the two different I-Beams was specified.
Consequently, the input data of the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses was determined on the
basis of the scopes, assumptions and descriptions.
The embodied energy results of the cradle-to-factory analysis demonstrated that the raw materials of
a kilogram of pultruded fibre composite gave the embodied energy of 26 MJeq, 1.23 kg CO2eq and 0.13
points. These results consist of 79% to 87%from the raw material extraction and 13% to 21% from the
transportation of the raw materials. The suggestions for reducing the embodied energy of the pultruded
fibre composite were given in two different directions. They were using low embodied energy raw
materials and choosing the suppliers that use a delivery transportation method that has a low embodied
energy.
Subsequently, a hot spots analysis was performed to identify the raw materials or the suppliers that
have significantly high embodied energy. The embodied energy of the raw materials (M3) and (9) are
significantly higher than other raw materials followed by (M4), (M14), (M8), (M6), (M5) and (M7).
Moreover, the transportation of the raw materials of (M3), (M8), (M9) and (M14) are also substantially
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high.

Some recommendations were given such as change to local manufacturers and avoiding as

practically as possible the use of road transportation by leaning towards water and rail transportation. The
embodied energy results for the whole life cycle of a linear metre Exel I-Beam and a linear metre coldformed stainless steel (316) I-Beam were assessed using the cradle-to-grave analysis. These results
illustrated that the embodied energy of Exel I-Beam is considerably lower than the cold-formed stainless
steel (316) I-Beam. This is owing to the significant reduction in energy needed to extract the raw material
during the material stage. Moreover, Exel I-Beam is lighter than the cold-formed stainless steel (316) IBeam, therefore, the fuel consumption to transport the material is proportionally reduced during the
installation phase of the usage stage. These advantages largely outweigh the disadvantages of utilising
pultruded fibre composite which came from a higher embodied energy value during the manufacturing
process stage and the end-of-life stage.
The total embodied energy results of the two I-Beam life cycles revealed that:
−

An I-Beam that is made from the pultruded fibre composite consumes 50% less energy during
its life cycle than a cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam.

−

An I-Beam that is made from the pultruded fibre composite emits 70% less greenhouse gases
during its life cycle compared to a cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam.

−

An I-Beam that is made from the pultruded fibre composite has an environmental impact
which is 76% less than that of a cold-formed stainless steel (316) I-Beam. This equates to a
lessening on the effects towards human health, the ecosystem quality and resource use during
its life cycle.
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CHAPTER 7
WAGNERS CFT MANUFACTURING PTY LTD – EMBODIED ENERGY OF
POWER-POLE CROSS-ARM

7.1 Introduction
Power-pole cross-arms are used to support the electrical distribution network as presented in Figure
7.1. Traditionally, power-pole cross-arms are made of conventional materials such as hardwood timber.
This is due to the fact that they have the required physical properties such as good insulation and resistance
to corrosion.
Alternatively, Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty Ltd manufactures composite power-pole cross-arms
that are made of a fibre composite. The material has similar properties to that of a power-pole cross-arm
made from wood. However, it differs in that it is lighter, more durable and also eliminates pole top fires*.
Moreover, it will not rot or corrode and its life span can extend up to 40 years*. The composite power-pole
cross-arm is fabricated by using the pultrusion process which comprises of four main steps, namely
reinforcement, pultrusion die, pulling unit and sawing unit.

Figure 7.1: Power-pole cross-arm3

3

http://www.wagner.com.au/Divisions/CompositeFibreTechnologies/tabid/67/language/en-US/Default.aspx
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Generally, the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm does have some physical and economical
advantages over the traditional materials. However, in terms of their environmental performance, it is not
so clear and therefore this project aimed to quantify the embodied energy of the fibre composite powerpole cross-arm manufactured from Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty Ltd.
Therefore, this chapter aims to assess the embodied energy and the environmental impact of the
raw materials that are used to make a kilogram of fibre composite from Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty
Ltd. Moreover, the embodied energy analysis is used to compare a power-pole cross-arm from two
different materials measuring 2.5 linear metres, namely the fibre composite and the sawn hardwood. Life
Cycle Assessment is used as a tool to calculate the embodied energy of a kilogram of fibre composite and
the two different power-pole cross-arms.
Cradle-to-factory analysis is used in this chapter to determine the embodied energy and the total
environmental impacts of the raw materials required to make a kilogram of the fibre composite. This
material is used by Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty Ltd to produce a power-pole cross-arm. In addition,
cradle-to-grave analysis is employed to compare the embodied energy and the total environmental impacts
of the life cycle of 2.5 linear metres power-pole cross-arms, which are made of the fibre composite and
hardwood timber. Theoretically, cradle-to-grave analysis is an assessment of a product life cycle including
the raw material extraction, manufacturing process, usage, transportation and end-of-life.

The outline of this chapter is as follows:
•

Methodology overview of the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses

•

General scopes and assumptions of the analyses

•

Description of a kilogram of fibre composite

•

Description of a 2.5 linear metres of a power-pole cross-arm that is made from the fibre
composite and the sawn hardwood

•

Input data of the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses

•

Cradle-to-factory results and discussion: the embodied energy of the raw materials require to
make a kilogram of the fibre composite

•

Cradle-to-grave results and discussion: the comparison between a 2.5 linear metres powerpole cross-arms that is made from the fibre composite and the sawn hardwood.

•

Conclusion is drawn in the last section of the chapter
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7.2 Methodology Overview
7.2.1 Embodied energy analysis
In this study, the embodied energy analysis of a power-pole cross-arm comprises of cradle-tofactory and cradle-to-grave analyses as shown in Figure 7.2. These analyses employ the Life Cycle
Assessment method to assess the environmental impacts of all life cycle stages as shown in Figure 7.2.

[2]

[1]

Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of the fibre composite to
making a power-pole cross-arm

Life cycle stage of a power-pole cross-arm

Raw material Transportation to a factory

Materials*Manufacturing processUsageEnd-of-life

CRADLE-TO-FACTORY

CRADLE-TO-GRAVE

Figure 7.2: Scopes of the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses

The methodology of these two analyses is described briefly as follows. Firstly, the cradle-to-factory
analysis assesses the embodied energy and the total environmental impacts in making a kilogram of the
fibre composite as presented in the left portion of Figure 7.2. This analysis focuses on two main embodied
energy sources. They are the raw material extraction and the transportation of raw materials from the
supplier to a factory, i.e. Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty Ltd. The asterisk sign next to the word
’Materials’ in Figure 7.2 indicates that the embodied energy result from this analysis will be used as the
input data for the materials stage in the next analysis.
Secondly, the cradle-to-grave analysis as shown in Figure 7.2 calculates the life cycle of a fibre
composite power-pole cross-arm with a dimension of 2.5 linear metres. For comparison purposes this
analysis technique is also performed on a hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm with the same length.
The life cycle stages of these products are presented on the right hand side of Figure 7.2 where:
−

The materials stage is the total raw materials that are used in making the power-pole crossarms;

−

The manufacturing process stage comprises the processes involved in making the power-pole
cross-arms;
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−

The usage stage consists of the activities that occur after the power-pole cross-arm is
manufactured i.e. the installation and maintenance activities, until the product is disposed of.
In this case, the usage period is 40 year where the distribution and the replacement activities
are considered;

−

The end-of-life stage is the disposal scenario which includes the transportation of the powerpole cross-arms to the disposal site and the disposal process.

Finally, the embodied energy results from the cradle-to-factory analysis are discussed and the hot
spots identified. For this project a hot spot is defined as the raw materials and/or suppliers which have a
high contribution to the embodied energy results. The hot spots analysis was conducted in order to make
further suggestions in order to minimise or eliminate the identified raw materials and/or suppliers.
Subsequently, the embodied energy results of the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm from the cradle-tograve analysis are analysed and compared with the life cycle of the hardwood timber power-pole crossarm.

7.2.2 Scopes and assumptions of the embodied energy analysis
This section presents Tables 7.1 and 7.2 to clarify the scopes and assumptions that were made for the
cradle-to factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses. Table 7.1 provides the main scope of the cradle-tofactory analysis which focuses in quantifying the embodied energy of the raw materials in making a
kilogram of the fibre composite. Subsequently, the scopes of the input data that are associated with the raw
material extraction and their transportation are given in Table 7.1. Furthermore, Table 7.1 shows the data
sources that are used to make the assumptions for the input data of the cradle-to-factory analysis. Overall,
the input data in terms of the quantities and the types of materials and transportation were provided by
Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty Ltd. The rest of the data was obtained by using further literature reviews
and the libraries from the database of the LCA software, SimaPro 7.1.8.
For instance, the input data for the amount of raw material was based on the information from the
Material Safety Datasheets (MSDs) which were provided by Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty Ltd. The
material types were assumed using the Australian Data 2007 (AU) library and the distance of the
transportation of raw materials was found using the online maps provided by Google.
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CRADLE-TO-FACTORY
Scope: To quantify the embodied energy of the raw materials in making 1 kilogram of the fibre composite.
Amount of the raw materials used in making 1 kilogram of the fibre composite.

Input data

Data sources
Material life cycle stage

Scopes and assumptions
Amount of raw materials (kg)

Raw material extraction
Material types
Transportation of raw materials:
From: Suppliers
To: Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty Ltd
(Queensland)

The locations of suppliers

WA

AU

ID






(MSDs)





Distance (km): Measure by using the online maps
Transportation types

LR







Note:Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty Ltd (WA), Literature review (LR),the ‘Australia data 2007’(AU), the ‘Data archive’ (DA) the ‘ETH-ESU
96’ (ET),and the ‘IDEMAT2001’(ID) libraries are the databases from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Table 7.1: Scopes and assumptions of the cradle-to-factory analysis

Similarly, Table 7.2 presents the scopes of the cradle-to-grave analysis for the life cycle of the two
power-pole cross-arms during the life span of 40 years. The life cycle input data in terms of the quantities
and types are assumed based on the data sources as shown in the table.It is worth highlighting the
assumption for the material stage of the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm in Table 7.2. The material
stage has two embodied energy sources. They are the raw material extraction and the transportation of
those materials.
In this stage, the embodied energy of the power-pole cross-arm is assumed to be calculated directly
from the embodied energy results of the cradle-to-factory analysis. The calculation is carried out by
multiplying the embodied energy results from the cradle-to-factory analysis which is produced in the unit
of per kg with 9.5 kg per power-pole cross-arm. For instance, the embodied energy result of the raw
material extraction from the cradle-to-factory analysis is 14 MJeq per kg and the weight of the power-pole
cross-arm is 9.5 kg per power-pole cross-arm. Therefore, the embodied energy result for the material stage
in this cradle-to-grave analysis is:

25 MJeq per kg × 9.5 kg per power-pole cross-arm = 133 MJeq per linear metre
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CRADLE-TO-GRAVE
Scope: To analyse the embodied energy for the life cycle of the 2.5 linear metres power-pole cross-arms that made from
the fibre composite and the hardwood timber.

Life cycle stages of
the power-pole crossarms
Material stage: Input
data of the amount of the
raw materials per 2.5
linear metres
Raw material
extraction
And
Transportation of
raw materials:
From: A Supplier
To: Wagners CTF
Manufacturing Pty Ltd
Manufacturing
process: Input data

Usage: Input data
Installation
From: Wagners CTF
Manufacturing Pty Ltd
To: A customer
Usage: Input data
Maintenance
Replacing process at
the end of the 20th year
End-of-life: Input data
Disposal
transportation
From: A customer
To: A disposal site
End-of-life: Input data
Disposal scenarios:
Household waste

Scopes and assumptions
Fibre composite power-pole cross-arm:
Material type:
- Fibre composite: 9.5 kg per 2.5 linear metres
Multiply the embodied energy results from the
cradle-to-factory analysis which is produced in the
unit of per kg with 9.5 kg per 2.5 linear metres
- Rolled – Steel: 5kg per 5 connections
Hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm:
Material type:
- Sawn hardwood: 26.38 kg per 2.5 linear metres
Distance*: From Wollongong. Use the online map
to measure the distance (km)
By*:
Articulated truck for freight
- Rolled – Steel: 5kg per 5 connections
Fibre composite Power-pole cross-arm:
Amount: Total Electricity consumption
Energy type: Electricity in Victoria
Hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm:
Process type: Cutting
Both Power-pole cross-arms:
Distance*: 200km is assumed
By*: Articulated truck for freight

Fibre composite power-pole cross-arm:
No replacement required.
Hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm:
Required to replace a second set at the end of the 20th
year.
Both Power-pole cross-arms:
Distance*: 200km
By*: Articulated truck for freight

Both Power-pole cross-arms:
100% landfill for fibre composites and sawn hardwood
and 70% recycling for steel

WA

Data sources
LR AU DA ET ID






























































Note: *Arbitrary assumption is used a standard value for the ‘Composites: Calculating their Embodied Energy Study’ where 200 km was
suggested by one of the participant composite company.
Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty Ltd (WA), Literature review (LR),the ‘Australia data 2007’(AU), the ‘Data archive’ (DA) the ‘ETH-ESU 96’
(ET), and the ‘IDEMAT2001’(ID) libraries are the databases from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Table 7.2: Scopes and assumptions of the cradle-to-grave analysis
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In addition, certain input data for the life cycle of the two power-pole cross-arms was assumed
arbitrarily. This is because there was no input data available as the data will vary depending on the
situation. However, it is essential to assume the same value for transportation in order to make a fair
comparison. Therefore, 200 kilometres and a articulated truck (i.e. semi trailer) were assumed for the
installation, maintenance and disposal transportation for both power-pole cross-arms. Moreover, the 200
kilometres distance was actually based on the input data that was designated by one of the participant
companies in this ‘Composites: Calculating their Embodied Energy’ Study.
The maintenance activity was assumed based on the information from Wagners CTF Manufacturing
Pty Ltd. The transportation for the replacing of the hardwood timber power-pole crosee-arm was also
assumed as 200 kilometres at the end of the 20th year. Whereby, the fibre composite required no
replacement process during the life span of 40 years.
The transportation for the replacing of the hardwood timber power-pole crosee-arm was also
assumed as 200 kilometres. Moreover, the 200 kilometre distance was based on the input data that was
designated by one of the participant companies in this ‘Composites: Calculating their Embodied Energy’
Study.
Table 7.3 is given to clarify the scopes and the assumptions of the embodied energy calculation tool
which was selected for the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses. As a result, three Life Cycle
Impact Assessment methods from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software were selected as shown in the table. They
are the Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04, the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 and the Eco-Indicator
99 H/A version 2.03 methods.
Furthermore, Table 7.3 also summarises the calculation approach and the results of the three
methods for the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses. These methods generated the embodied
energy results for these analyses in the units of MJeq, kg CO2eq and points per kg as well as in units of MJeq,
kg CO2eq and points per power-pole cross-arm. Therefore, Figure 7.3 is given to provide additional
information to aid in how to interpret these results.
Additionally, the amount of six conventional air pollutants as listed in Table 7.3 are as the total
airbourne substances that are emitted during the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses.
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EMBODIED ENERGY CALCULATION TOOL

Embodied Energy
Analysis

Scopes and Assumptions

Embodied energy
assessment tool

The Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods from the LCA software, SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Selection of the Life Cycle
Impact Assessment methods

The selection of these methods was based on the generic embodied energy analysis which is
often based on the input-output model that is used to quantify the primary energy sources and
often expressed in MJ and in kg of CO2 units. In addition, as the two values from the
Cumulative energy demand version 1.04 and the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 methods only
represent the embodied energy in terms of the primary energy consumption and the impacts
from the climate change respectively. Therefore, the points value is also given. This value is
calculated from Life Cycle Assessment which considers the impacts on human health, the
ecosystem quality and resource use. The points value is calculated from the Eco-Indicator 99
H/A version 2.03 method.
LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT METHODS

Embodied Energy Results
Method

Cumulative energy demand
version 1.04

Calculation Approach
and unit

Calculation: Calculates the
embodied energy in terms of
the consumption of the
primary energy sources such
as fossil fuels, minerals,
renewable energy.

Cradle-to-factory

Cradle-to-grave

MJeq per kg

MJeq per
power-pole
cross-arm

Unit: MJeq

IPCC GWP 100a version
1.00

Calculation: Calculates the
greenhouse gas emissions
which impact the global
warming.

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A
version 2.30

Carbon monoxide
(CO)
Carbon dioxide
(CO2)

kg CO2eq per kg

kg CO2eq per
power-pole
cross-arm

Unit: kg CO2eq
Calculation: calculates as the
environmental performance
indicator as a single score.
This is a comprehensive Life
Cycle Assessment analysis
which considers human health,
the ecosystem quality and
resource use impacts.

Amount of
conventional air
pollutions

Nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)
Sulphur dioxide
(SO2)
Unspecified
particulate

points per kg

points per
power-pole
cross-arm

Volatile organic
compounds (VOC)

Unit: points of a single score
Table 7.3: The scopes and assumptions for the calculation tools and results of the embodied energy.
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The embodied energy results
Cumulative energy demand version
1.04

Cradle-to-factory: MJeq per kg
Cradle-to-grave: MJeq per power-pole
cross-arm

IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00

Cradle-to-factory: kg CO2eq per kg
Cradle-to-grave: kg CO2eq per power-pole
cross-arm

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03

Cradle-to-factory: points per kg
Cradle-to-grave: points per power-pole
cross-arm

How to interpret the results
It is a common unit in the
embodied energy analysis. It
considers only the primary energy
consumption.

It is a common unit in the embodied
energy analysis. It assesses the
greenhouse gas emissions and the global
warming potential.

The Life Cycle Assessment results
which consider all environmental
impacts: human health, ecosystem,
and resources use.

Use this result as a guideline or a
rough estimation. It can be used to
compare other embodied energy
results in MJ unit that are assessed
from a similar approach.

Use this result for communicating with
the general public. It can be compared
with other embodied energy in kgCO2eq
unit.

Use this result as an ultimate value
for the environmental impact
assessment. It can be compared
with the full Life Cycle
Assessment.

Figure 7.3: How to interpret the embodied energy results.

7.3 Material and Product description
7.3.1 Fibre composite description
The description of the raw materials used in manufacturing of the fibre composites is summarised in
Table 7.4. These two raw materials which are fiberglass and plastic resins are equivalent to 95% of the
total ingredients. These raw materials are supplied by two suppliers from overseas. The transportation of
the raw materials from suppliers to Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty Ltd located in Queensland involves
road and water transportation. The transportation of the raw materials is presented in the last column of
Table 7.4.
Additionally, Table 7.4 presents the abbreviations of the raw material type ‘M’ and its transportation
‘M_T’ which are provided for later discussion in this chapter. As there are 14 suppliers involved in this
analysis, M1 to M2 and also M1_T1 to M2_T2 present in Table 7.4.
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Road and water transportation of raw material:
from a supplier to the factory, Wagners CTF Manufacturing
Pty Ltd (Wagn.)

Raw material
type

List of raw material

Region of
supplier

Fibre glass

M1

Asia and
overseas

Supplier

Resin

M2

Asia and
overseas

Supplier





*(M1)

(M1_T1)



*(M2)

 Factory
(M1_T2)


(M2_T1)

(Wagn.)

 Factory
(M2_T2)

(Wagn.)

Note: The abbreviations of ‘M’ and “M_T’ are provided for the discussion of Figure 7.8.
Raw material types (M), First transportation of the raw material (M_T1) and Second transportation of the raw material (M_T2
(Road transportation such as a truck) and

(Water transportation such as an Australian international shipping)

Table 7.4: Raw materials and the transportation of raw materials in making a kilogram of the fibre composite.

7.3.2 A power-pole cross-arm description
The cradle-to-grave analysis focuses on assessing the embodied energy of a power-pole cross-arm
measuring 2.5 linear metres. The dimension4 and weight of the 2.5 linear metres power-pole cross-arms
are:
•
•

Fibre composite (100×100×5.2mm) = 9.50 kg per 2.5 linear metre (3.8 kg per linear metre)
Hardwood timber (100×100)
= 26.38 kg per 2.5 linear metre

The hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm dimension was provided by Wagners CTF
Manufacturing Pty Ltd. The weight of hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm was calculated using the
hardwood density of 1055 kg/m3 and the density equation of.
Density = mass/volume  mass (kg) = 1055 kg/m3 × (0.1×0.1×2.5) m3 = 26.375 kg

7.4 Input Data
The input data of the cradle-to-grave analysis for the two power-pole cross-arms made from the fibre
composite and hardwood timber are presented in Tables 7.5 and 7.6 respectively. This input data was
derived from the scopes and assumptions in Section 7.2.2. Therefore, the input data of all life cycle stages

4

According to the input data from Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty Ltd., te fibre composite is a pultruded

square hollow section (SHS) where as the hardwood timber is a solid section.
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are presented in terms of a unit, the amount and the ‘material/process description’ which represents the
material and process types5.

Life cycle stage

Materials/Processes description

Unit

Amount

Database

Material: Fibre
composite

Fibre composite

kg

9.5

Multiply 1kg results
from the cradle-tofactory analysis by 9.5

Process: Pultrusion

Total energy for pultrusion process

kWh

28

Australian data 2007

5 steel connections (1 kilogram per
connection)

kg

5

Data archive

tkm

2.9

Australian data 2007

tkm

2.9

Australian data 2007

%

100

Australian data 2007

Usage: Installation
transportation

End-of-life: Disposal
transportation
End-of-life: 100%
landfill

Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U: (14.5 kg*200
km/1000)
Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U: (14.5 kg*200
km/1000)
Household waste: 100% landfill for
Fibre composite and 70% for steel
recycling
.

Table 7.5: Input data for 2.5 linear metres of a fibre composite power-pole cross-arm

5

In relation to this, the data sources for the input data of ‘Material/process description’ and ‘Amount’ are also

given in the last column of Tables 7.5 and 7.6for the reference of the database background.
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Life cycle stage

Materials/Processes description

Unit

Amount

Database

Material: Fibre
composite

Sawn Hardwood

kg

26.375

Multiply 1kg results
from the cradle-tofactory analysis by 9.5

kWh

0.06375

Australian data 2007

kg

5

Data archive

tkm

5.275

Australian data 2007

kg

26.375

min

0.06375

Australian data 2007
ESU-ETH 96 and
Australian data 2007

kg

5

Data archive

tkm

6.275

Australian data 2007

Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
(31.375kg×200km/1000)

tkm

6.275

Australian data 2007

Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U

tkm

6.275

Australian data 2007

Process: Cutting

Usage: Installation
transportation

Usage: Replacing new
crossarm at the 20th
year

Disposal transportation
for the first set of
cross-arm at the 20th
year
Disposal transportation
for the second set of
cross-arm at the 40th
year

Power saw for cutting the end of sawn
wood
5 steel connections (1 kilogram per
connection)
Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
(14.5kg×200km/1000)
Sawn Hardwood
Power saw for cutting the end of sawn
wood
5 steel connections (1 kilogram per
connection)
Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U:
(31.375kg×200km/1000)

Household waste: 100% landfill
End-of-life:

for Fibre composite and sawn
hardwood, 70% for steel recycling

%

100

Australian

data

2007

Table 7.6: Input data for 2.5 linear metres of a hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm.

7.5 Embodied Energy Results
7.5.1 Cradle-to-factory results and discussion
The cradle-to-factory analysis was carried out by using the Life Cycle Assessment method to assess
the embodied energy of the raw materials that are comprised in a kilogram of the fibre composite as
presented in Figure 7.4. This assessment produced the embodied energy results in three different
environmental aspects. They are the primary energy consumption, the greenhouse gas emissions and the
total environmental impacts or a single score. These results are expressed in a unit of MJeq per kg, kg CO2eq
per kg and points per kg respectively. These charts display the results in terms of the raw material
extraction and the transportation of the raw materials from suppliers to Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty
Ltd as depicted in Table 7.4. The last bar of the charts gives the total results of the two main embodied
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energy sources which are the sum of the raw material extraction and the transportation of the raw
materials.

Raw material Transportation to a factory
Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of the pultruded fibre
composite to making a power-pole cross-

Figure 7.4: Two main embodied energy sources of the cradle-to-factory analysis

The total results of these two embodied energy sources are also provided in the last bar of Figures
7.5 (a) to (c). On the whole, the raw materials for a kilogram of fibre composite give a total embodied
energy results of 14 MJeq per kg, 0.6 kg CO2eq per kg and 0.08 points per kg.
These results consist of 89% to 94% from the raw material extraction and 6% to 11% from the
transportation of the raw materials as labelled in Figure 7.5. The distinct contributions of the two embodied
energy sources are clearly revealed. The finding suggests that the embodied energy of the fibre composite
can be reduced in two different directions.
The first direction is to reduce the high embodied energy of the raw material extraction by using
alternative raw materials with low embodied energy. The second direction is to be selective in choosing
the suppliers in order to ensure low embodied energy in their delivery transportation. Ideally, the first
direction would be the best option as it can reduce the embodied energy dramatically by changing some of
the raw materials as the raw material extraction actually contributes a large portion in the total embodied
energy result.
However, it requires further research and development in finding an alternative or a new raw
material which requires further investment of the supporting systems. Therefore, this direction can only be
targeted as a long term product development plan. In practice, the second direction would be more
attractive as it is a fast and a simple approach which requires only a careful consideration in selecting the
suppliers. For instance, the selected suppliers should supply the raw materials that are manufactured
locally or require less energy-intensive transportation system for transporting the raw materials.
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16

14.26

13.27

14

MJeq per kg

12
10
8

100%

93%

6
4
2

0.99
7%


0

Extraction energy

Transportation of
raw materials
Cradle-to-factory activities

Total

(a) Primary energy consumption results in MJeq per kg
0.57

0.6
0.51

kg CO2eq per kg

0.5
0.4
0.3

100%

89%
0.2
0.1

0.06
11%

0

Extraction energy Transportation of
raw materials
Cradle-to-factory activities

Total

(b) Greenhouse gas emission results in kg CO2eq per kg
0.09
0.08

0.08

0.07

points per kg

0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04

100%

94%

0.03
0.02
0.01
0

6%


0.01

Extraction energy Transportation of
raw materials
Cradle-to-factory activities

Total

(c) Total environmental impacts results in points per kg
Figure 7.5: Cradle-to-factory results for the fibre composites of Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty Ltd.

To enhance the implementation of these suggestions, Figure 7.6 explicitly presents the embodied
energy for each raw material and its corresponding transportation method. These results are produced from
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the detailed input data such as the MSDs and the actual location of the suppliers for all raw materials
provided by Wagners CTF Manufacturing Pty Ltd.
Figure 7.6 reveals that the embodied energy of the fibre composite from Wagners CTF
Manufacturing Pty Ltd was dominated by the combination of several raw materials which originated from
overseas suppliers. As a result, a number of hot spots which are the raw materials or the suppliers that have
significantly high values are revealed in Figure 7.6.
In this occasion, the raw material (M2) contributes the most followed by the raw material (M1)
whereby the obvious hot spots of the supplier’s transportation are the transportations of the raw materials
(M1) and (M14). Similarly, these higher contributions of the embodied energy for the transportation
methods were observed with notable reasons. Since these raw materials were required in high quantities,

0.078

M2_T1

0.047

M1_T2

TRANSPORTATION OF RAW
MATERIALS

M2_T2

0.293

M1_T1

0.577

M2

7.082

M1

6.183
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

RAW MATERIAL
EXTRACTION

Raw material extraction and transportation
of suppliers (MJeq/kg)

they needed to be imported from overseas. Therefore a combination of transportation types was utilised.

Embodied energy results of the cradle-to-factory analysis
Note:Raw material types (M), First transportation of the raw material (M_T1), Second transportation of the raw material (M_T2)

Figure 7.6: The detailed embodied energy results (MJeq/kg) of the cradle-to-factory analysis which displays types and
transportation of raw materials

Consequently, these hot spots can be minimised and eliminated by approaching the following
recommendations.
•

Change the suppliers of the raw material (M1) and (M2) to local manufacturers.

•

Improve the transportation system by avoiding to use the road transportation for a long
distance.

•

Change the transportation types by leaning towards the water and rail transportation
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7.5.2 Cradle-to-grave Results and Discussion
As in the cradle-to-grave analysis, the Life Cycle Assessment method was used to assess the
embodied energy of the whole life cycle of a 2.5 linear metres fibre composite power-pole cross-arm and a
2.5 linear metres hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm as shown in Figure 7.7. This assessment
produced two embodied energy results and the total environmental impact result. They are the primary
energy consumption, the greenhouse gas emissions and the total environmental impacts. These results are
expressed in a unit of MJeq per power-pole cross-arm, kg CO2eq per power-pole cross-arm and points per
power-pole cross-arm respectively.

Life cycle stage of a 2.5 linear metres power-pole cross-arm

Materials*
Manufacturing process
Usage
End-of-life
Materials*Manufacturing processUsageEnd-of-life

Figure 7.7: The life cycle stages of a 2.5 linear metres power-pole cross-arm (the photo was taken from
www.wagner.com.au)

In this section, the three results of the two power-pole cross-arms are presented in Figures 7.8 to
7.10. These charts display the results in terms of the life cycle stages which are the materials,
manufacturing process, usage and end-of-life stages as illustrated in Figure 7.7. The last bar of the charts
gives the total result of the two power-pole cross-arms which are the sum of the four life cycle stages. The
blue bar presents the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm and the green bar shows the fibre composite
power-pole cross-arm.
Figure 7.8 presents the embodied energy results from the perspective of the primary energy
consumption which was assessed by the Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04 method as introduced in
Section 7.2.2. The embodied energy of the power-pole cross-arms at the material life cycle stage are 282
MJeq per power-pole cross-arm for the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm and 362 MJeq per powerpole cross-arm for the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm. This equates to a difference of 29% between
the two materials. The reason for this is due to the raw materials of the fibre composite came from overseas
such as Asia region where use different energy sources to generate the electricity. While, the hardwood
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timber was produced based on the milling process that uses hydro-electricity and no transportation was

MJeq per power-pole cross-arm

included in the database.

607

650
550
562

450
350

362
282

275

312

250
150
50
-50

0.1
Material

Process

7
Use

-31

-37

End-of-life

Total

Power-pole cross-arm life cycle stages
Hardwood timber

Glass reinforced plastic

Figure 7.8: Comparison of embodied energy results for the power–pole cross-arms in a unit of MJeq.

Nevertheless, the advantage of the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm is found at the usage stage
in Figure 7.8 where 98% of the fuel consumption is saved during the installation and maintenance
activities as this power-pole cross-arm is lighter than the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm.
Nevertheless, the shortcoming of the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm is in the manufacturing process
where its embodied energy is considerably higher than the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm.
However, the end-of-life or the disposal life cycle stage of the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm
performs better than the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm. This was because the fibre composite
power-pole cross-arm was assumed to last for 40 years whereby the hardwood timber power-pole crossarm was assumed to last for 20 years. As a result, the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm required two
sets of the power-pole cross-arm and the five steel connections during the life span of 40 years. Therefore,
the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm consumed twice as much as materials which double the amount
of waste went into the disposal process. Therefore, the embodied energy of the hardwood timber powerpole cross-arm at this stage is -31 MJeq whereas the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm gains an
embodied energy value of -38 MJeq. These two negative results indicate that energy is gained back from
the recycling process by 31 MJeq and 367 MJeq respectively from the 70% recycling for the steel
connections and 100% landfill process for fibre composite and sawn hardwood.
Overall, the total embodied energy results for the life cycle of the hardwood timber power-pole
cross-arm is 562.45 MJeq per linear metre. The embodied energy of the fibre composite is 607 MJeq per
power-pole cross-arm. Figure 7.8 shows that the embodied energy for the life cycle of a 2.5 linear metres
power-pole cross-arm can be increased slightly by 8% when it is fabricated from the fibre composite
instead of the sawn hardwood. This slightly increase occurs at the material and manufacturing process
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stages and is due to the embodied energy during the material stage being 59% higher for the fibre
composite power-pole cross-arm than that of the sawn hardwood.
Figure 7.9 presents the embodied energy results from the perspective of greenhouse gas emissions.
These results were assessed by the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 as presented in Section 7.2.2. The
embodied energy of the power-pole cross-arms at the material life cycle stage are 114 kg CO2eq per powerpole cross-arm for the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm and 25 kg CO2eq per power-pole cross-arm
for the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm. The difference between the two materials equates to a
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 78%. The main contribution of this high impact in using the
hardwood timber is due to the sawn hardwood has taken into account of the carbon sinks which is when

kg CO2eq per power-pole crossarm

trees or forest helps to remove CO2 from the atmosphere1.
300
250
250

200
150

116

114

100
50

52
25

0
-50

Material

0.0

27

Process

0.4
Use

-1
20
End-of-life

Total

Power-pole cross-arm life cycle stages
Hardwood timber

Glass reinforced plastic

Figure 7.9: Comparison of the embodied energy results of the power-pole cross-arm in a unit of kg CO2eq.

An obvious advantage of the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm is also found at the usage stage
in Figure 7.9 where there is a significant reduction in greenhouse gas emissions during the installation and
replacement activities. This is due to the weight of the fibre composite per power-pole cross-arm is lighter
than the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm. Therefore, the truck will use less fuel in transporting it to
the desired destination. Moreover, as there was no replacement activity required for the fibre composite
power-pole cross-arm, significantly amount of materials and energy are reduced from the second set of the
power-pole cross-arm which was made by the sawn hardwood. Nevertheless, the shortcoming of the fibre
composite power-pole cross-arm is in the manufacturing process where its embodied energy is 26.93%
slightly higher than the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm.
However, the end-of-life or the disposal life cycle stage of the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm
performs slightly better than the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm. The embodied energy for the

1

The sawn hardwood is based on the Australia Data 2007 database from the Life Cycle Assessment software,

SimaPro 7.1.8 software. For this particular case, it is assumed that 1.14 kg CO2 sunk per tonne of wood production.
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fibre composite power-pole cross-arm at this stage is -0.53 kg CO2eq. This indicates that energy is gained
back from the steel recycling process by 0.53 kg CO2eq. The hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm has 20
kg CO2eq.
Overall, the total embodied energy results for the life cycle of the hardwood timber power-pole
cross-arm is 245 kg CO2eq per power-pole cross-arm whereby the embodied energy of the fibre composite
is 52 kg CO2eq per power-pole cross-arm. Figure 7.9 shows that the embodied energy for the life cycle of a
2.5 linear metres power-pole cross-arm can be reduce by 79% when it is fabricated from the fibre

points per power-pole cross-arm

composite instead of the hardwood timer.
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10
8

7.0
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Power-pole cross-arm life cycle stages
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Glass reinforced plastic

Figure 7.10: Comparison of the embodied energy results of the power-pole cross-arm in a unit of points.

This dramatic reduction occurs at the material and usage stages due to the embodied energy being
78% and 99.62% respectively higher for the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm than that of the fibre
composite.
Figure 7.10 presents the embodied energy results from the perspective of the total environmental
impacts using the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03 method as stated in Section 7.2.2. This is a
comprehensive Life Cycle Assessment analysis as it calculates the environmental impacts that have an
effect towards human health, the ecosystem quality and resource use. The calculation takes into account all
emission substances such as airbourne and waterbourne emissions. These impacts are then calculated into a
single score which is expressed in a unit of points.
The embodied energy of the power-pole cross-arms at the material life cycle stage are 7 points per
power-pole cross-arm for the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm and 2 points per power-pole crossarm for the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm. This 68% increase for the hardwood timber power-pole
cross-arm is due to the fact that the hardwood timber was based on the transforming forest and cutting
timber from forest scenario. Therefore, it has a high environmental impact in terms of land use which
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affects the ecosystem quality in terms of reducing the diversity of biodiversity in the ecosystem.
Moreover, a high amount of fuel is required for forest clear cutting activities.
Another advantage of the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm is found at the usage stage in Figure
7.10 where the environmental impacts are reduced by 99.7% during the installation and replacement
activities. This is due to the weight of the fibre composite per power-pole cross-arm is lighter than the
hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm. Therefore, the truck will use less fuel in transporting it to the
desired destination. Moreover, as there was no replacement activity required for the fibre composite
power-pole cross-arm, significantly amount of materials and energy are reduced from the second set of the
power-pole cross-arm which was made by the sawn hardwood.
Nevertheless, the shortcoming of the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm is in the manufacturing
process where its total environmental impact is 99.97% slightly higher than the hardwood timber powerpole cross-arm.
However, the end-of-life or the disposal life cycle stage for the fibre composite power-pole crossarm performs better than the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm by 17%. This was because an
assumption was made that 70% of the steel could be recycled, whereas the fibre composite power-pole
cross-arm was assumed as 100% landfill. Therefore, the total environmental impact for the hardwood
timber power-pole cross-arm at this stage is -0.1 points and the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm
gains the total environmental impact of -0.12 point. This indicates that energy is gained back from the
recycling process by 0.1 and 0.12 point respectively from the recycling process of the steel connections
and the landfill process for the fibre composite and sawn hard wood.
Overall, the total environmental impact results for the life cycle of the hardwood timber power-pole
cross-arm is 14 points per power-pole cross-arm compared to the total environmental impact of the fibre
composite which is 3 points per power-pole cross-arm. Figure 7.10 shows that the embodied energy for the
life cycle of a 2.5 linear metres power-pole cross-arm can be reduced by 77% when it is fabricated from
the fibre composite instead of the sawn hardwood. This substantial reduction occurs at the material and
usage stages of the power-pole cross-arms is due to the embodied energy being 78% and nearly a 100%
higher for the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm than that of the fibre composite power-pole crossarm.
According to the results presented in Figures 7.8 to 7.10, a power-pole cross-arm manufactured from
fibre composite and measuring 2.5 linear metres has a significantly lower embodied energy value than a
hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm of the same length. The gained benefits in making a power-pole
cross-arm out of fibre composite rather than sawn hardwood are described in the following three points.
•

In terms of the energy consumption, a power-pole cross-arm that is made from fibre composite
may increase its energy consumption during its life cycle by up to 7%;
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A power-pole cross-arm that is made from fibre composite can reduce the amount of
greenhouse gases emitted into the atmosphere by 79% during its life cycle;

•

An power-pole cross-arm that is made from the fibre composite causes 77% less environmental
impacts that can effect human health, the ecosystem quality and resource use during its life
cycle.

On the whole, these benefits are mainly gained during the material stage of the power-pole crossarm life cycle. This is because the fibre composite uses significantly less extraction energy than one made
sawn hardwood. However, the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm has a higher embodied energy than
the hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm at the manufacturing process stage and the end-of-life stage
due to the different disposal options.

7.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses which assessed the
embodied energy for the raw materials of the fibre composite and the power-pole cross-arms that are made
from fibre composite and hardwood timber.
The methodology overview was presented by defining the scopes and assumptions of the input data
which was required for the calculation of the embodied energy analysis. The Life Cycle Assessment
method was selected to calculate the embodied energy of the raw materials and the two different powerpole cross-arms. This assessment produced the two embodied energy results and the full Life Cycle
Assessment result. They were the primary energy consumption, the greenhouse gas emissions and the total
environmental impacts.
These results were expressed in a unit of MJeq, kg CO2eq and points respectively. The MJeq and kg
CO2eq results were the generic embodied energy values, however these two units are only considered the
primary energy consumptions and the greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, the points results were
generated from the full Life Cycle Assessment which covers all emission substances that can affect the
environment in terms of human health, ecosystem and resource (fossil fuels and mineral) use.
Thereafter, the description of the raw materials and the two different power-pole cross-arms was
specified. Consequently, the input data of the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses was
determined on the basis of the scopes, assumptions and descriptions.
The embodied energy results of the cradle-to-factory analysis demonstrated that the raw materials of
a kilogram of fibre composite gave the embodied energy of 14 MJeq, 0.57 kg og CO2eq and 0.079 points
points. These results consist of 89.09% to 93.55% from the raw material extraction and 6% to 11% from
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the transportation of the raw materials. The suggestions for reducing the embodied energy of the fibre
composite were given in two different directions. They were using low embodied energy raw materials and
choosing the suppliers that use a delivery transportation method that has a low embodied energy.
Subsequently, a hot spots analysis was performed to identify the raw materials or the suppliers that
have significantly high embodied energy. The embodied energy of the raw materials (M2) is significantly
higher than the raw materials (M2). However, the opposite was true as the transportation of the raw
materials (M1) is considerably higher than the transportation of the raw materials (M2).

Some

recommendations were given such as change to local manufacturers and avoiding as practically as possible
the use of road transportation by leaning towards water and rail transportation.
The embodied energy and the total environmental impact results for the whole life cycle of a 2.5
linear metres fibre composite power-pole cross-arm and a 2.5 linear metres hardwood timber power-pole
cross-arm were assessed using the cradle-to-grave analysis. These results illustrated that the embodied
energy of the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm is considerably lower than the hardwood timber
power-pole cross-arm. This is owing to the significant reduction in energy needed to extract the raw
material during the material stage. Moreover, the fibre composite power-pole cross-arm is lighter than the
hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm, therefore, the fuel consumption to transport the material is
proportionally reduced during the installation phase of the usage stage. These advantages largely outweigh
the disadvantages of utilising pultruded fibre composite which came from a higher embodied energy value
during the manufacturing process stage and the end-of-life stage.
The embodied energy and the total environmental impact results of the two power-pole cross-arm
life cycles revealed that:
−

A power-pole cross-arm that is made from the fibre composite consumes 7% more energy
during its life cycle.

−

A power-pole cross-arm that is made from the fibre composite emits 79% less greenhouse
gases during its life cycle compared to a hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm.

−

A power-pole cross-arm that is made from the fibre composite has an environmental impact
which is 77% less than that of a hardwood timber power-pole cross-arm. This equates to a
lessening on the effects towards human health, the ecosystem quality and resource use during
its life cycle.
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CHAPTER 8
BOEING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY AUSTRALIA– EMBODIED ENERGY OF
AIRCRAFT HINGE FITTING

8.1 Introduction
Aircraft hinge fittings are traditionally made of conventional metals such as titanium which are
commonly fabricated by the cold-transforming process. This is due to the fact that they have the required
mechanical and physical properties such as their stiffness, strength and lightness.
Alternatively, Boeing Research and Technology Australia manufactures aircraft hinge fittings that
are made of a composite material which is a carbon fibre composite. The material has similar properties to
that of an aircraft hinge fitting made from titanium. However, it differs in that it is lighter and has a lower
material cost.

Figure 8.1: Aircraft.

Ultimately, the material selection for an aircraft hinge fitting depends on the structural integrity, the
capital investment and environmental requirement of the application. The carbon fibre composite does
have some physical and economical advantages over the traditional materials. However, in terms of their
environmental performance, it is not so clear and therefore this project aimed to quantify the embodied
energy of the carbon fibre aircraft hinge fitting manufactured by Boeing Research and Technology
Australia.
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To quantify the environmental impact, many environmental assessment methods have been
developed including the embodied energy and Life Cycle Assessment analysis. The embodied energy
analysis is commonly used as an ecological impact which is derived from the energy consumption during
the manufacturing process of the materials2. The common units of the embodied energy are MJ (Mega
joule) and kg CO2eq (kilogram of carbon dioxide equivalent). Life Cycle Assessment is a widely used
method in calculating the environmental impact of a product life cycle which includes not only the material
stage but also the manufacturing process, usage and end-of-life stages.
Therefore, this chapter aims to assess the embodied energy and the environmental impact of the raw
materials that are used to make a kilogram of carbon fibre composite from Boeing Research and
Technology Australia. Moreover, the embodied energy analysis is used to compare an aircraft hinge fitting
made from two different materials, namely carbon fibre composite and the cold-formed titanium. Life
Cycle Assessment is used as a tool to calculate the embodied energy of a kilogram of carbon fibre
composite and the two different aircraft hinge fittings.
Cradle-to-factory3 analysis is used in this chapter to determine the embodied energy and the total
environmental impacts of the raw materials required to make a kilogram of the carbon fibre composite.
This material is used by Boeing Research and Technology Australia to produce an aircraft hinge fitting. In
addition, cradle-to-grave analysis is employed to compare the embodied energy and the total
environmental impacts of the life cycle of an aircraft hinge fittings, which are made of the carbon fibre
composite and the cold-formed titanium. Theoretically, cradle-to-grave analysis is an assessment of a
product life cycle including raw material extraction, manufacturing process, usage, transportation and endof-life.

The outline of this chapter is as follows:

2

•

Methodology overview of the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses

•

General scopes and assumptions of the analyses

Lawson, B, 1996, Building Materials Energy and the Environment, the Royal Australian Institute of Architects,

Canberra, Australia.
3

Technically, the cradle-to-factory (gate) analysis is commonly defined as “an assessment of a partial product

life cycle from manufacture ('cradle') to the factory gate before it is transported to the consumer” (Reference: Moreno,
A., 2008, The DEPUIS HANDBOOK Chapter 4: Methodology of Life Cycle Assessment, Accessed: October 2009,
http://www.depuis.enea.it/dvd/website.html). However, cradle-to-factory analysis in this project is specified as the
embodied energy incurred during the raw material extraction and the transportation from suppliers to manufacturers.
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•

Description of a kilogram of carbon fibre composite

•

Description of an aircraft hinge fitting that is made from carbon fibre composite and coldformed titanium

•

Input data of the analyses

•

Cradle-to-factory results and discussion: the embodied energy of the raw materials require to
make a kilogram of carbon fibre composite

•

Cradle-to-grave results and discussion: the comparison between an aircraft hinge fittings that
is made from the carbon fibre composite and the cold-formed titanium.

•

Conclusion is drawn in the last section of the chapter

8.2 Methodology Overview
8.2.1 Embodied energy analysis
In this study, the embodied energy analysis of an aircraft hinge fitting comprises of cradle-tofactory and cradle-to-grave analyses as shown in Figure 8.3. These analyses employ the Life Cycle
Assessment method to assess the environmental impacts of all life cycle stages as shown in Figure 8.3. The
methodology of these two analysis methods is described briefly as follows.

Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of the carbon-fibre composite
to making an aircraft hinge fitting

Life cycle stage of an aircraft hinge fitting

Raw material Transportation to a factory

Materials*Manufacturing processUsageEnd-of-life
[1]

CRADLE-TO-FACTORY

CRADLE-TO-GRAVE

Figure 8.3: Scopes of the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses

The methodology of these two analysis methods are described briefly as follows. Firstly, the cradleto-factory analysis assesses the embodied energy in making 1 kilogram of the carbon fibre composite as
presented in the left portion of Figure 8.3. This analysis focuses on two main embodied energy sources.
They are the raw material extraction and the transportation of raw materials from the supplier to a factory,
i.e. Boeing Research and Technology Australia. The asterisk sign next to the word ’Materials’ in Figure
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8.3 indicates that the embodied energy result from this analysis will be used as the input data for the
materials stage in the next analysis.
Secondly, the cradle-to-grave analysis as shown in Figure 8.3 calculates the life cycle of an aircraft
hinge fitting which made of carbon fibre composite. For comparison purposes this analysis technique is
also performed on a titanium aircraft hinge fitting with the same dimension. The life cycle stages of these
products are presented on the right hand side of Figure 8.3 where:

−

The materials stage is the total raw materials that are used in making the aircraft hinge
fittings;

−

The manufacturing process stage comprises the processes involved in making the aircraft
hinge fitting.

−

The usage stage consists of the activities that occur after the aircraft hinge fitting is
manufactured i.e. the installation and maintenance activities, until the product is disposed of.

−

The end-of-life stage is the disposal scenario which includes the transportation of the aircraft
hinge fittings to the disposal site and the disposal process.

Finally, the embodied energy results from the cradle-to-factory analysis are discussed and the hot
spots identified. For this project a hot spot is defined as the raw materials and/or suppliers which have a
high contribution to the embodied energy results. The hot spots analysis was conducted in order to make
further suggestions in order to minimise or eliminate the identified raw materials and/or suppliers.
Subsequently, the embodied energy results from the cradle-to-grave analysis of the an aircraft hinge fitting
which made of carbon fibre composite are analysed and compared with the life cycle of the titanium
aircraft hinge fitting.

8.2.2 Scopes and assumptions of the embodied energy analysis
This section presents Tables 8.1 and 8.2 to clarify the scopes and assumptions that were made for the
cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses. Table 8.1 provides the main scope of the cradle-to-factory
analysis which focuses in quantifying the embodied energy of the raw materials in making a kilogram of
the carbon fibre composite. Subsequently, the scopes of the input data that are associated with the raw
material extraction and their transportation are given in Table 8.1. Furthermore, Table 8.1 shows the data
sources that are used to make the assumptions for the input data of the cradle-to-factory analysis. Overall,
the input data in terms of the quantities and the types of materials and transportation were provided by
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Boeing Research and Technology Australia. The rest of the data was obtained by using further literature
reviews and the libraries from the database of the LCA software, SimaPro 7.1.8.
For instance, the input data for the amount of raw material was based on the information which was
provided by Boeing Research and Technology Australia. The material types were assumed using the
Australian Data 2007 (AU) library and the distance of the transportation of raw materials was found using
the online maps provided by Google. Similarly, Table 8.2 presents the scopes of the cradle-to-grave
analysis for the life cycle of the two aircraft hinge fittings. The life cycle input data in terms of the
quantities and types are assumed based on the data sources as shown in the table.
CRADLE-TO-FACTORY
Scope: To quantify the embodied energy of the raw materials in making 1 kilogram of the carbon fibre reinforced plastic.
Input data
Material life cycle stage

Amount of the raw materials used in making 1 kilogram of the carbon fibre reinforced
plastic.
Data sources
Scopes and assumptions

EX

Amount of raw materials (kg)



Material types



The locations of suppliers



Raw material extraction
Transportation of raw materials:
From: Suppliers
To:
Boeing Research and
Technology Australia
(Queensland)

ET

ID

IN







Distance (km): Measure by using the online maps
Transportation types

LR AU







Note:Boeing Research and Technology Australia (BR), Literature review (LR),the ‘Australia data 2007’(AU), the ‘Data archive’ (DA), the ‘ETHESU 96’ (ET), and the ‘IDEMAT2001’(ID) libraries are the databases from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Table 8.1: The scopes and assumptions of the cradle-to-factory analysis

It is worth highlighting the assumption for the material stage of the carbon fibre composite aircraft
hinge fitting in Table 8.2. The material stage has two embodied energy sources. They are the raw material
extraction and the transportation of those materials.
In this stage, the embodied energy of the aircraft hinge fitting is assumed to be calculated directly
from the embodied energy results of the cradle-to-factory analysis. The calculation is carried out by
multiplying the embodied energy results from the cradle-to-factory analysis with 20 kg per aircraft hinge
fitting. For instance, the embodied energy result of the raw material extraction from the cradle-to-factory
analysis is 367 MJeq per kg and the weight of the roof tile is 20 kg per aircraft hinge fitting. Therefore, the
embodied energy result for the material stage in this cradle-to-grave analysis is:
25 MJeq per kg × 20 kg per aircraft hinge fitting = 7,340 MJeq per aircraft hinge fitting
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In addition, the fuel consumption input data for the usage stage of the two air craft hinge fitting was
estimated on a basis of the operation empty weight as suggested by Boeing Research and Technology
Australia. This was assumed that the aircraft hinge fitting is part of the operation empty weight of the
Boeing 767-200ER, 184,000 lbs which has a average fuel consumption of 1,722 gallon per hour4. As a
result, the amount of fuel consumption for the carbon fibre and the titanium aircraft hinge fitting were
estimated as follows.

Carbon fibre aircraft hinge fitting:
41264.78 gallon = 1722

gallon
hours 44.09 lb (convertedfrom 20kg)
× 20000 flight × 5
×
hour
flight
184000lb

112513.8858 kg = 41264.78gallon × 3.785411784

litres 
kg 
×  0.7203

gallon 
litre  ker osene density

Titanium aircraft hinge fitting:
45391.26 gallon = 1722

gallon
hours 48.5016976807lb(converted from 22kg)
× 20000flight × 5
×
hour
flight
184000lb

123765.2744 kg = 45391.26gallon × 3.785411784

litres 
kg 
×  0.7203

gallon 
litre  ker osen density

The articulated truck was also assumed as the transportation method to the recycling plant at its endof-life stage.
Table 8.3 is given to clarify the scopes and the assumptions of the embodied energy calculation tool
which was selected for the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses. As a result, three Life Cycle
Impact Assessment methods from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software were selected as shown in the table. They
are the Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04, the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 and the Eco-Indicator
99 H/A version 2.03 methods.
Furthermore, Table 8.3 also summarises the calculation approach and the results of the three
methods for the cradle-to-factory and cradle-to-grave analyses. These methods generated the embodied
energy results for these analyses in the units of MJeq, kg CO2eq and points per kg as well as in units of MJeq,
kg CO2eq and points per aircraft hinge fitting. Therefore, Figure 8.4 is given to provide additional
information to aid in how to interpret these results. Additionally, the amount of six conventional air

4

http://www.boeing.com/ids/globaltanker/files/FuelConsReport.pdf
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pollutants as listed in Table 8.3 are as the total airbourne substances that are emitted during the cradle-tofactory and cradle-to-grave analyses.

CRADLE-TO-GRAVE
Scope: To analyse the embodied energy for the life cycle of the aircraft hinge fittings that made from carbon fibre reinforced
plastic and cold-formed titanium.

Life cycle stages
Material stage: Input
data for amount of the
raw materials per an
aircraft hinge fitting
Raw material
extraction
And
Transportation of raw
materials
From: A Supplier
To: Boeing
Research and
Technology Australia
Manufacturing
process: Input data

Usage: Input data
Installation
Usage: Input data
Operation

Scopes and assumptions
Carbon fibre aircraft hinge fitting:
- Carbon fibre reinforced plastic: 20 kg per aircraft
hinge fitting
Multiply the embodied energy results from the
cradle-to-factory analysis which is produced in the
unit of per kg with 20 kg per aircraft hinge fitting
Cold-formed titanium Aircraft hinge fitting:
- Titanium: 22 kg per aircraft hinge fitting using
400 kg of titanium
Distance:
- From the United State of America. Use the online
map to measure the distance (km)
By: Truck (single)-diesel, articulated truck for
freight and international shipping
Carbon fibre aircraft hinge fitting:
Amount: Total Electricity consumption
Energy type: Electricity in Victoria
Cold-formed titanium Aircraft hinge fitting:
- 400 kg is assumed to be cold-transformed.
- 378 kg is assumed to be the removed material by
the machining process.
Both aircraft hinge fittings:
Distance*: 25.4 km is assumed
By*: Light Commercial Vehicles (freight task)
Both aircraft hinge fittings:
Total fuel consumption of the 20 kg as part of the
operation empty weight, 184,000 lb of the Boeing 767200ER for 20,000 flights of 5 hour per flight at an
average fuel consumption of 1,722 gallon per hour
Fuel type: Kerosene, Aviation (Mobil oil Australia

Data sources
BE LR AU DA ET FR

ID

IN


























































ATSM4052 at 20 degree, kerosene density of 0.7203kg/litre)

End-of-life: Input data
Disposal
transportation
From: A customer
To: A disposal site

20kg of carbon fibre composite Aircraft hinge fitting:
Amount: 112,513.89 kg
22 kg of cold-formed titanium Aircraft hinge fitting:
Amount: 123,765.27 kg
Both aircraft hinge fittings:
Distance*: 200km
By*: Articulated truck for freight for the removed
material of 378kg and
Light Commercial Vehicles (freight task) for the
used aircraft hinge fitting
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End-of-life: Input data
Disposal scenarios

Carbon fibre aircraft hinge fitting:
Household waste: 100% landfill
Cold-formed titanium Aircraft hinge fitting:
Household waste: 100% recycling









LCEM

Note: *Arbitrary assumption is used a standard value for the ‘Composites: Calculating their Embodied Energy Study’ where 200 km was
suggested by one of the participant composite company. Boeing Research and Technology Australia (BE), Literature review (LR), the ‘Australia
data 2007’(AU), the ‘Data archive’ (DA) the ‘ETH-ESU 96’ (ET), the ‘Franklin USA 98’(FR), the ‘IDEMAT2001’(ID) and the ‘Industry Data 2.0’
libraries are the databases from the SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Table 8.2: Scopes and assumptions of the cradle-to-grave analysis.
EMBODIED ENERGY CALCULATION TOOL

Embodied Energy
Analysis

Scopes and Assumptions

Embodied energy
assessment tool

The Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods from the LCA software, SimaPro 7.1.8 software.

Selection of the Life Cycle
Impact Assessment methods

The selection of these methods was based on the generic embodied energy analysis which is
often based on the input-output model that is used to quantify the primary energy sources and
often expressed in MJ and in kg of CO2 units. In addition, as the two values from the
Cumulative energy demand version 1.04 and the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 methods only
represent the embodied energy in terms of the primary energy consumption and the impacts
from the climate change respectively. Therefore, the points value is also given. This value is
calculated from Life Cycle Assessment which considers the impacts on human health, the
ecosystem quality and resource use. The points value is calculated from the Eco-Indicator 99
H/A version 2.03 method.
LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT METHODS

Embodied Energy Results
Method

Cumulative energy demand
version 1.04 (CED1.04)

Calculation Approach
and unit

Calculation: Calculates the
embodied energy in terms of
the consumption of the
primary energy sources such
as fossil fuels, minerals,
renewable energy.

Cradle-to-factory

Cradle-to-grave

MJeq per kg

MJeq per
aircraft hinge
fitting

Unit: MJeq

IPCC GWP 100a version
1.00 (IPCC1.00)

Calculation: Calculates the
greenhouse gas emissions
which impact the global
warming.

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A
version 2.03 (EI992.03)

Carbon monoxide
(CO)
Carbon dioxide
(CO2)

kg CO2eq per kg

kg CO2eq per
aircraft hinge
fitting

Unit: kg CO2eq
Calculation: calculates as the
environmental performance
indicator as a single score.
This is a comprehensive Life
Cycle Assessment analysis
which considers human health,
the ecosystem quality and
resource use impacts.

Amount of
conventional air
pollutions

Nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)
Sulphur dioxide
(SO2)
Unspecified
particulate

points per kg

points per
aircraft hinge
fitting

Volatile organic
compounds (VOC)

Unit: points of a single score
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Table 8.3: The scopes and assumptions for the calculation tools and results of the embodied energy.

The embodied energy results
Cumulative energy demand version
1.04 (CED1.04)

IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00
(IPCC1.00)

Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version 2.03
(EI992.03)

Cradle-to-factory: MJeq per kg
Cradle-to-factory: kg CO2eq per kg
Cradle-to-factory: points per kg
Cradle-to-grave: MJeq per aircraft hinge Cradle-to-grave: kg CO2eq per aircraft hinge Cradle-to-grave: points per aircraft
fitting
fitting
hinge fitting

How to interpret the results
It is a common unit in the
embodied energy analysis. It
considers only the primary energy
consumption.

It is a common unit in the embodied
energy analysis. It assesses the
greenhouse gas emissions and the global
warming potential.

The Life Cycle Assessment results
which consider all environmental
impacts: human health, ecosystem,
and resources use.

Use this result as a guideline or a
rough estimation. It can be used to
compare other embodied energy
results in MJ unit that are assessed
from a similar approach.

Use this result for communicating with
the general public. It can be compared
with other embodied energy in kg CO2eq
unit.

Use this result as an ultimate value
for the environmental impact
assessment. It can be compared
with the full Life Cycle
Assessment.

Figure 8.4: How to interpret the embodied energy and the environmental impacts results.

8.3 Material and Product description
8.3.1 Carbon fibre composite description
The description of the raw materials used in manufacturing the carbon fibre reinforced plastic is
summarised in Table 8.4. The table presents the abbreviations of the raw material types ‘M’ which are M1
to M3 and its transportation ‘M_T’ which are M1_T1 to M3_T3.
Three main raw materials that constitute the carbon fibre reinforced plastic are resin (M3) and
carbon fabric (M1+M2) which is made of carbon fibre (M1) and nylon (M2). These raw materials are
supplied by four suppliers from Europe. The transportation of the raw materials from suppliers to Boeing
Research and Technology Australia located in Victoria involves road and water transportation. Therefore,
the transportation of the raw materials is presented in the last column of Table 8.4 for the four suppliers
involved in this analysis.
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Raw material
type

List of raw material

Region of
supplier

Carbon fibre
Nylon

M1 and M2

Europe

Carbon
fabric

Supplier (M1+M2)
fabricates M1 and
M2 into carbon
fabric (M1+2)

Europe

Resin

M3

Europe

LCEM

Road and water transportation of raw material:
from a supplier to the factory, Boeing Research and Technology
Australia (Exel.)
Supplier





*(M1 and M2)

Supplier



*(M1+2)

Supplier
*(M3)

Supplier

(M_T1)


(M1+ 2_T1)


(M1+2_T2)




(M3_T1)

(M1+2)

 Factory

(M1+2_T3)


(M3 _T2)

(Boei.)

 Factory
(M3_T3)

(Boei.)

Note: The abbreviations of ‘M’ and “M_T’ are provided for the discussion of Figure 8.8.
Raw material types (M), First transportation of the raw material (M_T1), Second transportation of the raw material (M_T2) and Third
transportation of the raw material (M_T3)
(Road transportation such as a truck) and

(Water transportation such as an Australian international shipping)

Table 8.4: Raw materials and the transportation of raw materials in making a kilogram of the carbon fibre reinforced plastic.

8.3.2 An aircraft hinge fitting description
The cradle-to-grave analysis focuses on assessing the embodied energy of an aircraft hinge fitting.
The weight of the aircraft hinge fittings are given by Boeing Research and Technology Australia which
are:
•
•

Carbon fibre composite = 20 kg per aircraft hinge fitting
Titanium
= 22 kg per aircraft hinge fitting

8.4 Input Data
The input data of the cradle-to-grave analysis for the two aircraft hinge fittings made from the
carbon fibre composite and the cold-formed titanium are presented in Tables 8.5 and 8.6 respectively. This
input data was derived from the scopes and assumptions in Section 8.2.2. Therefore, the input data of all
life cycle stages are presented in terms of a unit, the amount and the ‘material/process description’ which
represents the material and process types.5

5

. In relation to this, the data sources for the input data of ‘Material/process description’ and ‘Amount’ are also

given in the last column of Tables 8.5 and 8.8for the reference of the database background.
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Life Cycle stage

Material/process description

Unit

Amount

Data source

Material

Carbon fibre composite

kg

20

Multiply 1 kg results
from the cradle-tofactory analysis by 20

High voltage electricity in
Victoria

kWh

1,285.30

Australian Data 2007
LCI library

Fork Lift/AU U

hr

1.30

Australian Data 2007
LCI library

Usage: Installation
transportation

Light Commercial Vehicles
(freight task): 0.02 tonne×25.4
km

tkm

0.51

Australian Data 2007
LCI library

Usage: Operation

Kerosene, Aviation, at
consumer/AU U

kg

112,513.89

Australian Data 2007
LCI library

End-of-life: Disposal
transportation

Light Commercial Vehicles
(freight task): 0.02 tonne×200
km

tkm

4

Australian Data 2007
LCI library

End-of-life: Disposal
process

Landfill/AU U

%

100

Australian Data 2007
LCI library

Manufacturing process

Table 8.5: Input data of a carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting.

Life Cycle stage

Material/process description

Unit

Amount

Data source

Material: Raw materials

Titanium

kg

22

IDEMAT2001

Material: Transportation

Truck (single) diesel FAL (0.4×2395
km)

tkm

3.20

Franklin 96

Shipping, international freight/AU U
(0.4×23,600 km))

tkm

9440

Australian Data
2007 LCI library

Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U (0.4×27.4 km)

tkm

10.96

Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U (0.022×29.8 km)

tkm

0.66

Cold transforming process

kg

400

Machining steel DEEDI

kg

378

Usage: Installation
transportation

Light Commercial Vehicles (freight
task)/AU U : 0.022 tonne×24.5 km

tkm

0.5588

Usage: Operation

Kerosene, Aviation, at consumer/AU U

kg

123,765.27

Light Commercial Vehicles (freight
task): 0.022 tonne×200 km

tkm

4.40

Articulated truck freight,
customisable/AU U: 0.378 tonne×200
km

tkm

75.60

Recycling/AU U

%

100

Manufacturing process

End-of-life: Disposal
transportation

End-of-life: Disposal
process

Data Archive and
Australian Data
2007 LCI library
Australian Data
2007 LCI library

Table 8.6: The input data of a cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fitting.
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8.5 Embodied Energy Results
8.5.1 Cradle-to-factory results and discussion
The cradle-to-factory analysis was carried out by using the Life Cycle Assessment method to assess
the embodied energy of the raw materials of a kilogram of the carbon fibre composite as shown in Figure
8.8.

Raw material Transportation to a factory
Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of the carbon-fibre composite
to making an aircraft hinge fitting

Figure 8.7: Two main embodied energy sources of the cradle-to-factory analysis.

This assessment produced the embodied energy results which are the primary energy consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions. The total environmental impacts or a single score results are also given as a
full Life Cycle Assessment. These results are expressed in a unit of MJeq per kg, kg CO2eq per kg and
points per kg respectively. The charts in Figure 8.8 display the results in terms of the raw material
extraction and the transportation of the raw materials from suppliers to Boeing Research and Technology
Australia as depicted in Table 8.4. The last bar of the charts gives the total results of the two main
embodied energy sources which are the sum of the raw material extraction and the transportation of the
raw materials. The total results of these two embodied energy sources are also provided in the last bar of
Figures 8.8 (a) to (c). On the whole, the raw materials for a kilogram of carbon fibre composite provides
total embodied energy results of 315 MJeq, 10 kg CO2eq and 1.2 point.
The raw material extraction constitutes 98% to 99% of these results, whilst 1% to 2% comes from
the transportation of the raw materials as labelled in Figure 8.8. The distinct contributions of the two
embodied energy sources are clearly revealed. That is, that the embodied energy from the raw material
extraction is significantly higher than the embodied energy from the transportation. The finding suggests
that the embodied energy of the carbon fibre composite can be reduced in two different directions.
The first direction is to reduce the high embodied energy of the raw material extraction by using
alternative raw materials with low embodied energy. The second direction is to be selective in choosing
the suppliers in order to ensure low embodied energy in their delivery transportation.
Ideally, the first direction would be the best option as it can reduce the embodied energy
dramatically by changing some of the raw materials as the raw material extraction actually contributes a
large portion in the total embodied energy result. However, it requires further research and development in
finding an alternative or a new raw material which requires further investment of the supporting systems.
Therefore, this direction can only be targeted as a long term product development plan.
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In practice, the second direction would be more attractive as it is a fast and a simple approach which
requires only a careful consideration in selecting the suppliers. For instance, the selected suppliers should
supply the raw materials that are manufactured locally or require less energy-intensive transportation
system for transporting the raw materials.

350

311

315

99%

100%

MJeq per kg

300
250
200
150
100
50
1%

0

4

Raw material
Transportation of
extraction
raw materials
Cradle-to-gate activities

Total

(a) Primary energy consumption results in MJeq per kg
12

kg CO2eq per kg

10

10.09

9.86

8
6

98%

100%

4
2
2% 0.23

0
Raw material
extraction

Transportation of
raw materials
Cradle-to-gate activities

Total

(b) Greenhouse gas emission results in kg CO2eq per kg
1.4

points per kg

1.2

1.17

1.20

98%

100%

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
2% 0.02

0
Raw material
extraction

Transportation of
raw materials
Cradle-to-gate activities

Total

(c) Total environmental impacts results in points per kg
Figure 8.8: The cradle-to-factory results for the carbon fibre composite.

To enhance the implementation of these suggestions, Figure 8.9 explicitly presents the embodied
energy for each raw material and its corresponding transportation method. These results are produced from
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the detailed input data such as the MSDs and the actual location of the suppliers for all raw materials
provided by Boeing Research and Technology Australia. Raw materials (M1) to (M3) represent different
types
Figure 8.9 reveals that the embodied energy of the carbon fibre composite from Boeing Research
and Technology Australia was dominated by the combination of several raw materials which originated
from overseas suppliers. As a result, a number of hot spots which are the raw materials or the suppliers that
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have significantly high values are revealed in Figure 8.9.

Cradle-to-factory results (MJeq per kg)
Note:Raw material types (M), First transportation of the raw material (M_T1), Second transportation of the raw material (M_T2), Third
transportation of the raw material (M_T3), Fourth transportation of the raw material (M_T4)

Figure 8.9: The detailed embodied energy results (MJeq per kg) of the cradle-to-factory analysis which displays types and
transportation of raw materials.

In this occasion, the raw material (M1) contributes the most followed by the raw material (M) and
(M2) whereby the obvious hot spots of the supplier’s transportation are the transportations of the raw
materials (M1+2) and (M3). Similarly, these higher contributions of the embodied energy for the
transportation methods were observed with notable reasons. Since these raw materials were required in
high quantities, they needed to be imported from overseas. Therefore a combination of transportation types
was utilised which were the road and water transportation. As shown in Figure 8.9, the transportation of
the raw material (M1+M2_T2) and (M3_T2) are relatively high due to the long distance shipping distance
from Germany to Melbourne. At the same time, some of the raw materials also needed to be transported on
road over a significantly long distance i.e. the transportation of raw material (M1_T1) from Switzerland to
Germany and the transportation of raw material (M1+2_T1) from different cities in Germany.
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Consequently, these hot spots can be minimised and eliminated by approaching the following
recommendations.
•

Change the raw material (M1) and (M3) to alternative materials which have lower embodied
energy in their raw material extraction.

•

Change the suppliers of the raw material (M1) and (M3) to local manufacturers. This is
because they came from Europe and also involved in the long distance travel by the road
transportation.

•

Improve the transportation system by avoiding to use the road transportation for a long
distance.

•

Change the transportation types by leaning towards the water and rail transportation.

8.5.2 Cradle-to-grave Results and Discussion
As in the cradle-to-grave analysis, the Life Cycle Assessment method was used to assess the
embodied energy of the whole life cycle of a carbon fibre and a cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fittings
as shown in Figure 8.10. This assessment produced the two embodied energy results and the full Life
Cycle Assessment result. They are the primary energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions and total
environmental impacts or a single score. These results are expressed in a unit of MJeq per aircraft hinge
fitting, kg CO2eq per aircraft hinge fitting and points per aircraft hinge fitting respectively.
In this section, the three results of the two aircraft hinge fittings are presented in the bar charts in
Figures 8.11 to 8.13. Each figure provides two bar charts which represent the embodied energy results for
with and without the operation process during its life span of 20,000 flights. These charts display the
results in terms of the life cycle stages which are the materials, manufacturing process, usage and end-oflife stages as illustrated in Figure 8.10. The last bar of the charts gives the total results of the two aircraft
hinge fittings which are the sum of the four life cycle stages. The blue bar presents the cold-formed
titanium aircraft hinge fitting and the red bar shows the carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting.

Raw material Transportation to a factory
Raw materials for making
1 kilogram of the carbon fibre reinforced
plastic to making an aircraft hinge fitting

Figure 8.10: Life cycle stages of an aircraft hinge fitting.
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Figure 8.11: Embodied energy of the two aircraft hinge fittings in a unit of MJeq.

Charts in Figure 8.11 presents the embodied energy results in the primary energy consumption
perspective which was assessed by the Cumulative energy demand version 1.04 (CED1.04) method as
introduced in Section 8.2.2. Figure 8.11 (b) reveals that the embodied energy of the aircraft hinge fittings
at the material life cycle stage are 284,912 MJeq for the cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fitting and
7,290 MJeq for the carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting. This 98% of reduction is due to the fact
that titanium requires a relatively high energy during the extraction process.
Another advantage of the carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting is found at the usage stage in
Figure 8.11 (a) where 9% of the fuel consumption is saved during the installation and operation activities
as this aircraft hinge fitting is lighter than the cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fitting. Nevertheless, the
shortcoming of the carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting is in the manufacturing process where its
embodied energy is considerably higher than the cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fitting by 94%.
However, the end-of-life or the disposal life cycle stage of the cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge
fitting performs better than the carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting as can be observed in Figure
8.11 (b). This is because titanium was assumed as 100% recycling, whereas the carbon fibre composite
aircraft hinge fitting was assumed as 100% landfill. Therefore, the embodied energy of the cold-formed
titanium aircraft hinge fitting at this stage is -265,260 MJeq. This indicates the gaining energy back from
the recycling process by 265,260 MJeq. The carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting gains an embodied
energy of 245 MJeq from the landfill process.
Overall, the total embodied energy results for the life cycle of the cold-formed titanium aircraft
hinge fitting is 8.7 million MJeq whereby the embodied energy of the carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge
fitting is 7.9 million MJeq. Figure 8.11 (a) shows that the embodied energy of the life cycle of an aircraft
hinge fitting can reduce significantly by 9% when it is fabricated from the carbon fibre composite instead
of the cold-formed titanium. The dramatic reduction is due to the embodied energy at the material and
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usage stages of the cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fitting which are markedly 98% and 9%
respectively higher than the carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting.
Figures 8.12 (a) and (b) presents the embodied energy results in the greenhouse gas emission
perspective. These results were assessed by the IPCC GWP 100a version 1.00 (IPCC1.00) as presented in
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Figure 8.12 Embodied energy results of the two aircraft hinge fittings in a unit of kg CO2eq.

The embodied energy of the aircraft hinge fittings in Figure 8.12 (b) at the material life cycle stage
are 18,290 kg CO2eq for the cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fitting. Furthermore, 202 kg CO2eq for the
carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting. This 99% of reduction is due to the fact that titanium requires
relatively high energy during the extraction process, therefore the emissions of the greenhouse gases are
subsequently high. Another advantage of the carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting is found at the
usage stage in Figure 8.12 (a) where 9% of the greenhouse gas emissions is reduced during the installation
activities as the aircraft hinge fitting is lighter than the cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fitting.
Nevertheless, the shortcoming of the carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting is in the manufacturing
process where its embodied energy is considerably higher than the cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge
fitting by 94%.
However, the end-of-life or the disposal life cycle stage of the cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge
fitting performs better than the carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting. This is because titanium was
assumed as 100% recycling, whereas the carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting was assumed as
100% landfill. Therefore, the embodied energy of the cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fitting at this
stage is -16,977 kg CO2eq. This indicates the gaining energy back from the recycling process by 16,977 kg
CO2eq. The carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting gains an embodied energy of 23 kg CO2eq from the
landfill process.
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Overall, the total embodied energy results for the life cycle of the cold-formed titanium aircraft
hinge fitting is 100,987 kg CO2eq whereby the embodied energy of the carbon fibre composite is 92,498 kg
CO2eq. Figure 8.12 (a) shows that the embodied energy of the life cycle of an aircraft hinge fitting can
reduce significantly by 8.4% when it is fabricated from the carbon fibre composite instead of the coldformed titanium. The dramatic reduction is due to the embodied energy at the material and the usage stages
of the titanium is markedly 99% and 9% respectively higher than the carbon fibre composite.
Figures 8.13 (a) and (b) presents the total environmental impacts using the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A
version 2.03 method as stated in Section 8.2.2. This is a full Life Cycle Assessment analysis which
calculates all emissions including airbourne, waterbourne, soil and any wastes into the environmental
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Figure 8.13: Embodied energy results of the two aircraft hinge fittings in a unit of points.

These impacts are then calculated into a single score which is expressed in points unit. The total
environmental impact of the aircraft hinge fittings at the material life cycle stage are 794 points for the
cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fitting and 24 points for the carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge
fitting. This 97% of reduction as can be seen in Figure 8.13 (b) is due to the fact that titanium requires
relatively high energy during the extraction process therefore high emission substances which causes high
environmental impacts.
Another advantage of the carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting is found at the usage stage in
Figure 8.13 (a) where 9% of the environmental impacts is reduced during the installation and operation
activities as the aircraft hinge fitting is lighter than the cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fitting.
Nevertheless, the shortcoming of the carbon fibre aircraft hinge fitting is in the manufacturing process as
shown in Figure 8.13 (b) where its embodied energy is considerably higher than the cold-formed titanium
aircraft hinge fitting by 95%.
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However, the end-of-life or the disposal life cycle stage of the cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge
fitting performs better than the carbon fibre aircraft hinge fitting. This is because titanium was assumed as
100% recycling, whereas the carbon fibre aircraft hinge fitting was assumed as 100% landfill. Therefore,
the total environmental impact of the cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fitting at this stage is -728 points.
This indicates the gaining energy back from the recycling process by 728 points. The carbon fibre aircraft
hinge fitting gains the total environmental impact of 1 point from the landfill process.
Overall, the total environmental impact results for the life cycle of the cold-formed titanium aircraft
hinge fitting is 12,547 points whereby the embodied energy of the carbon fibre aircraft hinge fitting is
11,412 points. Figures 8.13 (a) and (b) show that the embodied energy of the life cycle of an aircraft hinge
fitting can reduce significantly by 9% when it is fabricated from the carbon fibre composite instead of the
cold-formed titanium. The dramatic reduction is due to the embodied energy at the material and usage
stages of the titanium aircraft hinge fitting are markedly 97% and 9% respectively higher than the carbon
fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting.
According to the results in Figures 8.11 to 8.13, a carbon fibre composite aircraft hinge fitting has a
significant lower environmental impacts than a cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fitting. The gained
benefits making an aircraft hinge fitting out of the carbon fibre reinforced plastic rather than the coldformed titanium are ascribed in the three results as follows.
First of all, in terms of the energy consumption, an aircraft hinge fitting that is made from the carbon
fibre composite can saved the energy consumption during its life cycle up to 9%. Secondly, in the
perspective of the greenhouse gas emissions, an aircraft hinge fitting that is made from the carbon fibre
composite can reduce the amount of greenhouse gases that are incurred during its life cycle by 8%. Lastly,
the total environmental impacts that can effect human health, the ecosystem quality and resource use are
reduced significantly by 9%.
On the whole, these benefits are mainly gain during the material and the usage stages of the aircraft
hinge fitting life cycle. This is because the carbon fibre reinforced plastic uses significantly less extraction
energy and fuel consumption than the cold-formed titanium. However, the carbon fibre aircraft hinge
fitting has a higher embodied energy and environmental impacts than the cold-formed titanium aircraft
hinge fitting at the manufacturing process stage and the landfill process of the end-of-life stage.
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8.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses which assessed the
embodied energy analysis of the raw materials of the carbon fibre and the aircraft hinge fittings that are
made from the carbon fibre reinforced plastic and cold-formed titanium.
The methodology overview was presented by defining the scopes and assumptions of the input data
which is required for the calculation of the embodied energy analysis. The Life Cycle Assessment method
was selected to calculate the embodied energy of the raw materials and the two different aircraft hinge
fittings. This assessment produced the two embodied energy results and the full Life Cycle Assessment
result. They were the primary energy consumption, the greenhouse gas emissions and the total
environmental impacts or a single score.
These results were expressed in a unit of MJeq, kg CO2eq and points respectively. The MJeq and kg
CO2eq results were the generic embodied energy values, however these two units are only considered the
primary energy consumptions and the greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, the points results were
generated from the full Life Cycle Assessment which covers all emission substances that can affect the
environment in terms of human health, ecosystem and resource (fossil fuels and mineral) use.
Thereafter, the description of the raw materials and the two different aircraft hinge fittings was
specified. Consequently, the input data of the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses was
determined on the basis of the scopes, assumptions and descriptions.
The results of the cradle-to-factory analysis demonstrated that the raw materials of a kilogram of
carbon fibre reinforced plastic consumes 315 MJeq, emits 10 kg CO2eq and has the total environmental
impact of 1.2 point as shown in Figure 8.8. The results are contributed by 98 to 99% from the raw material
extraction and 1% to 2% from the transportation of the raw materials. The suggestions for reducing the
embodied energy of the carbon fibre reinforced plastic were given in two different directions. They were
using low embodied energy raw material and choosing the suppliers that have low embodied energy in
their delivery transportation.
Subsequently, a hot spots analysis was performed to identify the raw materials or the suppliers that
have significantly high embodied energy. Whilst, the embodied energy of the raw materials (M1) and (M3)
are significantly higher than other raw materials, the transportation of the raw materials (M1+2) and (M3)
are also substantially high. Some recommendations were given such as change to local manufacturers and
avoiding to use the road transportation by leaning towards the water and rail transportation.
The embodied energy results for the whole life cycle of a carbon fibre aircraft hinge fitting and a
cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fitting were assessed from the cradle-to-grave analysis as shown in
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Figures 8.11 to 8.13. These results illustrated that the embodied energy of the carbon fibre aircraft hinge
fitting is significantly lower than the cold-formed titanium aircraft hinge fitting. This is owing to the
significant reduction of the raw material extraction during its material stage.
Moreover, the carbon fibre aircraft hinge fitting is lighter than the cold-formed titanium aircraft
hinge fitting, therefore, the fuel consumption is reduced proportionally during the installation
transportation and the operation of the usage stage. These advantages largely outweigh the disadvantages
which came from the higher embodied energy during its manufacturing process stage and the landfill
process during the end-of-life stage. To sum up, the total embodied energy results of the two aircraft hinge
fittings life cycle revealed that:
−

An aircraft hinge fitting that is made from the carbon fibre reinforced plastic uses 9% less
energy consumption during its life cycle.

−

An aircraft hinge fitting that is made from the carbon fibre reinforced plastic emits 8% less
amount of greenhouse gases that are incurred during its life cycle.

−

An aircraft hinge fitting that is made from the carbon fibre reinforced plastic causes 9% less
environmental impacts that can effect human health, the ecosystem quality and resource use
during its life cycle.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION

The Composites: Calculating their embodied energy study was a collaboration between the
Queensland Government - Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation (DEEDI),
seven composite product manufacturers, R&D, education and training, materials suppliers and the Life
Cycle Engineering & Management (LCEM) Research Group @ the University of New South Wales. The
project aimed at studying the embodied energy for the Cradle-to-factory and the entire life cycle of the
composite materials and products.
The expected outcome of the project was the material and energy flow of the six participant
companies for the cradle-to-factory analysis. Subsequently, the environmental impacts of the model were
analysed to produce the results in terms of MJeq per kg, kg CO2eq per kg and points per kg. Consequently,
thirteen case studies were further analysed for the cradle–to-grave analysis which are expressed in the unit
of the MJeq, kg CO2eq and single score points. The analysis from these case studies were used to compare
the whole life cycle analysis of the composite products with similar products produced from the
conventional materials for different applications. Therefore, the material life cycle stage was calculated
based on the 1 kilogram of the cradle-to-factory results which were multiplied with the total weight of the
product, down to the manufacturing process into a product which would then be installed, maintained and
disposed.
This report firstly presented the system description and the assumption of the cradle-to-factory and
the cradle–to-grave analyses. Secondly, the methodology of the embodied energy analysis elucidated on
the basis of the methodology overview, data collection approach and the material and energy flow model.
The Life Cycle Assessment analysis was employed to assess the embodied energy of the cradle-to-factory
and the cradle–to-grave analyses for the six companies. The Cumulative Energy Demand version 1.04
(CED 1.04), the IPCC 2007 GWP 100a version 1.00 (IPCC 1.00) and the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A version
2.03 (EI99 2.03) methods were the assessment tool from the LCA software, SimaPro 7.1.86. Subsequently,
the Life Cycle Assessment results were used to illustrate the cradle-to-factory analysis for the six
composite materials and the cradle-to-grave analysis for thirteen case studies. Moreover, the results of the
embodied energy analyses in terms of conventional air pollutants are provided in Appendix A. In addition
to this, a spreadsheet model was also developed for future applications and the technical manual of the

6

PRe consultants BV, "SimaPro," 7 ed. The Netherlands, 2006.
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material and energy flow spreadsheet model and the database background for the embodied energy
analysis are included in the last section of the appendices.
On the whole, the cradle-to-factory results of this project suggested that:
 The embodied energy of the cradle-to-factory analysis for the six composite materials in this
project is comprised of the extraction energy process and the transportation from suppliers to
the manufacturers. The cradle-to-factory results reveal that the predominant contributor to the
embodied energy of the fibre composites came from the energy required during the extraction
process.
 The extraction energy of the raw materials for the composite materials is influenced mainly by
the quantities and the types of resins used. In this case, it is based on the databases from the
Life Cycle Assessment software, where 1 kilogram of fibreglass has lower extraction energy
than 1 kilogram of resin, whilst 1 kilogram of carbon fibre has the highest extraction energy.
 The higher contributions of the transportation were caused by a number of factors. Road
transportation was found to be the main contributing factor as it utilised higher amounts of
non-renewable fossil fuel such as crude oil to transport the raw material freight over a long
distance. Shipment of raw materials from overseas can also increase the embodied energy of
the composite materials. Interestingly, it was found that the accumulation of the shipment of
several raw materials from various overseas suppliers can further increase the embodied
energy of the transportation. For instance, suppliers that were found in this study came from
various locations in the Asia, Europe and US regions.

The cradle-to-grave results of this project suggested that:
 Material stage: Composite products have significantly lower embodied energy during their
material stage the traditional product. This is large due to the traditional materials require a
relatively high amount of energy during their extraction process.
 Manufacturing process (process): Most of the composite products have higher embodied
energy than the traditional products during the manufacturing process stage.
 Usage stage: Composite products perform considerably better than the traditional products at
this stage due to their light-weight and corrosive resistance properties which save the fuel
consumption.
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 End-of-Life stage: Despite many advantages, composite products have the shortcoming at the
end-of-life stage where the composite products are currently 100% landfill but the traditional
product such as steel and aluminium is 65 to 70% recyclable.

Ultimately on the basis of the scopes and assumptions of this analysis, it was found that composite
products are estimated to perform better than the traditional products in terms of their embodied energy
that incurred during their life cycle stages. At the material stage, they perform the best. Their outstanding
natures such as the strength and lightness are genuinely an advance on the traditional materials in this
modern era.
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CHAPTER 10
RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are summarised as generic suggestions for future projects and
composite product development. The suggestions are based on the results obtained from the methodology
and embodied energy results acquired from the cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses of the
composite products.

Recommendations for the embodied energy results:
 For this project a hot spot was defined as the raw materials and/or suppliers which have a high
contribution to the embodied energy results of the composite products. The hot spots analysis
was conducted in order to make further suggestions in order to minimise or eliminate the
identified raw materials and/or suppliers. As a result, the raw materials and suppliers which
predominantly contributed to the cradle-to-factory were identified. Therefore, the suggestions
to reduce these hot spots were made such as avoiding the utilisation of the road transportation
for a long distance and also encouraging the manufacturers to use rail and/or water
transportation. Moreover, selecting local suppliers was also suggested rather than those from
overseas.
 The shortcoming of the disposal process of the composite products was found when their
embodied energy results were compared with the traditional products which have a higher
recycling rate such as 70% for steel and 65% aluminium as suggested by the Australian
household waste scenarios. Therefore, further challenge is to improve the recyclability of the
composite products. This is not only for improving the embodied energy efficiency but also to
improving the competitiveness in the international market where the recycling rate is one of
the main requirements for the exporting products into countries such as Europe commission
and Japan.
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Recommendations for the future project:
 The detailed input data should be investigated further in order to increase the accuracy of the
cradle-to-factory and the cradle-to-grave analyses. For instance, some of the raw materials and
suppliers were excluded from the cradle-to-factory analysis due to the limited data available
from the participant companies.
 With limited resources, more participants should be involved in the project to provide input
data for more case studies or to support the detailed information for such areas as extended
suppliers. This will enhance the cradle-to-factory analysis where all the transportation systems
are included such as those used overseas.
 For future work, the optimisation can be further analysed to improve the hot spots as found in
the cradle-to-factory results. A hot spot is defined as the raw materials and/or suppliers which
have a high contribution to the embodied energy results. Therefore, the identified raw
materials and/or suppliers can be minimised or eliminated using sensitivity analysis to test the
implementation in a practical environment.
 The energy efficiency during the manufacturing, installation, usage and maintenance
processes can be investigated further to improve their environmental performance. This can be
achieved by measuring or monitoring the energy consumption during the operation of these
activities. Subsequently, the Life Cycle Assessment can be performed and attempted to
improve its performance.
 This investigation should be accompanied by a Life Cycle Costing analysis in order to
understand the true cost of fibre composite products in a cradle-to-grave scenario. This is
needed in order to completely assess the sustainability of the product, which will lead to a
win-win situation where the environment is protected and the economy sustained.
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mposite products have the shortcoming at the end-of-life stage where the composite products are
currently 100% landfill but the traditional product such as steel and aluminium is 65 to 70%
recyclable.
Ultimately on the basis of the scopes and assumptions of this analysis, it was found that composite

products are estimated to perform better than the traditional products in terms of their embodied energy
that incurred during their life cycle stages. At the material stage, they perform the best. Their outstanding
natures such as the strength and lightness are genuinely an advance on the traditional materials in this
modern era.
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APPENDIX A
TABLES OF AIR POLLUTANTS RESULTS

Cradle-to-grave results for a square metre of Tractile roof tile
(B-Pods Pty Ltd)
Total
Greenhouse
Amount per Primary energy
environmental
1 m2
consumption gas emissions
impact
roofing
(MJeq)
(kg CO2eq)
(points)

Cradle-tograve

Materials/Processes description

Unit

Material &
Process

10 kg of C1 material

kg

10

114.37

10.96

Process

Electricity consumption

kwh

4.0323

155.65

Steel battens

kg

2.75

Steel screws production

kg

Cutting roof sheet

kWh

CO (kg)

CO2 (kg)

NO2 (kg)

SO2 (kg)

Partibulate
(unspecified) kg

VOC (kg)

0.47

2.55E-03

10.91

1.68E-02

6.79E-04

3.95E-03

3.44E-04

14.96

0.59

3.98E-03

14.82

1.68E-02

3.51E-03

5.05E-03

3.44E-04

84.67

6.78

0.69

2.05E-01

6.51

7.54E-05

1.18E-02

1.30E-01

3.42E-06

0.06

1.85

0.15

0.02

4.46E-03

0.14

1.64E-06

2.57E-04

2.83E-03

7.46E-08

0.02

0.21

2.04E-02

7.64E-04

9.11E-06

1.99E-02 -5.26E-21 6.12E-05

5.96E-06

6.52E-12

Installation

Maintenance

Cutting steel battens

kWh

0.02

0.21

2.04E-02

7.64E-04

9.11E-06

1.99E-02 -5.26E-21 6.12E-05

5.96E-06

6.52E-12

Drilling & screwing; Cordless drill

kWh

5.830E-03

0.06

5.94E-03

2.23E-04

2.66E-06

5.80E-03 -1.53E-21 1.78E-05

1.74E-06

1.90E-12

Transportation for
installation:13.01kg*0.001t/kg*200km

tkm

2.562

6.17

3.80E-01

1.85E-02

1.48E-03

3.70E-01 -6.54E-19 2.89E-04

2.20E-04

7.57E-13

Warranty 30 years

kWh

0

0.00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

Transportation for EOL

tkm

2.562

6.17

0.38

1.85E-02

1.48E-03

0.37

-6.54E-19 2.89E-04

2.20E-04

7.57E-13

-4.11E-18 -4.72E-03

-1.45E-04

-1.26E-06

0.143

0.001

EOL

Total

EOL option

%

100

-20.01

2.75

-0.06

-0.12

-0.35

1m2 of Tractile roof tile

m2

1.000

390.621

40.411

1.863

0.095

36.730

0.034

0.015

Cradle-to-grave results for a square metre of Wonderglas sheeting
(Ampelite Fibreglass Pty Ltd)
Cradle-tograve

Materials/Processes description

Unit

Input:
Amount
per 1 m2
roofing

Material

Wonderglas GC : Option 2

kg

2.4

Primary
Greenhouse
Total
energy
gas
environme
CO (kg)
consumpti emissions ntal impact
on (MJeq) (kg CO2eq)
(points)

CO2
(kg)

Partibulate
NO2 (kg) SO2 (kg) (unspecifie
d) kg

VOC
(kg)

2.91E+01

1.43E+00

1.18E-01

3.03E-03 1.17E+00 4.04E-05 1.44E-03

1.08E-03

3.47E-05

Total ellectricity consumption
kWh 0.81504
9.70E+00
0.71
1.90E+01
Assumed the weight of steel battens based onkgthe steel
sheet cast
study
Galvanisation process for steel batten
m2
0.159
1.21E+01
kgsheet cast
0.39 study1.20E+01
Assumed the weight screws based on the steel
Installation Cutting roof sheet
kWh
0.02
2.09E-01
Cutting steel battens
kWh 0.005163 5.40E-02
Drilling & screwing; Cordless drill
kWh 0.011667 1.22E-02
tkm
0.7
1.69E+00
Transportation for installation:13.01kg*0.001t/kg*200km
Transportation for EOL
tkm
0.7
1.69E+00
EOL
EOL option
%
100
-6.06E+00
Total CTG Wonderglas GC roof sheeting: option 2 m2
1
8.91E+01

1.08E+00
1.50E+00
1.12E+00
1.15E+00
2.04E-02
5.26E-03
1.19E-03
1.04E-01
1.04E-01
-7.03E-02
7.52E+00

2.45E-02
1.69E-01
6.12E-02
4.58E-02
7.64E-04
1.97E-04
4.46E-05
5.06E-03
5.06E-03
-1.94E-02
4.35E-01

4.14E-04
5.44E-02
2.47E-03
4.28E-04
9.11E-06
2.35E-06
5.32E-07
4.04E-04
4.04E-04
#######
2.94E-02

2.05E-04
3.43E-02
1.52E-04
2.99E-03
5.96E-06
1.54E-06
3.48E-07
6.02E-05
6.02E-05
-1.76E-05
3.90E-02

2.69E-10
4.65E-07
2.08E-10
3.74E-10
6.52E-12
1.68E-12
3.80E-13
2.07E-13
2.07E-13
#######
3.48E-05

Process

1.07E+00
1.44E+00
1.08E+00
1.12E+00
1.99E-02
5.14E-03
1.16E-03
1.01E-01
1.01E-01
#######
7.08E+00

#######
#######
3.01E-04
#######
#######
#######
#######
#######
#######
#######
3.41E-04

2.94E-06
2.23E-03
6.78E-03
7.92E-04
6.12E-05
1.58E-05
3.57E-06
7.90E-05
7.90E-05
#######
1.03E-02
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Cradle-to-grave results for Mustang 430 powerboat hull
(Mustang Marine Australia Pty Ltd)
Cradle-tograve

Materials/Processes
description

Unit

Input:
Total
Primary energy Greenhouse gas
Amount per
consumption
emissions (kg
environmental
powerboat
(MJeq)
CO2eq)
impact (points)
hull

Mustang 430 hull
hull
1
Polyurethane foam
kg
45
Material
Plywood
kg
170
Transportation for plywood
tkm
33.165
Transportation for foam
tkm
13.804
kWh
1567
Total energy consumption per hull
Process
Installation Transportatioin for distribution iskm
200
assumed as
200km
Maintenance No resurfacing required
kwh
0
km as 200km
200
Transportatioin for landfill is assumed
End-of-life
EOL option
%
100
Total CTG Mustang 430 powerboat hull
hull
1

97370.79
3821.13
2339.43
79.85
33.24
15411.74
2447.68
0.00
2447.68
654.53
124606.08

3009.28
245.26
206.08
4.91
2.04
1499.80
142.02
0.00
142.02
324.28
5575.69

504.01
20.76
24.26
0.24
0.10
56.25
8.46
0.00
8.46
2.22
624.75

CO (kg)

5.72
0.15
2.14
0.02
0.01
0.67
3.21
0.00
3.21
0.49
15.61

Partibulate
CO2 (kg) NO2 (kg) SO2 (kg) (unspecified) VOC (kg)
kg
2972.31
220.54
24.32
4.70
1.95
16.66
136.62
0.00
136.62
22.73
3536.45

2.97E-01 6.99E-01
7.97E-05 1.14E-01
5.60E-08 8.14E-01
1.34E-20 3.75E-03
5.59E-21 1.56E-03
-2.23E-17 4.50E+00
-5.94E-18 1.33E-01
0.00E+00 0.00E+00
-5.94E-18 1.33E-01
-2.41E-15 -3.31E-03
0.30
6.40

3.87E+00
3.71E-04
5.62E-03
5.54E-07
2.31E-07
2.87E-02
9.56E-02
0.00E+00
9.56E-02
-6.36E-03
4.09

3.09E-02
3.97E-04
1.68E-01
9.79E-12
4.08E-12
4.80E-07
2.91E-10
0.00E+00
2.91E-10
3.67E-08
0.20

Cradle-to-grave results for a linear metre of Exel I-Beam
(Exel Composites)
Cradle-tograve

Material
Process

Materials/Processes
description

1m of C4 material for I beam
Total ellectricity consumption

Unit

Primary Greenhous
Total
Input:
energy
e gas
environme
Amount
consumptio emissions ntal impact
per 1 m
n (MJeq) (kg CO2eq) (points)

CO (kg)

CO2 (kg)

NO2 (kg)

SO2 (kg)

Partibulate
(unspecified) VOC (kg)
kg

m

1

8.498E+01

4.025E+00

4.397E-01

6.50E-03

3.95E+00

3.18E-02

7.75E-04

3.90E-03

7.97E-05

kWh

1.101

1.311E+01

1.453E+00

3.305E-02

5.59E-04

1.44E+00

1.66E-03

3.98E-06

2.77E-04

3.64E-10

Installation

tkm
0.6562
Transportation for distribution: 3.281kg*200km/1000

1.580E+00

9.721E-02

4.741E-03

3.78E-04

9.48E-02

4.18E-04

7.41E-05

5.64E-05

1.94E-13

EOL

Transportation for EOL
tkm
0.6562
%
100
Transportation for landfill: 3.281kg*200km/1000

1.580E+00
6.035E-01

9.721E-02
2.996E-01

4.741E-03
2.046E-03

3.78E-04
4.55E-04

9.48E-02
2.09E-02

4.18E-04
2.46E-04

7.41E-05
-3.18E-06

5.64E-05
-5.88E-06

1.94E-13
3.39E-11

101.85

5.97

0.48

8.27E-03

5.61E+00

3.45E-02

9.24E-04

4.28E-03

7.97E-05

Total CTG

A linear metre of Exel I-Beam

m

1
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Cradle-to-grave results for a 2.5 linear metre of Wagners power-pole cross-arm
(Wagners Composite Fibre Technologies Manufacturing Pty Ltd)
Cradle-tograve
Material
Process
Installation

Materials/Processes
description

Unit

Input:
Primary
Greenhouse
Total
Amount per
energy
gas emissions environmental CO (kg)
1 power-pole consumption
(kg CO2eq) impact (points)
cross-arm
(MJeq)

2.5m of C5 material for crossarm kg
Total ellectricity consumption
kWh
connection
kg

Transportation for installation
tkm
Transportation for disposal site tkm
EOL option
%
m
Total CTG 2.5m power-pole crossarm for 40 years

End-of-life

9.5
28
5
2.9
2.9
100
2.5

135.47
275.39
226.37
6.98
6.98
-43.71
607.47

5.41
26.80
19.58
0.430
0.430
-0.96
51.69

0.75
1.01
1.46
0.021
0.021
-0.14
3.12

0.003
0.012
0.386
0.002
0.002
-0.230
0.174

CO2
(kg)

NO2 (kg)

5.369 4.63E-04
26.193 -1.42E-18
18.940 -2.09E-18
0.419 1.26E-18
0.419 1.26E-18
-0.795 -5.76E-18
50.545 4.63E-04

Partibulate
SO2 (kg) (unspecified)
kg

VOC (kg)

5.42E-04
8.05E-02
2.21E-02
3.27E-04
3.27E-04
-8.07E-03
9.57E-02

1.11E-12
8.58E-09
3.27E-06
8.56E-13
8.56E-13
-2.24E-06
1.04E-06

6.39E-03
7.84E-03
2.44E-01
2.49E-04
2.49E-04
-1.15E-04
2.58E-01

Cradle-to-grave results for Boeing’s carbon fibre aircraft hinge fitting
(Boeing Research & Technology Australia)
Cradle-tograve

Materials/Processe
s description

Unit

Total
Input:
Greenhou
Primary
Amount
se gas environm
energy
per
ental
emissions
consumpti
hinge
(kg
impact
on (MJeq)
fitting
CO2eq)
(points)

Material

hinge fittingplastic1
20 kg of carbon fibre reinforced

Process

kW h
Total ellectricity consumption

1286.6

End-of-life
Total

SO2 (kg)

Partibulat
e
VOC (kg)
(unspecifi
ed) kg

202

24

7.74E-01

1.90E+02

5.18E-02

4.37E-02

2.97E-02

6.72E-12

1756

43

1.26E+00

1.73E+03

1.19E-16

2.92E-02

5.80E-01

4.25E-07

tkm
4
231
Transportation for EOL, Disposal:
20kg/1000*200
100
1

NO2 (kg)

6290

kg
112513.9
Fuel consumption during 20,000
flight
operation7909773

EOL option
%
CTG for 1 carbon fibrehinge fitting

CO2 (kg)

16278

tkm (from
0.508
29 to Mlebourne
2
1.02E-01
Fisherman bend
Airport)
Installation Installation:(20kg/1000)*25.4km
Usage

CO (kg)

14
7932616

3.85E-02

1.64E+00

6.44E-19

1.59E-03

1.15E-03

3.49E-12

90515

11345

3.03E-01

1.29E+01

5.07E-18

1.25E-02

9.04E-03

2.75E-11

13

7.99E-01

1.37E-02

3.17E-01

-8.44E-19

-5.34E-04

-2.40E-04

10
92498

4.94E-02
11412

89
92

83369
85302

-1.85E-13
5.18E-02

185
185

19
19

1.14E-09
1.04E-06
1.46E-06
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APPENDIX B
TECHNICAL MANUAL: MATERIAL AND ENERGY FLOW
SPREADSHEET MODEL

Introduction
The input-output model of the materials and energy flows are prepared in a spreadsheet model using
Microsoft Excel. This file contains several worksheets as shown in Figure B.1. The first work sheet is the
‘MODEL’ worksheet which is used as the interface with the user. It includes the model, sections for data
entry, table of the report and a bar chart. Therefore, the data entry can be described as follows.

Figure B.1: Worksheets included in the spreadsheet model.

Model worksheet
Cradle-to-factory analysis of the raw materials and the associated transportation:
1.

Enter or alter the input data of raw materials in kilogram in the coloured cell that has an arrow
indicated as shown in ‘A’ of Figure B.1.

2.

Enter or alter the input data for the distance of the transportation type for the associated raw
materials from suppliers to the manufacturer at the blue text cell which has an arrow sign as
shown in ‘B’ of Figure B.1.

3.

The two embodied energy results as shown in C are presented as the primary energy
consumption (MJeq) and the greenhouse gas emissions (kg CO2eq) results which will be
generated instantly when you enter the input data above. They are presented in the cells below
the input data. These two values are calculated based on the Cumulative Energy Demand
(CED) and the IPCC GWP (IPCC) methods.

4.

Additional results of the full Life Cycle Assessment from the Eco-Indicator 99 H/A (EI99)
method are also given in the third cell below the IPCC results as shown in Figure B.1 from the
CED results.
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CRADEL TO FACTORY GATE ANALYSIS
START
Amount
1

Embodied Energy
of Raw material

Input

Unit
kg
0.4

Fibre supplier

CED (MJeq)
IPCC (CO2eq)
EI99 (pts)

3.504
0.201
0.021

Unit
tkm
0.400
Distance
1000

A

Input

0.4

Resin supplier

CED (MJeq)
IPCC (CO2eq)
EI99 (pts)

0.700
1.020
0.015

0.2

Other supplier

CED (MJeq)
IPCC (CO2eq)
EI99 (pts)

0.602
0.872
0.040

tkm
0.000
Distance
0

tkm
1.000
Distance
5000

C

LCEM

kg

Embodied Energy of
Water transportation

Input

Fibre s: water
transportation

Unit
tkm
0.080
Distance
200

0.020
0.002
0.000
Resin : water
transportation
0
0
0
Other t: water
transportation
0.056
0.004
0.002

Embodied Energy of
Road transportation

Input

Embodied Energy of
Rail transportation

Fibre : road
transportation

Unit
tkm
0.000
Distance
0

Fibre : rail
transportation

0.152
0.011
0.001

B
tkm
0.316
Distance
789

Resin : road
transportation
6.70E-02
4.68E-02
2.28E-03

tkm
0.070
Distance
350

Other : road
transportation
0.169
0.010
0.001

tkm
0.000
Distance
0

tkm
0.200
Distance
1000

0
0
0
Resin: rail
transportation
0
0
0

FACTORY GATE

DEEDI

Other : rail
transportation
0.105
0.007
0.001

Figure B.1: Spreadsheet model example of the cradle-to-factory analysis.

Cradle-to-grave analysis of the life cycle of a product:
1. The input data for the manufacturing process, the transportation for the installation of the finished
product, the maintenance and the disposal process can be entered similarly.
2. The electricity consumption in kWh can be enter in the cell which has an arrow sign as shown in
Figure B.2. The results are given in MJeq, kg CO2eq and points

Arrow sign

kWh
0.6
CED (MJeq)
I PCC (kgCO2eq)
EI 99 (points)

Electric pump
7.14187906
0.79146619
0.018001988

Figure B.2: Electricity consumption entry and the produced results of the cradle-to-grave analysis.

3. The input data for the usage stage was prepared on a basis of the product‘s analysis scope and
assumption. Most of the models would provide certain maintenance and operation process such as
energy consumption and transportation involved. The input data can be entered similarly to Figure
B.3 entering the value in the cell which has the arrow sign.
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Intallation for the oroduct

Unit
kWh
0.1

EOL: road
transportation
1.685
0.104
5.06E-03

Usage

Installation

Unit
kWh
0.00356

Maintenance

1.046
0.102
0.004

0.037
0.004
1.36E-04

LCEM

End of Life: Disposal

Input
Unit
tkm
2.562
Distance
789

EOL:
road

END

Input
Unit
%
100

END

EOL

6.168
0.380
0.019

-29.621
1.774
-0.182

Figure B.3: Spreadsheet model example of the cradle-to-grave analysis.
The presentation of the results in a report format:
The based line model is shown in the table which has blue cells. The results of the analysis are
presented in the white table on the right hand side as shown in Figure B.4. This table shows the three
results for each of the parameters such as the individual raw materials, all the transportation and electricity
until the end-of life of the product.
The results are also provided in bar charts as shown in Figure B.5.
Table of the input
data from the
model

Cradle to factory
gate

Extraction energy

Report: Results from the input data from
the model

Input: Amount per
1 kg of
composites
material

CED 1.04
(MJeq)

IPCC 1.00 (kg
of CO2eq)

EI99 2.03
(points)

0.4

3.504E+00

2.010E-01

2.100E-02

0.4

7.000E-01

1.020E+00

1.500E-02

0.2

6.020E-01

8.720E-01

4.000E-02

IPCC 1.00 (kg
of CO2eq)

EI99 2.03
(points)

4.806E+00

2.093E+00

7.600E-02

1.803E-01

1.352E-02

7.898E-04

7.679E-02

2.000E-02

2.000E-03

2.399E-04

0.08

1.520E-01

1.100E-02

5.000E-04

7.305E-03

4.605E-04

4.699E-05

0.0004

9.631E-04

5.925E-05

2.890E-06

Total CTF

1

4.986E+00

2.107E+00

7.679E-02

4.986E+00

2.107E+00

Material

3.5

4.986E+01

2.107E+01

7.679E-01

4.986E+01

2.107E+01

7.679E-01

0.0006

6.141E-03

5.949E-04

1.799E-05

0.0001

1.024E-03

9.914E-05

2.998E-06

7.165E-03

6.940E-04

2.098E-05

2.75

7.345E+01

5.823E+00

6.549E-01

0.06

2.716E+00

2.349E-01

1.755E-02

2.562

6.168E+00

3.795E-01

1.851E-02

100

-2.962E+01

1.774E+00

-1.821E-01

Total

1.026E+02

2.928E+01

1.277E+00

Process
Usage
EOL

Total CTG

0.400

CED 1.04
(MJeq)

0.078

Transportation:
Suppliers to
Company

Report: Results from the input data from the model

Report: Product life cycle stages result

7.616E+01

6.058E+00

6.724E-01

-2.345E+01

2.154E+00

-1.636E-01

1.026E+02

2.928E+01

1.277E+00

CO (kg)

CO2 (kg)

NO2 (kg)

SO2 (kg)

Partibulate
(unspecified) kg

VOC (kg)

4.027E-01
1.320E+00
9.495E-01
2.063E-03
1.133E-02
4.042E-04
5.664E-05
2.686E+00
3.815E+00
2.129E-07
3.548E-08
2.106E-01
4.632E-03
1.472E-03
-1.225E-01

6.950E-05
2.156E-04
2.430E-04
2.667E-06
4.598E-05
5.224E-07
2.299E-07
5.775E-04
7.216E-04
6.820E-06
1.137E-06
4.634E+00
1.024E-01
3.628E-01
-1.030E+00

1.598E-03
2.444E-03
1.430E-03
-2.271E-21
2.568E-21
-4.577E-22
1.284E-23
5.473E-03
9.151E-03
-3.455E-23
-5.758E-24
6.579E-18
2.658E-19
-9.229E-19
-1.445E-15

1.869E-03
5.462E-03
3.544E-03
2.372E-06
9.034E-06
4.647E-07
4.517E-08
1.089E-02
1.610E-02
4.213E-07
7.021E-08
8.650E-03
2.651E-04
2.893E-04
-4.891E-03

3.205E-04
1.771E-03
1.046E-03
2.422E-10
1.336E-09
4.744E-11
6.679E-12
3.137E-03
4.433E-03
1.131E-08
1.886E-09
1.314E-01
2.868E-03
1.088E-10
-1.916E-08

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
6.873E-04
4.282E-15
2.362E-14
8.389E-16
1.181E-16
6.873E-04
1.203E-04
2.001E-13
3.335E-14
1.799E-06
3.929E-08
7.566E-13
-1.892E-06

3.909E+00

4.070E+00

9.151E-03

2.041E-02

1.387E-01

1.202E-04

Figure B.4: Example of embodied energy results generated as a tabulated format from the spreadsheet
model.
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125
100
49.863
75
50
25
0.007
0
-25
-50 Material Process

40
30
20
10
0
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Figure B.5: Example of embodied energy results generated from the spreadsheet model.

Summary of CTF results worksheet:
This worksheet illustrates the summary of the cradle-to-factory analysis as calculated in the
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‘MODEL’ worksheet as shown in Figure B.6.
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Figure B.6: Example of summary of CTF results worksheet.

Summary of CTG results worksheet:
This worksheet illustrates the summary of the cradle-to-grave analysis as calculated in the
‘MODEL’ worksheet as shown in FigureB.6.
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Figure B.7: Example of summary of CTG results worksheet.

The rest of the worksheets as shown in Figure B.8 are the raw data which was generated by the
SimaPro software, which are the emission substances results and the detailed results for both composites
and traditional products. They are provided as the databases for the ‘MODEL’ worksheet, in case the user
would like to obtain the detailed results for further investigation and reference.

Figure B.8: The rest of the worksheets.
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Fibre
Carbon fibre
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Glass fibre
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Resin
Epoxy resin
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Unsaturated polyester resin
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Chemicals
Chemicals organic
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Chemicals inorganic
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Pigment
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Transportation
Articulated truck
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International shipping
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Electricity
Electricity, High Voltage, Australian Average
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Electricity, Low Voltage, Queensland/ AU U
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Disposal process
Modified Household waste /AU U
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